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APPENDIX M

ENVIRONMENTAL QUALIFICATION OF ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT

M.1 INTRODUCTION

The La Salle County Station (LSCS), owned by the Commonwealth
Edison Company, was awarded a construction permit by the Atomic
Energy Commission (AEC) in September 1973. The construction
permit was issued based upon AEC and the Advisory Committee on
Reactor Safety (ACRS) acceptance of the compliance and refer-
enced criteria information provided in the Preliminary Safety
Analysis Report (PSAR) . The Commonwealth Edison Company pro-
vided assurances, documented in the PSAR, that the LSCS would
be constructed pursuant to Regulations (General Design Criteria)
and NRC accepted and/or endorsed industry standards.

Regulatory Guide 1.89 was issued in November 1974 to establish
a method whereby a design verification for Class lE equipment
was to be made against IEEE 323-1971 and IEEE 344-1971. These
were the NRC accepted industry standards applicable to La Salle
during the period when the Class lE equipment was purchased.

The FSAR was submitted in August 1975 in the format of Regul-
atory Juide 1.70, Revision 2 to enable the NRC to make a
review in the context of their evolving Regulatory Guides and
internal staff review plans. At that point in time, the
environmental qualification of safety-related equipment was
routinely specified with purchase orders and functional per-
formance specifications. During the period 1976 through 1978,
the applicant worked with the staff to refine the seismic
(and hydrodynamic load) qualification of safety-related equip-
ment separately from other aspects of environmental qualifi-
cation. That seismic evaluation, seismic qualification, and
seismic requalificaiton program proceeded separately from the
consideration of thermal, radiation, aging, and humidity
factors to assure that structural and pressure environments
were fully met during a period when emphasis was primarily
directed toward containment adequacy. During 1979 and 1980
these Seismic Qualification Summaries and Reports were and
still are being reviewed by the staff.

Concurrently with the latter phases of the seismic qualifi-
cation effort, the NRC definition of Environmental Qualifi-
cation requirements became more explicit via issuance of IE
Bulletin 79-OlB re operating stations. An Environmental
Qualification program was therefore defined after the pattern
of the SQRT effort. The Environmental Qualification program
for La Salle encompasses three phases: a) the assessment
phase which defined the equipment and environmental conditions
which must be considered; b) the evaluation phase which
appraised the actual qualification basis for the equipment
against the NRC criteria (DOR Guidelines, or Category II or
Category I of NUREG-0588); and c) the requalification phase
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which includes re-analyses, re-test, or replacement of equip-
ment which does not adequately qualify per the original NRC
criteria.

Assessment Phase

The assessment phase included the definition of which equipment
was important to safety in terms of the function of the device
during accidents and operational transients. For those instances
where the same device (a pressure switch, for example) was used
in several systems throughout the platt, the most harsh environ-
ment was accepted as the condition to which the particular
device was assessed. Other uses of that same device were also
tabulated for completeness to assist in the appraisal of all
safety equipment whether in the harsh environment or a more
benign environment. Also as part of the Assessment Phase, the
location of the equipment was re-verified because that fact
determines potential exposures to plant anvironments. Each
piece of safety-related equipment was identified specifically
by manufacturer, model number and unique part number (usually
a drawing number). Additionally, for active safety equipment
the functional time-frame for its safety function was called
out. For passive safety equipment which generally provides
containment boundary integrity or pressure boundary integrity,
the functional tima was not a dominant requirement but consid-
erations were given to potential failure mechanisms in its
appraisal.

For case of compilation, equipment numbers follow the NSSS
master parts list or master equipment list for BOP; these are
subgrouped by system categories. Separate equipment lists were
originated for the NSSS equipment and for the BOP equipment to
enable parallel efforts in an attempt to meet the NRC milestone
dates.

The output of this first phase of effort was essentially two
compilations or Environmental Qualification Lists, Tables M.3-1
and M.3-2 of this report. Equipment qualification records were
searched ar.d Environmental Qualification Summaries were compiled
to serve as a precise of the qualification records and opera-
tional experience. ^^-^ Environmental Qualification Summaries
are backed up by the EQ folders at the NSSS vendors (GE San Jose)
or at the offices of the Architect Engineer (Sargent & Lundy).
The EQ folders include the test reports, analyses, and other
documentation that substantiate the conclusion stated in the FQ
Summaries.

Evaluation Phase

The second or evaluation phase included detailed appraisals of
equipment capability to perform the safety function in the
abnormal environment associated with a LOCA or HELB inside er
outside of containment. Such events are assumed to occur once

M.1-2
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during the lifetime of the plant. High energy lines are those
lines which process fluid at pressures above 200 psi and temper-
atures above 275*F. Examples include reactor system steam-
lines, feedwater piping and recirculating system piping. In
the unlikely event of such an occurrence, plant protection
systems are designed to automatically initiate to shut down
the reactor. The Nuclear System is depressurized and placed
in the cold shutdown mode by manual initiation of the shutdown
cooling mode of the Residual Heat Removal System.

The environments associated with the postulated abnormal events
have a time-persistence dependent upon time to detect, to trans-
mit, and to initiate isolation action which closes off the
source of fluid being released. Approximately 6 seconds are

~

required to affect an isolation of a breached high energy line.
This time approximation characterizes the interval of the break
which sets the quantity of radioactive fluid leaked into the
containment. Because flow attenuation begins as the valve
begins to close (approximately 600 milliseconds af ter detection) ,
the assumption of full flow until isolation valve closure is
conservative.

The Environmental Test standard outlined in the DOR guidelines
as provided by IE Bt tietin 79-OlB assumes that the entire con-
tainment volume instantaneously fills with steam at rated con-
tainment pressure. This ultra-conservative assumption over-
estimates the ambient temperature in the vicinity of safety-
related equipment located inside primary containment by 100 F
to 200 F because condensation effects of the containment sur-
face and equipment surfaces should reduce the heat transfer
rate during the expansion process. During the transition where
the equipment surface temperature increases beyond the conden-
sation temperature at constant containment pressure, evaporation
efforts would also reduce the rate of heat transfer. This
condition accompanied by the gradual ambient heat reduction of
the containment results in calculated equipment temperatures

_

well below 300 F.

The environments of areas inside secondary containment is much
less harsh than that of the primary containment. A steam pipe
rupture outside primary containment yields the following
environmental conditions in the secondary containment:

Duration Temperature F Pressure R/H Radiation (TID, rads)

0-6 hr 212 7 in. W.G. steam 6.5 x 10

6 hr-100 days 150-120 7 in. W.G. 90% ---

This represents the limiting environmental levels outside primary
containment where much of the NSSS Class lE equipment is located.

The environmental conditions specified for procurement purposes
for La Salle safety-related equipment were stipulated in the BNR
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generic specification for La Salle (22A3008), or in BOP docu-
ments derived therefrom and from HELB analyses. These required
environments are cited in the EQ Summaries for each type of,

equipment as a procurement reference because that basis is
already reported in FSAR Tables 3.ll-x as a documented basis.

The designation of equipment locations for NSSS equipment at
LSCS took the approach that segmented the primary containment
into subzones as was done in the GE basis for Environmental
Specification 22A3008. Similarly, for BOP equipment where the
emphasis is on the ECCS equipment, control systems, and power
sources, the location designations were made compatible with
the design approach based on plant systems divisionalization
(HPCS Division III, for example). This divisionalization of
systems with accompanying physical and electrical separation
of equipment, cabling, controls, power, etc., results in less
complexity in considering postulated failures because the
environment controlling equipment (coolers, fans, etc.) are
in the same division. Equipment qualification status acknowl-
edges the location within these cubicles having dual redun-
dant environmental apparatus.

The final evaluation step compared the environmental qualifi-
cation summaries against the NRC's acceptance criteria promul-
gated by either DOR guidelines or by NUREG-0588. This evalu-
ation step employed Criteria Check Sheets to record the judg-
ment basis for the conclusion entered on the EQ Summaries.
Requalification Phase

The requalification scope became apparent from the evaluation
phase. A preliminary requalification program approach will be
outlined in Section M.8 at a later date , if necessary.

.
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M.2 QUALIFICATION EVALUATIOh

M.2.1 Environmental Qualification Procedure - Balance-of-
Plant Electrical Equioment

M.2.1.1 Original Electrical Ecuipment Environmenta l
Qualitication Procedures

Original environmental qualifications for electrical equipment
were specified in appropriate project specifications. These
specifications were prepared in accordance with applicable
Sargent S Lundy Quality Assurance Procedures in offect at the
time of the preparation of the specification. They ! "ecif ..ed the
applicable environmental qualification and documentation
requirements in accordance with industry standards in effect at
the time of contract award for this equipment. Environmental
qualification envelopes were determined utilizing the General
Electric Company Environmental Specification (2 2 A3 0 08) , and
calculated environmental conditions defined by Sargent S Lundy
analysis in accordance with the Quality Assurance Procedures in
effect at the time of the work. Upon receipt of equipment, or
shortly thereaf ter as vendors provide it, the environmental
qualification documentation was reviewed in accordance with
Quality Assurance Procedure in effect at the time of the receipt
of the documentation.

Current Sargent & Lundy General Quality Assurance Procedures that
are applicable to establishing environmental qualification
requ.rements, specifying environmental requirements, and
reviewing environmental qualification documentation are au
follows:

a. GQ-3.08 Design Calculations

b. GQ-3.09 Foreign Design Documents

c. GQ-4.01 Procurement Specifications

M.2.1.2 Evaluation of Electrical Eauioment Per DDR
GuAdelines

Equipment requiring environmental qualification documentation and
the current status of review and approval of environmental
qualification documentation for BOP equipment are included as
part of this appendix to the LSCS-FS AR. All the work contained
in this appendix has been performed in accordance witn Sargent &
Lundy Quality Assurance Procedure GQ-3. 05 entitled "Saf ety
Analysis Reports (PSAR's and FSAR's) . " Qualification envelopes
included in this appendix are based on approved manuf acturers'
information particularly from the NSSS supplier, General Electric
Company, and/or calculations performed at Sargent & Lundy in
accordance with Sargent & Lundy General Quality Assurance
Procedure GQ-3.08 entitled " Design Calculations. "

M.2-1
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All environmental qualification documentation for equipm3nt
identified on envir 7nmental qualification tables included in a
portion of this appendix has been rereviewed to either DOR
Guidelines included in NRC document " Guidelines for Evaluating
Environmental Qualification of Class 1E Equipment in Operating
Reactors," dated Ncvember 13, 1979, or NRC Document NUREG-0588
entitled " Interim Staff Position on Environmental Qualification
of Safety-Related Electrical Equipment," issued December 1979 for
comment. Review to either of these requirements has been
documented utilizing appropriate checklists for either the DOR
guidelines or to the requirements of either Category I or II of
NUREG-0588. The checklists have been completed and documentation
rereviewed in accordance with a special La Salle County Station
Project Instruction PI-LS-29 entitled "Eereview of Environmental
Qualification Documentation of Electrical Equipment."
Documentation for which the checklist has been completed and f or
which the documentation is acceptable shall be available f or
audit at the La Salle County Station site. Documentation f or
which checklist review shcws additional qualification information
is necessary shall be available for audit at Sargent S Lundy
until the requalificaticn has been completed. It will then te
transferred to the La Salle County Station.

M.2.2 Environmental Qualification Procedure - Nuclear Steam
Sucolv System Electrical Equipment

The assessment of the environmental qualification status of
NSSS equipment important to safety was initiated in November
1979. The prior IE Bulletin 79-OlB effort was used
to outline the review including coverage or scope
and the definition of environments applicable for the equip-
ment. In February 1980 the NRC guidance letter established
more specific documentation requirements for each item of
safety-related equipment. The exclusion of seismic qualifi-
cations from this assessment was acknowledged because the
SQRT program was on going. The DOR guidelines were accepted
as applicable for LSCS based upon this NRC letter. "he guide-
lines had been circulated as an addendum to IE Bulletin 79-01Bduring January 1980. The coverage addressed Class lE electri-
cal equipment and the electrical controls on mechanical equip-
ment. The assessment of the mechanical control components
appeared to be reasonable and neuessary for assurance of j

i

safety function of the mechanical systems which are important
to safety.

The General Dt sign Criteria relating to environmental qual-
ifications are General Design Criteria 1, 2, 4 and 23. In
the design and procurement of La Salle NSSS cauipment these
criteria were met via utilization of industry standards
IEEE 323-1971, 'IEEE Trial Use Standard: General Guide for
Qualifying Class lE Equipment for Nuclear Power Generating
Stations" and IEEE 344-1971, "IEEE Recommended Practices for
Seismic Qualification of Class lE Equipment for Nuclear

M.2-2
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Power Generating Stations." These standards provided
acceptable methods for design and' procurement of Class lE
electrical equipment important to safety based upon the
intended function of that equipment during the time period
when the limiting environmental condition would exist. The
abnormal environment was the main focus because normal plant
surveillance and maintenance programs are employed to detect
failures and/or to replace deficient equipment (out of tech-
nical specification limits) . The present EQ assessment
acknowledged these General Criteria and the ind1stry standards.
In addition, recognition was given to possible cime-aggravation
of the limiting environments on Class lE equipment and
appurtenances. The possibility of functional dearadation
resulting from the sequence of exposure to natural events and
design basis accidents and transients, as endorsed by NRC's
Regulatory Guide 1.89, was also recognized. In the appraisal
of NSSS equipment to DOR guidelines, this factor was acknow-
ledged by sorting into a special consideration category any
equipment whose materials of construction or operating fluids
were question','e or suspected to be sensitive to the time
integrals of radiation or thermal environments. The General
Electric Materials Handbook, which is a collection of
industry data on the sensitivity thresholds of materials to
these two aging factors provided the basis for either clear-
ing the suspected equipment or evaluating the time-capability
of that equipment. The J.rrhenius aging model is the under-
lying basis for interpretations of thermal again phenomenon.

In the physical layout of the LSCS plant equipment, specific
attention was given to locate Class lE equipment and
appurtenances outside primary containment, to compartmentalize
into cubicles the individual ECCS systems, to provide control
room environment for control panels, auxiliary equipment panels,
cable spreading areas, and primary electrical switchgear.
These measures resulted in locating components which are sen-
sitive to extreme environmental conditions in areas served by
redundant safety-related cooling systems. The air conditioning
equipment and associated components are also designed to
Seismic Category I requirements; the heat sink side of these
cooling systems is also seismically designed to the same
criteria and meet ASME Section III standards. Emergency power
is provided from on-site diesel generators to assure continuity
of service upon loss of off-site power. These are single-
failure proof designs for the above mentioned areas when the
majority of the control and instrumentation equipment is
located. Of course, the sensors, signal cables, solenoid
operators for valves and valve actuators are located inside
the primary containment but the system logics, interlocks,
controllers, indicators, recorders, annunciators, relays,
etc., which comprise the control circuitry are located in
the controlled environment areas.

The LSCS Class lE equipment is not subiect to chemical sprays.
,

i
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In addition, all LSCS Class lE equipment is located above
the flood elevation. The BWR does not require special chemical
treatment of reactor feed flow for reactor control nor need
pH be controlled. BWR water quality is monitored by on-line
conductivity elements that indicate when water quality im-
provements are required needed to restore the conductivity
to an acceptable level.

During this assessment phase, recognition was given to the
fact that nu specific accelerated aging method is applicable
for all C&I equipments. The accumulation of an experimental
data base for Class lE devices will require considerable time
to authenticate, therefore recourse was made to BWR operational
experience as a , alification method. Reference is made in
the EQ Summary Tables to experience with identical or
gencrically equivalent (materials and function) equipment which
has accumulated significant operational exposure to natural
aging pnec mena in operating BWR plants. This combination
of qualification methods is provided for in the DOR Guidelines.

Documentation of the results of the assessment of NSSS equip-
ment is provided in the EQ list (Table M.3-2) and in the EQ
Summaries (Table M. 5-2) for the Harsh Environments. This is
in response to the previously cited NRC guidance as inter-
preted by the NRC staff at the Region III meeting in Chicago
on July 16, 1980. At that meeting in response to
Commonwealth Edison Company's question as to the applicable
criteria (DOR, Category I or Category II of Draft (NUREG-0588),
the NRC directed that LSCS b3 evaluated against the DOR guide-
lines because LSCS and Pennsylvania Power & Light Company's
Susquehanna plants were considered with the operating reactors
plants. That direction was described as consistent with
IE Bulletin 79-OlB requirements. This report is compiled in
accordance with those directions and that specific criteria.

This report acknowledges the on-going upgrading of EQ data
via analysis and test results from vendors and contemporary
qualification programs such as the generic BWR owners' group
assessment. It is anticipated that such upgrading will
continue. Additionally, this report acknowledges the need
for a general analytical effort and a general test program to
upgrade the qualification status of specific equipments.
Section M.8 outlines the type of effort contemplated for this
upgrading objective.

Refinements in the EQ list and in the EQ summaries will be made
as this EQ program proceeds. The assessment of LSCS equipment
qualification for the non-harsh or benign environments is
continuing with a milestone date of February 1, 1981. By that
date, it is anticipated that the Requalification Plan (Phase
three) will be available for discussion with the NRC staff.
That requalification plan must necessarily address the avail-
ability of test equipment from vendors and the extensive testing

M.2-4
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load being imposed on available EQ test laboratories. Never-
theless, the completion date of June 1982 for all EQ work for
LSCS is being incorporated into the first version of this
Requalification Plan.

.
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M.3 SAFETY SYSTEMS AND COMPCNENTS

This section provides the identification of all the safety-
related electrical components utilized in the various systems of
the plant. This identification is provided through two lists in
tabular form, one for the balance-o f plant (ECP) equipment (Table
M.3-1) and one for the nuclear steam supply system (NSSS)
equipment (Table M. 3- 2) .

The tables list all the electrical equipment regardless of their
environmental zone locations, grouped first by system, then by
equipment type (name) , and then (as far as is possible) by
manufacturer and model number. However, only harsh environment
data have been included in this initial transmittal; the data f or
equipment located in the other zones will be provided in
subsequent FSAR amendments. The information presented in these
tables is as follows:

a. Specification Number: Identifies the document where
the original environmental conditions for equipment
purchase and installation are specified.

b. Eauinment Number - Name: Provides the specific plant
numbers of the equipment (for ease of reference and
correlation with other documents and drawings) and
the generic name (type) of the equipment.

c. Equipment Manufacturer: Identifies the manuf acturer
or vendor of the equipment.
Model Number: Provides the equipment catalog numberg

d. EC = Ecuipment Catecory: Provides a classification
of the equipment according to their required
function.

Environmental Zone: Identifies the environmente. EZ =
in which the equipment is located.

f. Qualification Table - Item: Provides a reference to
the qualitication table and item number (within th e
table) where the environmental qualification summary
da ta are presented for each equipment.

M.3.1 BOP Equipment - Table M. 3-1

This subsection provides some additional clarification for the
entrees of Table M. 3- 1.

a. The equipment have been categorized in Equipment
Categories (EC) under the following functional
scheme:

M. 3- 1
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CATEGORY FUNCTION

I DBA, Active: Must f unction

II DBA, Passive: Must not fail

III DBA, No Action: Failure allowed even
for passive items

IV non-DBA, non-safety-related or
safety-related but exist to
protect barrier (back-up)

b. The equipment location is designated as HX, NX, CX
for ha rsh, normal, and controlled environments
according to definitions provided in Section :4.4
Note tais initial submittal provides qualification
data for harsh environments only; this is delineated
by column EZ where only entrees for equipment in
harsh zones have been filled-in. If there is no
entry, the equipment is in a non-harsh zone. In the
remaining columns for equipment in the harsh zones,
no entree implies that data directly above it are
applicable.

M.3.2 NSSS Equipment - Table M. 3-2

The equipment listed in Table M.3-2 has been identified as
required to function under postulated LOCA and HELB events
both inside and outside of primary containment. This table
covers equipment potentially exposed to a Harsh Environment. It
includes plant protection system components (at device level)
which by location are assumed to be exposed to the Harsh Envir-
onments 'nd which have some safety-related function or some
protecticn function (barrier integrity) that is important to
safety. This list of NSSS equipment was derived from a consid-
eration of the above-mentioned postulated events. The LOCA's are
treated in Chapters 6.0 and 15.0 of this FSAR. HELB is treated
in Section 3.6 and Chapter 15.0 for breaks inside primary contain-
ment and in FSAR Appendix C for HELB outside primary containment.

This list also identifies the plant equipment that is available
to mitigate the consequences of these above mentioned abnormal
events. It includes the equipment which acts to isolate the
af f ec ted systems, safely shut down the reactor, ensure contain-
ment integrity, provide adequate core heat removal, and preclude
release of radioactivity (passive barrier protection) . Included
in the list is the equipment location, its safety function whether
active (signal provided, action performed) or passive along with
the functional time requirement. The specific EQ Summary is also
referenced to indicate where in Table M.5-2 can be found the
general qualification data.

M . 3- 2
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The following HELB events were covered in deriving this EQ List
of Equipment for LSCS:

Reactor Core Isolation Cooling Steamline
Main Steamlines
Reactor Recirculation Lines
Feedwater Lines

The following NSSS systems are designed to mitigate LOCA and/or
HELB events both inside and outside primary containment:

Reactor Protection System (1JS) .

Residual Heat Removal System (RHR), including
LPCI modes

Low Pressure Core Siray System (LPCS)
High Pressure Core Spray System (HPCS)
Auto Depressurization System (DS)
Primary Containment and Reactor Vessel Isolation
Control System (PCICS)

Reactor Core Isolation Cooling System (RCIC)

The reactor protection system is designed to cause rapid
insertion of control rods (SC RAM) to shutdown the reactor
when specific variables exceed predetermined limits.

The residual heat removal (RHR) system has several modes of
operation during and post-LOCA and HELB:

a. The low pressure coolant injection (LPCI) mode
provides reactor coolant makeup following a LOCA
when the reactor system has been depressurized
cad vessel water level is not restored by the
high pressure core spray system.

b. Suppression pool cooling mode is designed to
prevent suppression pool temperature from
exceeding predetermined limits following a LOCA
or HELB.

c. Reactor shutdown cooling mode is used during a
normal reactor shutdown or for long-term cooling
after vessel water level has been restored following
a LOCA or HELB.

The low pressure core spray system is designed to provide
reactor core spray following a LOCA when the vessel has been
depressurized and vessel water level has not been restored
by the HPCS.

The high pressure core spray system is designed to provide
high pressure reactor vessel core spray for small line treaks
which do not depressurize the reactor vessel.

M.3-3
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The automatic depressurization system is designed to provide
automatic depressurization of the reactor vessel by activating
safety / relief valves that vent steam to the suppression pool
in the event that the IIPCS cannot maintain the reactor water
level following a LOCA.

The primary containment and reactor vessel isolation control
system includes the Class lE instrumentations that automatically
initiate valve closure providing isolation of the primary contain-
ment and/or reactor vessel, and initiation of systems provided
to limit the release of radioactive materials.

.

The reactor core isolation cooling system (RCIC) is designed
to maintain or supplement reactor vessel water inventory during
normal operation when the reactor vessel is isolated from either
its primary heat sink or its normal coolant flow from the feed-
water system. Also during plant shutdown, prior to depressur-
ization, the RCIC system maintains vessel water level.

M.3.2.1 Equipment Categories Functional Times

The NSSS equipment has been categorized into Equipment Categories
(Column EC of Table M.3-2) according to whether the device
performs: 1) an active (A) safety function such as providing
or transmitting a signal related to same safety parameter er
such as providing control or motive power to actuate a
safety valve, turn on a safety motor, operate a solenoid,
etc.; and 2) a passive (P) safety function such as ensure
a pressure boundary in an ASME Class I, II, or III system,
or retain a position or status of some safety equipment.

Active safety devices must function in the abnormal event;
passive safety devices must not fail their particular need
in the event. Most active safety devices are automatically ,

activated by safety circuitry; however, a few are manually
activated when time is of no significance in the safety action.
These few devices are listed with an M in the EC column of
Table M.3-2.

Where device action time is important to the safety function
being performed, an entry under column FT of Table M.3-2
lists the pertinent time interval. These time interval entries
are coded according to the following scheme.

.
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LSCS-FSAR AMENDMENT
LATER

Code Function Time (ft)

A 0 to 45 sec
B 0 to 10 min
C 0 to 1 hr
D 0 to 6 hr
E 0 to 12 hr
F 0 to 24 hr
G G to 2 days
H 0 to 30 days
I 0 to 100 days
J Steady-state (always

available)

M.3.2.2 Location of NSSS Equipment

Equipment locations throughout the plant are designated
by the scheme represented in the correlation table of
Section M.3.1.2. The subzones in the primary containment
were created to distinguish between various radiation levels
depending upon separation distance from the reactor and to
recognize locations where fluid filled lines are concentrated.
The subzones with reactor building distinguishes controlled
environmental zones or now cor. trolled zones, by elevation
dif ferences with local concentrations of similar equipment,
and by the compartmentalization of ECCS systems. The control
and instrumentation is concentrated into the controlled
environment zone designated CR-1 which includes the control
room, the auxiliary electric equipment room, and the cable
spreading room, plus some ancillary areas.

M.3.2.3 Correlation of Safety Categories and Functional Times
Among the NSSS and BOP Equipment

The categorization scheme used to record the safety function of
the BOP equipment was outlined in the NRC's February 4, 1980
guidance letter to OL applicants. That scheme is shown in
Section M.3.1 with Roman numeral designators indicating the
saf ety function without reference to time of action or interval
of availability. The following matrix indicates the correlation
of these safety categories for LSCS equipment.

BOP Equipment NSSS Equipment

NRC Category I (must function) GE designation A (or M)
II (must not f ail) P

III (f ailure allowed) -

IV (protects barrier) P

M.3-5



TABLE M.3-1

ENVIRONMENTAL QUALIFICATION LIST
P EQUIPVENTM ELECTRICAL

SPEC. EQUIPMENT QUALIFICATION
NUMBER NUMBER NAME MANUFACTURER MODEL EC EZ TABLE (ITEM)

AUXILIARY POWER SYSTEM
d-2543 1&2APO1E Medium Voltage Gould/ITE 7.5HK-500 IV

Switc., gear
1&2APO2E
182APO4E 5HK-350
162APOGE
1&2APO8E 7.5HK-500 H4 M.5-1 (1)
1&2APO9E H4

d-2546 182AP19E Switchgear General Electric AKD-5 I
162AP2OE
182AP21E
1&2AP22E g

3 g
O.

La J-s547 1&2AP71E Motor-Control Klockner-Moeller series 170 I H4 M.5-1 (2) M
l Center 1

0 182AP72E g
1&2AP73E *p
1&2AP75E H4 M.5-1 (2) %
1&2AP76E H4
182AP78E H4
182AP79E
1&2AP80E
162AP81E
1&2AP82E H4 M.5-1 (2)
182AP83E H4

d-2552-1 1AP9GE Electrical Conax Custom I H2 M.5-1 (4)
Penetration *

1AP97E H2
1AP98E H2
1AP99E H2

d-2524 1&2EI-APO38A Electrical General Electric. AB-40 II
Indicator

1&2EI-APO388
1&2EI-APOS2
1&2EI-APO17 pp1&2EI-APO96 y3
182EI-AP122 qM
1&2E!-AP128A MZ
18 2 E I - AP 12 8Es %h

Md-2524 1&2EL-APO53 Indicating Light General Electric ET-16 I. Z
1&2EL-APO77 8
162EL-APO78
182EL-APOO7



TABLE M.3-1 (Cont'd)

QUALIFICATION

MANUFACTURER MODEL EC EZ TABLE (ITEM)
SPEC. EQUIPMENT
NUMBER NUYBER NAME

1&2EL-AP122
1&2EL-AP123

d-2524 162HS-APO41 Control Switch General Electric $8M II

182HS-APO42
1&2HS-APO43
182HS-APO44
1&2HS-APO45
1&2HS-APO46
1&sttS- APOS2
1&2HS-APO60 I
1& OHS-AFC61
162HS-APO62
1&2HS-APO77
1&2HS-arc 85 p

U2
1&2HS-APO86 O
1&2HS-APCP7

C,n
[ 1&2HS-APC88

162HS-APOB 9 g
w U)
i 1&2HS-APO90 >

M 1&2H5-APO9G ;c
162HS-AP104
fS2HS-AP105
182HS-AP1CG
1&2HS-AP122

d-2524 1&2II-APO50 Electrical General Electric AB-40 II

Indicator

1&21I-APO51
182II-APO94.

.1&2fl-APO95
1&2II-APf20
1A21I-AP121
182SI-APO33
1&2SI-AP128

d-2524 1&2SL-APO38 Electrical
Westinghouse S-14 II

Indicator

1&2SL-APf28
General Electric AB-40 II y>

d-2524 1&2TI-APO75 Electrical > :sIndicator 8M
f82TI-APO76 MZ

FT-1 !! g

J-2524 1&2XS-AP139 Flex Test Switch Westinghouse p

M
1&2XS-AP140 Z
182xS-AP142 d
13 2 x 5 -t P 2 OO
162XS-AP202



TABLE M.3-1 (Cont'd)

OUALIFICATIONSPEC. EQUIPMENT
NUVBER NUMBER NAME MANUFACTURER MODEL EC EZ TABLE (ITEM)

NUCLEAR BOILER SYSTEM

d-2950-1 1&2B21-FOOT Valve Motor Limitorque SMB-OOO I H2 M.5-1 (39)
Operator

H21&2B21-FOO2
H2t&2B21-FOO5
H2d-2938-1 1&2B21-FO16
H51&2821-FO19

1&2B21-FCG5A SMB-4 H5 M.5-1 (44)

182B21-FOG 58 SMB-4 H5

d-2950-1 1&2B21-FOG 7A SMB-OOO H5 M.5-1 (39)
H5162B21-FOG 7B
H51&2321-FC67C
H518 2 6 21 -F OG7D

d-2939 1&2B21-FO32A Solenoid Valve ASCO HVA-2OO-926-26 I H5 M.5-1 (31) p
HS (n162821-FO32B O

d-2939 1&2R21-FC32A Limit Switch NAMCO EA-170 II H5 M.5-1 (37) f
H5 gW 1&2B21-FO32B

(nI
Q J-2943-1 1&2B21-F53GC Solenoid Valve Valcor V52G-5294-1 I H2 M.5-1 (33) >

H2 %
182B21-F536G

H21&2B21-F536H
H21&2821-F53GM
H21&2821-F53GR
H21&2B21-F537C
H2182221-F537G
H2182B21-F537H

18 2 E 21 - F 53 7 M H2

182B21-F537R H2

REACTOR RFCIRCULATION SYSTEM

d-2937 1&2R33-FO19 Solenoid Valve ASCO 8342A2 I H2 M.5-1 (29)
H41&2833-F02O

d-2937 1 & 28 3 3 - F O 19 Limit Switch NAMCO EA-180 II H2 M.5-1 (39)
H418 283 3 - F O20

d-2943-1 182B33-F338A Solenoid Valve Vascor V526-5760-2 I H2 M.5-1 (33)
H2 &>162833-F3388
H4 >Z1&2B33-F333A dMH4182B33-F3398

h1&2B33-F340A V526-5760-4 H2
H2 3182B33-F3408
H4 M1&2B33-F341A
H4 %

1&2B33-F3418 dH21&2633-F342A



,

TABLE M.3-1 (Cont'd)

SPEC. EQUIPMENT QUALIFICATION
NUV3ER NUMBER NAME MANUFACTURER MODEL EC EZ TABLE (ITEM)

182B33-F3428 H2
182533-F343A H4
1&2B33-F343B H4

1&2833-F344A V526-57GO-2 H2
1&2833-F344B H2
182833-F345A H4
1&2833-F3458 H4

J-2551-1 1833-5301 Electrical Conax Custom II H2 M.5-1 (5)
Penetration

1C33-S302 H2

_ONTROL ROD DRIVE SYSTEMC

J-2552-1 1C11-5301 Electrical Conax Custom I H2 M.5-1 (4)
Penetratton

1C11-5302 H2 g
1C11-5303 H2 y)

Z 1C11-5304 H2 O
tn.

f STANDBY LIQUID CONTROL SYSTEM
me

J-2950-1 182C41-FOO1A Valve Motor Limitorque SMB-OOO I H4 M.5-1 (39) >
Operator %

1&2C41-FOO1B H4

J-2950-1 1&2C41-FCC8 L1mit Switch Anderson-Greenwood !! H2 M.5-1 (36)
1&2C41-FO31 H4

NEUTRON MON!TORING (TIP) SYSTEM

J-2552-i ?cs1-5301 Electrical Conax Custom I H2 M.5-1 (4)
Penetration ,

IC51-5302 H2

1C51-5303 H2
1C51-5304 H2

CONTAINMENT MONITORING SYSTEM

J-2943-1 1&2CM017A Solenoid Valve Valcor V52 GOO-5292-5 I H4 M.5-1 (33)
1&2CM0178 H4

1&2CM018A H4

1&2CM018B H4 pp
182CM019A H4 >3
1 F. 2 C M0190 H4 8M

MZ
1&?cMo20A H4

H4 .
1 F. 2( W 3 2 OB
1 F. 2 c M< > 2 i n 114 R

114 Z182CMO22A
d



TABLE M.3-1 (Cont'd)

SPEC. EQUIPMENT QUALIFICATION
NUMBER NUVBER NAME MANUF ACTt'R E R MODEL E_C_ g TABLE (ITEM 1

1&2CMO238 H4
182CMO24A H4
1&2CNO25A H4
1&2CMO26B H4
1&2CMO27 H4
182CM728 114

1&2CMQ29 H4
1&2CMO30 H4
182CMO31 V51600-5292-6 H4
182CMO32 H4
182CMO33 H4
182CMO34 H4

d-2524 182HS-CMOO1 Control Switch General Electric SBM I
182HS-CMOO2
1&2HS-CMOO4

{1&2HS-CMOO5
Z 182HS-CMOO7 g

1&2HS-CMOO8 to*

W 1&2HS-CM013 1

16 2 6 t S - C M014

o 162HS-CM019 y
1&2HS-CMO2O y
1&2HS-CMO25
1&2HS-CMO2G
182HS-CMO49
182HS-CMOSO

d-2530 1&2LT-CMO30 Level Rosemount 1132 I H4 M.5-1 (11)
Transmitter

1&2LT-CMO32 H4
1&2LT-CMUG2 H4

.

d-2591 1&2LY-CMO30 Alarm Unit Love Controls 56-8115-8174-851

d-2524 1&2PI-CMO55 Electrical General Electric 180
Indicator

1&2PI-CMO56

d-2524 1&2PR-CMO11 Recorder Westronics S4E I

1&2PR-CM017 S4E
1&2PR-CMO27 D4E

5

{ s,182PR-CMO28 D4E 4
e

d-2530 1&2PT-CMO27 Pressure Rosomount 1152 I H4 M,5-1 (12) M-A
Transmitter |C (3

',%1&2PT-CMO28 H4
1&2PT-CMO29 H4 *

162PT-CMO31 144 y



TABLE M.3-1 (Cent'd)

SPEC. EQUIPMENT QUALIFICATION
NUMdER NUMBER NAME MANUFACTURER M30EL EC EZ TABLE (ITEM)

1&2PT-CMO55 H4
1&2PT-CMOS6 H4
182P!-CMO81 H4

d-2591 1&2PV-C 4055 Alarm Unit Love Controls 48-8115-8174
182PY-CM356

d-2972 1&2RE-CMO11 Radiation General Atomics RD-23 H2 M.5-1 (45)
Detector

1&2RE-CM017

18 2 R I T - C:'011 Radiation General Atomics RP-2C
Monitor

182RIT-CMO17

d-2530 182TE-CMO37 Thermocouple Weed Type E II H2 M.5-1 (14)
1&2TE-CMO38 H2 M

M1&2TE-CMO30 H2 g
182TE-CMO40 H2 m
162iE-CMO58 H2 1

3 1&2TF-CMO59 H2 M
Uh 1&2TE-CMOGO H2

g 1&2TE-CMD61 H2 y
W
H J-2530 182TE-CMO57A Resistance Temp. Weed 611 II H2 M.5-1 (15)

Detector
182TE-CMO578 H2
1&2TE-CMO57C H2
1&2TE-CMO57D H2
182TE-CMO57E H2
1&2It-CMO57F H2
182TE-CMO57G H2

H21821E-CMO57H *

IS2TE-CMO57d H2
182TE-CMO57K H2
1&21E-CMO57L H2
162rE-CMO57M H2
1&2TE CMJ57N H2
1&2TE CM357P H2
162TE-CMO575 H2
16 2 I E -CMO57U H2
IS2TE-CMO57V H2

d-2524 1&2TI-Cv051 Electrical General Electric 180 II gy
Indicator M *g

1&2TI-CMC 52 %O
Z
EjJ-2524 1821R-CMO37 Recorder Westronics M11E I

182TR-CMO38 g



TABLE M.3-1 (Cont'd)

QUALIFICATIONSPEC. EQUIPMENT
NUv8ER NUMBER NAME MANUFACTURER MODEL EC EZ TABLE (ITEM)

d-2524 182UR-CMO29 Recorder Westronics 04E I*

182UR-CMO31

PROCESS RADIATION MCNITORING SYSTEM

d-2372 1&2018-N451A Radiation General Atomic RD-1 1

Detector
1&2018-N451B
182018-N451C
1&2D18-N451D

d-2524 OD18-RBOO Recorder Westronics D4E I
OD18-R801
OD18-R803
OD18-R804

U"
d-2524 0D18-5805 Control Switch General Electric SBM I U

0058-S806 g
m

13 RATTERY & DISTRIBUTIDN SYSTEM m*

d-2551 1&20CO2E Distribution Bus System Control Custom I
H 182DCO8E y
N 1&2DC15E

d-2551 162DCOGE Motor Control System Control Custom I H4 M.5-1 (3)
Center

J-2551 1&2DC11E Distribution System Control Custom I
Panel

1&2DC13E I
II1DC39E

*

1DC4CE

d-2554 1820CO1E Battery Gould FPS-13 1

1DCO7E FPS-15
F/L-2819 2DCO7E FPS-25

d-2554 162DC14E FPS-15
182DC31E DPR-9 !!

182DC32E
162DC31E
1&2DC34E

d-2555 182DCO3E Battery Charger Power Conversion 35D-2G0-50 I qM
tT1 ZODC04L

35D-130-75 NO
1DC09F

F/L-2820 2DC03E 35-130-200 th

J-2555 1&2DC1GE 350-130-75 y
eCDC17E



O

TABLE M.3-1 (Cont'd)

SPEC. EQUIPMENT QUALIFICATION
NUMBER NUMBER NAME MANUFACTURER MODEL M EZ TABLE (ITEML

1&2DC35E SD-24-25 !!

1&2DC36E
182DC37E
1&2DC38E

J-2524 1&2EI-DCOO2 Electrical General Flactric 08-40 II

Indicator
182EI-DCOO3

DIESEL GENERATOR SYSTEM

J-2544 CDG01K Diesef Generator Stewart & Stevenson EMD:20-645-E4 I
162DG01K

J-2944 ODG01P Pump Motor Reliance Horizontal I
DP, NEMA 405TS

1&2DG01P

hJ-2544 CDG01S DG Air Starting Stewart & Stevenson I
,

7 Unit i
M1&2DGO15 DG Air Startingv3

1 Untt
H
W J-2544 COGO2JA Control Panel Stewart & Stevenson I

1&2DGO2dA
ODGO2dB
162DGO2dB
ODGO3J
182DGO3J

J-2544 ODGO4J Transformer Stewart & Stevenson I

Panel
*1&20GO4J

J-2544 CDGO5J Terminal Box Stewart & Stevenson I
182DGO5J
ODGOGJ
1&2DGOGJ

,

ODGO7J
1&2DGO7J

J-2938-1 ODGOO9 Valve Motor Limttorque SMB-OOO II

Operator h**
1&2DGO11 gg

MZ
J-2938-2 1&2DGO35 SMB-OO HS M.5-1 (40) %g
J-2524 OEI-DGO27A Electrical General Electric AB-40 II

Indicator g



TABLE M.3-1 (Cont'd)

SPEC. EQUIPMENT GUALIFICATION
NUVBER NUvnER NAME MANUFACTURER MODEL EC EZ TABLE (ITEM)

CEI-DCO27B
182E!-DGO27 D8-40

d-2524 OEL-DGO27A Indicating Light General Electric ET-1C !!

OEL-DGO278
1&2EL-DGO27

d-2524 OHS-DGOO1A Control Switch General Electric SBM I
OHS-DGOO18
1&2HS-DGOO1
OHS-DG013A
OHS-DG013B
l '. 2 H S - D G013
OHS-LGO14A
OHS-DG011B
1&2HS-DGQ14
CHS-DG015A td

v OHS-DG0158 V)
I 182HS-DG015
W OHS-DGO27A g

I OHS-DGO270 9
[ 1&2HS-DGO27 01

>CHS-DGO37A NGHS-DGO3/B
1&2HS-DGO37
OHS-DG038A
CHS-DGO38B
1A2HS-DG0138

d-2524 OII-DGO19A Electrical General Electric 08-40 II

Indicator
011-DG0198
1&2II-DG010 .

OJI-DGO22A
OJI-0G022B
182JI-DGO22
Odf-DGO24A
OJI-DGO24B
t&2JI-DGO24

d-2524 OSI-DGO28A Electrical General Electric AB-40 !!

Indicator*

OSI-DGO288 td f
1&2SI-DGO28

Mg $"d-2524 OXS-DGO35A Flex Test Switch Westinghouso FT-1 11
O(S-DGO35B %

h.1&2xS-UGO35

d



TABLE M.3-1 (Cont'd)

SPEC. EQUIPMENT QUALIFICATION
NUVSER NU'/B E R NAME MANUFACTURER MODEL EC EZ TABLE (ITEM)

DIESEL FUEL OIL SYSTEM

J-2908 CDOO1P Pump Motor Westinghouse Squirrel Gauge I
Induction
TETC, NEMA
184T

182DOO1P
162DOO2P

d-2943-1 0D0004 Solenoid Valve Valcor VS2600-5840-1 1

1&200004
182D0014
1&200024 V52 GOO-5340-2

J-2544 OHS-DOOO1 Control Switch General Electric CR2940 I
182HS-D0001 V

Cn

1&2HS-DOOO7 o
CA

3
J-2530 OLS-DOOO3 Level Switch Magnetrol A-153-F I I

* MW 1&2LS-D0003
hh CLS-D0004

w 1&2LS-D0004 y
182LS-DOO10
1&21S-DOO11

J-2544 OZL-00001 Indicating Light General Electric ET-16 II

1&2&22L-DOOO1
s

RESIQUAL HEAT REMOVAL SYSTEM

J-2944 1&2E12-COO 3 Pump Motor Reliance Horizontal I
DP, NEMA *

184T
1&2E12-C3OOA Horizontal

DP NEMA
445TS

18 2 E 12-C3OOB
1&2E12-C3 OOC
182E12-C3OOD

J - 2 9 3'3 1&2F12-F041A Solenoid Valve ASCO HVA-2OG-380-3F II H2 M.5-1 (32) gy
1&2E12-FO41B H2 y G,

H2 gM18 2 E 12-F041C
H2 t9 Z1&2F12-F050A
612 %C

1 & 2 F 12 - F 0S08
d-2937 16 2 E 12-F O51 A 8342A2 I H4 M.5-1 (29) h

H4 d1&2E12-FO518
d-2943-1 182E12-FOGOA Valcor V52 COO-5292-2 !! H5 M.5-1 (33) H



TABLE M.3-1 (Cont'd)

SPEC. EQUIPMENT QUALIFICATION
NUVBER NUVBER NAME MANUFACTURER MODEL EC E2 TABLE (ITEM)

182E12-FOGOB H5

d-2937 'A2E12-FCG5A ASCO 8342A I H4 M.5-1 (29)
182E12-FOG 58 H4

d-2943-1 162E12-FO75A Valcor V52 GOO-5292-2 II H5 M.5-1 (33)

182E12-FO753 H5

16 2 E 12 - F 09 7 V52 GOO-5292-4 H5

d-2937 182E12-F327A ASCO 8342A2 I H2 M.5-1 (29)
1&2E12-F3276 H2

162012-F327C H2

d-2938-1 1&2E12-FO2O Limit Switch NAMCO D2400x2/D2400-2SR II H2 M.5-1 (34)

d-2939 182E12-F041A EA-170 !!! H2 M.5-1 (J7)
1&2E12-FO418 H2

18 2 E 12 - r n.: 1C H2

1&2E12 .aOA H2

1& 2E 12-F 0503 H2

d-2937 182 E 12 -f 051 A EA-180 I HS M.5-1 (38) t*
M

1& 2 E 12 -F 0518 HS

h162E12-FOGSA H5

3 152E12-FCG58 H5 i
d-2938-1 1&2E12-F090A D2400X2/02400-2SR II H2 M.5-1 (34) M*

W 182E12-F0908 H2 CA

h 182E12-FO92A H2

m 1&2E12-FO928 H2

1& 2 E 12 - F 092C H2

d-2937 1&2E12-F327A EA-180 I H2 M.5-1 (38)
1S2E12-F3278 H2

th2E12-F327C H2

d-2938-' 1&2E12-FOO3A Valve Motor Limitorque SMB-1 I
Operator

182E12-FOC3B
d-2938-2 1 & 2 E 12 - F OO-1 A SM3-OO - H4 M.5-9 (40)

1&2E12-FOO4B H4

1S?E12-FOO4C H4

d-2938-1 1&2E12-FOOGA SMB-O II

1& ? E 12 - F OOGB I
182E12-FOOH H4 M.5-1 (41)
182E12-FOO9 H2

1&2E12-F011A SMB-OOO
1&2t12-FO11B
1&2f12-iO1GA SYB-O H4 M.5-1 (41)

gIS?E 12-F01GB H4

1& 2 r 12 - F O 17 A H4 gg
1&2 12-fot/B H4 gg
1&2f12-FO21 SMB-3 H5 M.5-1 (41) ya

d-2938-2 1&2E12-F023 SMB-O H4 M.5-1 (41) X
d-2938-1 162E12-F024A SMO 3 M

132E12-F024B



TABLE M.3-1 (Cont'd)

QUALIFICATIONSPEC. EOUIPMENT
NUMBER NUMRER NAME MANUFACTURER MODEL EC EZ TABLE (! TEM)

1&2E12-F02GA 3MB-OOO
1&2E12-F02CB
182E12-FO27A
182E12-F0278

d-2950-1 1&2E12-FO40A
1&?E12-F040B

d-2938-1 1&;E'?-FO42A SMB-1 H4 M.5-1 (42)
H41& 2 E 12 - FO.128
H41&2 E 12-F O4 2C

1&2E 12-FO47 A '

1&2F1?-I0473
1&2E12-F04RA
16 2 E 12 -F O4 88
1&2E12-F049A SMB-OOO

162E(2-FO498
d-2938-2 18 2 E 12 - F 05 2 A SMR-3 H5 M.5-1 (43)

H5 t-*
1&2 E 12 - F OS2B

H4Z 182E12-F053A hH4* 1S2E12-F0538
g d-2938-1 182E12-FOG 4A SMS-OO I

M
H 18 2 E 12 -FOG 4B Cn
W 18 2 E 12 - F OG 1C

SMB-O II1& 2 E 12-F OG8 A
182E12-FOG 88

J-2938-2 1&2E 12-F 0 73 A SMB-OOO 1 H5 M.5-1 (39)
H5162 F 12 - F 07 38
H518 2 E 12 - F 0 71 A
H51&2E12-f074R

1&2E 12 -F 087 A SMB-3 H5 M.5-1 (43)
H5i&2r12-roa78

d-2938-1 IS2E12-F093 SMB-OO

162E12-FO91
d-2950-1 1&2f12-F099A ti2 M.5-1 (39)

H218 2 E 12 - F 0998
H41& OF 12 - F 312 A
H41&2E12-F312B

IId-2938-1 1&2f 12-F 33GA
1&2E12-F3368

LOW I'R E SSUR F CORE SPRAY SYSTEM

d-2944 16 2F 21 - COO 2 Pump Motor Reliance Horizontal I H5 M.5-1 (27)
DP, NEMA g
184T gg

t1 %

d-2939 1&2E21-FOOG Solenoid Valve ASCO HVA-2OG-3RO-3F II H2 M.5-1 (32) %O
d-2938-1 1&2E21-F051 02400x2/D2400-2SR H2 M.5-1 (34) M

d-2937 1&2E21-F333 8342A2 I H2 M.5-1 (29)
H

. _ . - .



TABLE M.3 . (Cont'd)

SPEC. EQUIPMENT QUALIFICATION
NUV0ER NUVP.ER NAVE MANUFACTURER MODEL EC EZ TABLE (! TEM)

d-2939 1&2E21-FOOG Limit Switch NAMCO EA-170 II H2 M.5-1 (37)
d-2937 1&2E21-F333 FA-it ' I H2 M.5-1 (38)

d-2938-1 1&2E21-FOO1 Valve Motor Limitorque SYB-O I H4 M.5-1 (41)
Operator

182E21-FOO5 SMB-1 H4 M.5-1 (42)
1&2E21-FO11 SMB-OO H4 M.5-1 (40)
182E21-F012 SMB-3 H4 M.5-1 (43)

d-2530 1&2E21-R500 Pressure Ashchroft 1279 II

Indicator

HIGH PRESSURE CORE SPRAY SYSTEM

d-2944 1&2E22-COO 3 Pump Mctor Reliance Horizontal I
DP, NEMA
184T

- n
7 J-2939 1&2E22-FOO5 Solenoid Valve ASCO HVA-20G-380-3F !! H2 M.5-1 (32) CA

La J-2937 182E22-F354 8342A2 I H2 M.5-1 (29) l
i M

d-2939 182E22-FOO5 Limit Switch NAMCO EA-170 II H2 M.5-1 (37) h
d-2938-1 1&2E22-F038 D2400X2/D2400-2SR H2 M.5-1 (34) y
J-2937 182E22-F354 EA-180 I H2 M.5-1 (38)

d-2938-1 1&2E22-F319 Valve Motor Limitorque SMB-OOO II
Operator

LEAK DETECTION S Y P_T E.M

J-2943-1 182E31-FOO5A1 Solenoid Valve Valcor V526-5294-1 I H2 M.5-1 (33)
182E31-FOO5A2 H2

*1&2E31-FOO5A3 H2
1&2E31-FOO5A4 H2
1&2E31-FOO5A5 H2
1&2E31-FOO581 H2
1&2E31-FOO582 H2
1&2E31-FOOSB3 V52G-5292-19 H2
1&2ET'-FOO584 H2
1&2E31-FOOSB7 H2
1&2E31-FOO5C8 H2
18 2 E 31 - F C05C 1

,

V526-5294-2 H2

hh1&2L 31-F OO5C2 H2
162E31-FOO5C3 8 (U
182E31-FOO5C4 H2 t1 Z
IS?E31-FOOSC5 H2 NQ,

1&2E31-FOO5CG H2 g
1 & 2 E 31 - F OO'iO f H2 2-
1&2E31-FGOSE1 H2 8



TABLE M.3-1 (Cont'd)

SPEC. EQUIPMENT QUALIFICATIOP
NUVRER NUVRER NWE MANUFACTURER MODEL EC EZ TABLE (ITEM)

1&2E31-FOO5E2 H2
1&2E31-FOO5F1 VS26-5294-1 H2
1&2E31-FOO5G1 V526-5294-2 H2

MSIV - LFAKAGE CONTROL SYSTEM

d-2938-1 1&2E22-FOO1A Valve Motor Lim 1 torque SMB-OOO I HS M.5-1 (39)
Operator

t&2E32-FOO1E HS
1&2E32-FOO1J H5
1&2E32-FOO1N H5
1&2F32-FOO2A H5
1&2E32-FOO2E H5
1 F. 2 E 3 2 - F OO2 d HS
1&2E32-FOO2N H5

d-2938-2 1 F. 2 E 3 2 - F OOJ A HS
3 1&2E32-FOOJE H5 M-

*
1&2E32-fOO3J HS

3 J-2938-1 1&2E32-FOO3N H5 g
F* 182E32-FOOG H5 g

W 102E32-F007 H5 M
J-2938-2 1& 2E 32 -F CO8 H5 CA

>1&2f32-FOOO H5 N

REACTOR CORE ISOLATION COOLING SYSTEM

d-2944 1&2E51-COO 3 Pump Motor Re11ance Horizontal I H5 M.5-1 (27)
OP. NEMA

184T

d-2937 152E51-FOO4 Solenoid Valve ASCO 8342A2 II H4 M.S-1 (29)
182E51-FOC5 H4

182E51-F025 I - H4
182E51-FO2G H4

d-2939 1S2E51-FOG 5 HVA-206-380-3F II H2 M.5-1 (32)
IS2E51-FOGG H2

d-2937 1&2E51-F354 8342A2 I H2 M.5-1 (29)
15 2 E 51 - F 3 55 H2

d-2937 182E51-FCO4 Limit Switch NAMCO EA-180 II H5 M.5-1 (38)
1& 2 E 51 - F 005 HS

I F. 2 E 51 - f O2 5 I HS

Mg152E51-F02G HS >-*

d-2939 1& 2 E 51 - F OG5 EA-170 II H2 M.5-1 (37)
182EG'-FOGG H2 M.5-1 (37) ty h

d-2937 1&2E51-F354
* EA-180 I H2 M.5-1 (38) ya

1&2E51-F355 H2 %
t1
Z

M.3-14



TABLE M.3-1 (Cont'd)

SPEC. EQUIPMENT QUALIFICATION
NUMBER NUMBER NAME MANUFACTURER MODEL EC EZ TABLE (ITEM)

d-2938-1 18 2 E 51 - F OO8 valve Motor Limitorque SMG-OO I H5 M.5-1 (40)

1&2E51-FO10 Operator SMB-OOO H4 M.5-1 (39)

1&2E51-F013 SMB-OO H4 M.5-1 (40)

d-2338-2 1&2E51-F019 H5

d-2950-1 182E51-FO22 SMB-OOO H5 M.5-1 (39)

d-2938-1 1&2E51-FO31 H4

d-2908-2 1&2E 51 -F O45 SMB-O H5 M.5-1 (41)

182E51-F046 SMB-OO HS M.5-1 (40)

d-2938-1 1& 2 E 51 - F 059 I HS

1&2E51-f0G3 SMB-1 I H2 M.5-1 (42)

1&2E51-FOG 4 SMB-O H4 M 5-1 (41)
1&2E51-F068 SMB-OO II H4 M.5-1 (40)

d-2938-2 1&2E51-FOG 9 I H4

0-2950-1 1&2E51-FO76 SMB-OOO H2 M.5-1 (39)

d-2938-2 1&2E51-FO30 SMB-OO H4 M.5-1 (40)

1&2E51-F08G H4
M
Cn

FUEL POUL COOLING & CLEAN-UP SYSTEM g
Cn

J-2944 1&2FCO3PA Pump Motor Rel1ance Horirontal ! |

1&2FCO3PB DP, NEMA N
i 364TSN
o w

REACTOR WATER CLEAN-UP SYSTEM

d-2938-1 1&2G33-FOO1 Valve Motor Limitorque SMB-OO I H2 M.5-1 (40)
18 2G3 3-F OO4 Operator HS

182G33-FO40 H5

d-2938-2 162G33-F102 SMB-1 H2 M.5-1 (42)

COMRUSTIBLE GAS CONTROL SYSTEM

d-2969 1&2HGO1A Hydrogen Atomics Interna- ! * H4 M.5-1 (28)
Recombiner tional
Unit

d-2938-1 1&2HGOO1A Valve Motor Limitorque SMB-OOO I H2 M.5-1 (39)
- Operator

1&2HGOO18 H4

d-7950-1 182HGOO2A H4

182HGOO2B H4

d-2938-1 182HGOO3 H4

1 F. 2 HGOO5 A H4 h
1&2HGOO58 H4 gy
1&2HGOOGA H4 trj '2|

1&2HGOO6B HS NO
H41 & 2 HGPA9 +

H4 Qd-2950-1 1'2HG018
8

.



TABLE M.3-1 (Cont'd)

SPEC. EQUIPMENT QUALIFICATION
NUMRER NUMBER NAME MANUFACTURER MODEL EC E2 TABLE (ITEM)

d-2524 162HS-HGOOf Control Switch General Electric SBM I
1&2HS-HGOO2
182HS-HGOO3
t&2HS-HGOO4

INSTRUMENT NITROGEN SYSTEM

d-2937 1821NOO1A Solenoid Valve ASCO 8342A2 I H4 M.5-1 (29)
182INOO1B H4
1&2!NO17 H4

d-2943-1 1&2!NO31 Valcor V526-5292-16 H4 M.5-1 (33)
d-2937 1821NO74 ASCO 8342A2 H4 M.5-1 (29)

1&21NO75 H4
d-2943-1 1& 21 tJ 100 Valcor V52600-5880-1 H4 M.5-1 (33)

1&21N101 H4
d-2937 1621N-OO1A Unit Switch NAMCO E A - 180 I H4 M.5-1 (38)

h18 21 f 4 -OO 18 H4
18 2 I fJ-017 H4 a

Z 1&21N-074 H4 CD
1&2IN-075 H4 I*

W M
d-2524 182HS-INOO3 Control Switch General Electric SBM I y

F.4 1&2HS-IN004 y
182HS-INOOS
1&2HS-INOOG
1&2HS-INCO7
1&2HS-INO16
1&2HS-INO17
1&2HS-INO34

LOW VOLTAGE AUXILIARY POWER

d-2552-1 1LV94E Electrical Conax Custom I *H2 M.5-1 (4)
Penetration

1LV95E H2
ILV96E H2
1LV97E H2
ILV98E H2
1LV99E H2

AUXILIARY EL. EQUIPVENT &
CC"PUIER ROOM PANELS g

>d
d-2551 182PA13d Auxiliary Relay System Control I HM

Panel MZ
1&2PA14d % C7

v
- P

u
H



TABLE M.3-1 (Cont'd)

SPEC. EQUIPMENT QUALIFICATION
NUVRER NUMBER NAME MANUFACTURER MODEL EC EZ TABLE (ITEM)

PRIMARV CONTAINMENT & VESe'.'L ISCLATION

d-2909.1 1&2PCOO1A Limit Switch GPE Controls LICONGS-430140 I H2 M.5-1 (35)
182PCOO18 I H2
1&2PCOO1C ! H2
1&2PCOO10 I H2

LOCAI. INSTRUMENT PANELS

d-2551 1&2PL17d Control Panet Systems Control Custom I H4 M.5 '' (18)

d-2972 OPL58dA Detector Assem- Gen 1. Atomic RD-GO
bly

OPL58dC

d-2971 182PL7GJ Hydrogen-Oxygen Delph1 K-IV II H4 M.5-1 (19) g
Analyzer m

y Panel n
7 1&2PL77d H4 VJ
w I

I d-2551 182PLF5d Power Supply .,ystem Control Custom I H4 M.5-1 (20) g
Cabinet y

1&2PLF6d H4 %

d-2551 182PLG1d Auxiliary Relay System Control Custom I
Panel

1&2D: G2d

d-2972 OPM14d Control Board General Atomic Custom I
OPM15d

REACTOR BLDG EQUIPMENT DRAIN SYSTEM
.

J-2937 1&2RE024 Solenoid Valve ASCO 2F8342A2 I H4 M.5-1 (30)
1R2RE025 H4
182REO2G H4
182RE029 H4

d-2937 1&2REO24 Limit Switch NAMCO EA-180 I H4 M.5-1 (38)
1&2REO25 H4
1 & 2R EC2 ^, H4
1&2RLO29 H4 p

>.
J-2524 162HS-REOO7 Control Switch General Electric SGM I HM

1 & .? H S - R E OO? MZ
152HS-REO10 #h
1&2H5-RE029- N

Z
H



TABLE M.3-1 (Cont'd)

SPEC. EQUIPMENT QUALIFICATION
NUf/C E R NUM9ER NAME MANUFACTURER MCDEL EC EZ TABLE (ITEM)

REACTOR BLDO FLOOR DRAIN SYSTEM

J-2937 1&2RFO12 Solenoid Valve ASCO 2F8342A2 I H4 M.5-1 (30)
1 F. 2 R r o i 3 94

J-2937 1&2RrO12 Limit Switch NAMCO EA-180 I H4 M.5-1 (38)
1&2RFO13 H4

J-2524 182HS-RFOO7 Control Switch General Electric SBM I
1&2HS-RFOO8

CONTROL ROOM HVAC

J-2585 CVC01C A Fan Motor Reliance TEAD, 326T I
CL. RH

OVCO1CB p
OVCC2CA TEAO, 284T I g)

CL. RH Q
3 OVCO2CB W

I.

f J-2583 OVCO3CA Fan Motor Westinghouse TEFC, 25GT . c)
g CL. RH >
w OvCO3CB :o

J-2585 OVCO3CA Fan Motor Reliance TEAO, 40ST I
CL. RH

OVC04CB

J-2588 OVCO5CA Refrigeration General Electric OOP, 404TS I
Comp. Motor CL. F

OVCOSCB

*

J-2591 OAE-VCO90A Chlortne Wallace & Tiernan Series II
Detector 50-1250

OAE-VCO908
OAE-VC091A
OAE-VCO918

J-2591 OAE-VC090XA Control Relay General Electric HMA 11B11 II
OAE-VC090xB
OAE-VCO90x1A
OAE-VC090X1B %p%OA E -VC090x 2 A >
OA[-VrO90x2B 8M
OAE -VC0905 3A MZ
O A L - VC090X '1B h
OAL-VCn113A R
oaf-VC091xB Z
OAE-VC091X1A d



TABLE M.3-1 (Cont'd)

SPEC. EQUIPMENT QUALIFICATION
NUVBER PU*AC E R NAME MANUFACTURER MODEL EC EZ TABLE (ITEM)

OAE-VC091X1B
OAE-VC091X2A
CAE-VC091X2B
OAE-VCO91x3A
OAE-VC091X38

d-2524 OFR-VCO28 Recorder Westronics D4E I
OFR-VCO6R

d-2584 OFSV-VC111 Solenoid Valve ASCO NP831655MO I
Or5V-VC112
OFSV-VC151
OFSV-VC152

d-2591 OFSY-VCOO1X Control Relay General Electric HF% 41A49 I
OF5Y-VCO41X

V
d-2591 OFT-VC110 Flow Trans- Hays 252A !!

mitter A',
" OFT-VC150 1*

W M
toI d-2591 OFY-VC110 Current Relay Love Controls 48-8115-8174 III yN OFY-VC150

A N
d-2591 OFZ-VCOO7X Control Relay General Electric HFA 41A49 I

OFZ-VCOO9X
OFZ-VC047X
OFZ-VCO49X

d-2591 OFZ-VCOOfA Damper Motor ITT Gen. Controls Series AH90 I
OFZ-VCOO18
OFZ-VCOO1C
OFX-VCOO1D '

OFZ-VCOO1E
OFZ-VCOO1F
OFZ-VCOO7A
OrZ-VCOO78
OFZ-VCOO8
OFZ-VCOO9A
OFZ-VCOO98
OFZ-VCOO90
CF Z-VC010A
OFZ-VCO10B Uh
OFZ-VC041A gy
OFZ-VCO418 to Z
OFZ-VC041C NO

vOFZ-VC041D' %OFZ-VCO11E 2;
OFZ-VCO41F 8



TABLE M.3-1 (Cont'd)

SPEC. EQUIPMENT OUALIFICATION
NUMBER NUMBER NAME MANUFACTURER MODEL EC EZ TABLE (ITEM)

OFZ-VCO47A
OFZ-VC0478
OFZ-VCO47C
OFZ-VC048
OFZ-VCO49A
OFZ-VCO498
OFZ-VC049C
OFZ-VCO50A
OFZ-VC0508
OFZ-VC1N
OFZ-VC102
OFZ-VC141
OFZ-VC142

J-2524 OHS-VCOO1 Control Switch General Electric SBM I
OHS-VCOO7

hOHS-VCoo8
3: OHS-VC010 ()
* OHS-VC033 CDW IOHS-VC041
b ]OHS-VCO48
vi OHS-VCO49 |p

OHS-VCO50 N
OHS-VC073
OHS-VC093A
OHS-VC0933
CHS-VCO95A
OHS-VCO958
OHS-VC111 Control Switch General Electric CR2940 1

OHS-VC112
OHS-VC151
OHS-VC152

.

J-2524 OKQ-VC010 Elasped Time Eagle HK II.

Meter
OKO-VC050

d-2591 OKY-VCOO1 Time Delay Agastat 7012AD I
Relay

OKY-VC011
OKY-VC041
OKY-VC051 g

>
d-2524 OPDI-VCO24A Electrical General 180 II 8

Indicator Electric IT3 Z
OPDI-VCO64A N$
OPDI "C120 @
OPDI-VC121 Z
OPDI-VC160 8

.



TABLE M.3-1 (Cont'd)

SPEC. EQUIPMENT QUALIFICATION
NUMBER NUMBER NAME MANUFACTURER MDDEL EC EZ TABLE (ITEM)

OPDI-VC161

d-2524 OPDR-VCO27 Recorder Bailey 732 !!
OPDR-VCO67

J-2591 OPDS-VCO11X Control Relay General Electric HFA 41A4g I
OPDS-VC051X

d-2591 OPDS-VCO11 Diff. Pressure Solon 7PS11AD I
Switch

OPDS-VCO95A
OPDS-VC0958

J-2591 OPDT-VC120 Diff. Pressure Hays 252A III
Transmitter

CDDT-vC121 p
OPDT-VC160 U1
OPDT-VC161 O

Cf)

3 J-2588 OPS-VC136 Fressure Switch Penn Control P70AA-45 1

OPS-VC137 P45NCA-16* y)
LJ OPS-VC138 P70CA-42 se

OPS-VC139 A11en Bradley Bull 836 %
Og OPS-VC17G Penn Control P70AA-45

OPS-VC177 P45NCA-16
OPS-VC178 P70CA-42
OPS-VC179 Allen Bradley Bull 83G

d-2591 OREY-VCO10X Control Relay General Electric HMA 11811 I
OREY-VCO50X
OREY-VCOBOXA
OREY-VCO8OXB
OREY-VCOBOXC *

OREY-VCO80XD
OREY-VCO81XA
OREY-VCO81XB
OREY-VCO81XC
OREY-VCOB1XD

d-2588 O C-VC132 Tempc-ature Honeywell T654 I

swita
O':-VC172

d-2591 OTL-VCOO2 Resistance Weed 601 I b
"

Temp. De- MZ
tector NP

hOTE-VCOO3
OTE-VCOO4 Z
OTE-VCOO5 8

.



TABLE M.3-1 (Cont'd)

SPEC. EQUIPMENT QUALIFICATION
NUMBER NUMBER NAME MANUFACTURER MODEL EC EZ TABLE (ITEM)

OTE-VCOOG
OTE-VCO42
OTE-VCO43
')T E -VCO4 4
OTE-VCO45
OTE-VCO46

d-2524 OTI-VC105 Electrical Genera' Electric 180 II

Indicator
OTI-VC106
OTI-VCt45
OTI-VC14G

d-2591 ''IC-VCOO2 Temp Indicating Love Controls Series 54
*Controller

OTIC-VCOO3 *

OTIC-VCOO4
OTIC-VCOOS n

Z OTIC-VCOOG CO

OTIC-vCO42 8

]f OTIC-VCO43
OTIC-VC044g y

y 011C-VCO45 y
OTIC-VCC46

d-2591 OTS-VCO33X Control Relay General Electric HMA 11811 III
O.5-VC-73X
OTS-VC093AX
OTS-VC093AX1
OTS-VCO93BX
OTS-VC003BX1

d-2588 OTS-VC140 Temp. Actu- Texas Instruments 20425L8G I *

ated Switch
OTS-VC180

d-2591 OT Z -VCOO2 Damper Motor ITT Gen. Controls Series AH90 I
OTZ-VCOO3
OTZ-VCOO4
OTZ-VCOO5
OTZ-VCOC'
OTZ-VCO42 p
OTZ-vCO43 y3
Otz-vcO43 4M
OT7-VC014 MZ
OTZ-VC045 %@
OTZ-VCOt6 g

z-

8



TABLE M.3-1 (Cont *d)

SPEC. EQUIPMENT QUALIFICATION
NUMBER NUMRET2 NAME MANUFACTURER MODEL E C_ g TABLE (ITEM)

d-2591 OXY-VCO86XA Control Relay General Electric HMA 11811 II

OXY-VCO8GXB
OXY-VCO87XA
OXY-VCO87XB
OXY-VCO98XA
OXY-VCO88XB
OXY-VCO88X1A
OXY-VCO88X18
OXY-VCO89XA
OXY-VCO89x8
OXY-VCO89X1A
OXY-VCO89X18
OXY-VC125XA
OXY-VC125XB
OXY-VC125X1A
OXY-VC125X1B ,

tdOXY-VC125x2A O
OXY-VC125X2B g

3 OXY-VC125X3A g
:OXY-VC125X38* *rjW OXY-VC165XA M

h OXY-VC165wn
OxV-VC165X1Am
OYX-VC1G5X1B
OXY-VC165x2A
OXV-VC165X2B
OXY-VC165X3A
OXV-VC165X38

d-2591 OXY-VC125A Ammonta Detector MOA Scientific 7060 FAN II

OXY-VC1258
OXY-VC165A

.OXv-VC1658

d-2591 OXY-VCO8CA lon12ation Pyrotronics CDA-2 II

Detector
OXY-VCO868
OXY-VCO87A
OXY-VCOB78
OXY-VCOB8A
OXY-VCO888
OXY-VCOB9A

M f||OXY-VCO89B >hi
4

d-2524 OZL-VCOO7AA Indicating L10ht General Electric ET-1G !! tn Z
|c t)OZL-VCOO7AB ..

OZL-VCOO7BA q
Oll-VCOO'!CB * ,,

~

OZL-VCOO7CA q



TABLE M.3-1 (Cont'd)

SPEC. EQUIPMENT QUALIFICATION
NukBER NUMBER NAME MANUFACTURER MODEL EC EZ TABLE (ITEM)

OZL-VCOO7CB
OZL-VC047AA
OZL-VC047AB
OZL-VC047BA
OIL-VCO47BB
OZL-VCO47CA
OZL-VC047CB
OZL-VC111
OZL-VC112
OZL-VC151
OZL-VC152

d-2588 OZS-VC1114 Limit Switch NAMCO EA-750 II
OZS-VC1118
OZS-VC111C
OZS-VC111D
OZS-VC112A td
OZS-VC112B 0

@3: OZS-vC112C
* OZS-VC112D |

f OZS-VC151A M
y OZS-VC151B M
W OZ3-VC151C D

OZS-VC1510
OZS-VC152A
OZS-VC152B
OZS-VC152C
OZS-VC152D

DIESEL GENERATOR ROOM VENTILATION

d-2585 OVD01C Fan Motor Reliance TEAO, 324T I
Insul. CL. RH *

1&2VDO1C TEFC. 182T
Insul. CL. RH
Insul. CL. RH

1&2VDO2C
1&2VDO3C TEAO, 324T

Insul. CL. RH
1&2VDO4C TEAC, 182T

Insul. CL. RH
1&2VDO5C TEAO, 254T

MgInsul. CL. RH
hy1&2VDOGC TErc, 182T

Insul. CL. RH trj g
1&2VD07C 1 EAU, 254T NO

Insul. CL. RH

z
8



TABLE M.3-1 (Cont'd)

SPEC. EQUIPMENT QUALIFICATION
NUMBER NUMBER NAME MANUFACTURER MuDEL EC EZ TABLF (ITEM)

d-2591 OHS-VDOO1 Control Switch General Electric SBM I
1&2HS-VDOO1
OHS-VDOO2
1&2HS-VDOO2
182HS-VDOOG
182HS-VDOO7
1&2H5-VD011
182HS-VD012
1&2HS-VDO16

d-2591 CDD5-VDO51 Diff. Pressure Solon 7PS11AD I

Switch

d-2591 OTCU-VDOO3 Temperature Love Controls Series 54 I
Controller

d-2591 1&2TCU-VDCO3 Temp. Indicating Love Controls Series 54 I M
Controller CD

hZ 1&2TCU-VDOO8
1&2TCU-VDO13 g*

M
h d-2591 OTE-VDOO3 Reststance Temp. Weed 601 I CD

>o Detector
%162TE-VDOO3

1&2TE-VDOO8
*1&2TE-VD013

d-2524 OTZ-VDOO5A Electrical General Electric 180 !!

Indicator
OTI-VDOO5R
182TI-VDO10

d-2591 OTS-VDOO1 Temperature United Electric Series 300 I .

Switch
1&2TS-VDOO5
1&2TS-VDOO6

d-2591 OTY-VDOO3 Control Relay General Electric HFA 41A49 I
182TY-VDOO3
1&2TY-VDOO8
1&2TY-VD013

d-2591 OTvC-VDOO3 Temp. Controller Love Controls Series 54 I t" >
Impedance >3

hhMatcher
1&2TYC-VDOO3 xc
1&2TYC-VDOO8 %
1&2TfC-VD013 C

~



TABLE M.3-1 (Cont'd)

OUALIFICATIONSPEC. EOUIPMENT
NU'.?9 E R NUYRER NAME MANUFACTURER MODt. EC EZ TABLE (ITEM)

d-2591 OTZ-VDOO3A Damper Motor ITT General Controls Series AH90 I
OTZ-VDOO3B
1&2TZ-VDOO3A
1&2T2-VDOO3B
1&2TZ-VDOO3C
1&2TZ-VDOO8A
1&2TZ-VDOO88
182TZ-VDOO8C
1&2iZ-VDO13A
162TZ-VD0138
1%2TZ-VDO13C

AUXILIAR( ELECTRIC EQUIPMENT ROOM

d-2585 OVEO1CA Fan Motor Reliance TEAO, 405T
Insul. CL. RH

t*
OVE01CB U3
OVEO2CA TEAO, 326T

Insul. CL. RH3 gOVE02CB*

W OVE03CA TEAO, 405T M
Insul. CL. RH

OVEO3CB gp

d-2589 OVEO4CA Refrigeration General Electric 00. 404TS
Comp. Motor Insul. CL. RH

OVEO4CB

d-2591 CFSY-VEOO1X Control Relay General Electric HFA 41A49 I
OFSV-VEO41X

d-2591 OFT-VEO27 Flow Transmitter Hays 252A II
*

OFT-VEOG7

d-2591 OFY-VE027 Current Relay Love Controls 48-8115-8174 III

OFY-VE067

d-2591 OFZ-VEOO7X Control Relay General Electric HFA 41A49 I
OFZ-VEOO9X
OFZ-VFO47X
OFZ-VEO49X

d-2591 OFZ-VEOO1B Dampee Motor ITT General Electric Series AH90 I Mg>-
OFZ-VEOO1C hhOFZ-VEOO1D
OFZ-VEOO7A xa

%OFZ-VEOO78
_t ,:

OFZ-VEOO7C u

OFZ-VEOO8 g

M.3-26



TABLE M.3-1 (Cont'd)

SPEC, EQUIPMENT QUALIFICATION
NUYRER NUVBER NAME MANUFACTURER MDDEL EC EZ TABLE (ITEM)

OFZ-VEOO9AA
OFZ-VEOO9AB
OFZ-VEOO98
CFZ-VEOO9C
OFZ-VE032
OFZ-VEO418
OFZ-VEO41C
OFZ-VE041D
OF7-VEO47A
OFZ-VEO478
OFZ-VE047C
OFZ-VE048
OFZ-VEO49AA
OFZ-VE019AB
OFZ-VEO498
OFZ-VEO49C p
OFZ-VEO72 Ch

O
3 d-2591 OHS-VEOO1 Control Switch General Electric SBM II CD

OHS-VEOO2 I*

hOHS-VEOO7
OHS-VEOO8y y
OHS-vEoCo xy
OHS-VEO30
OH S - V E O.1 1

-

OHS-VE042
OHS-VE047
OHS-VEO48
OHS-VEC49
OHS-VEO70

d-2591 OKY-VEOO1 Time Delay Agastat 7012AD I
,

Relay
OKV-VEO11
OKY-VEO41
OKY-VE051

d-2591 OPDS-VEOO2 Diff. Pressure Solon 7PD11AD I

Swttch
OPDS-VE011 7PS11AD
OPDS-VEO42
OPDS-VE051 pp

>2
d-2591 OPDS-VE011X Control Relay General Electric HFA 41A49 1 8M

OPDS-VE051X MZ
*A O

v
"d-2591 OPDT-VEO28 Diff. Pressure Hays 252A I!! m,

Transmitter Z
OPDT-VE029 8



TABLE M.3-1 (Cont'd)

SPEC. EQUIPMENT QUALIFICATION
NUYRER NUv9ER NAME MANUTACTURER MODEL EC EZ TABLE (ITEM)

OPDT-VEOG8
OPDT-VE069

d-2588 OPS-VC105 Pressure Switch Penn Control P70AA-45 I
OPS-VE10G P45NCA-16
OPS-VE107 P70CA-42
OPS-VE108 Allen Bradley Bull 836
OPS-VE145 Penn Control P70AA-45
OPS-VE146 P45NCA-1G
OPS-VE147 P70CA-42
OPS-VE148 Allen Bradley Bull 836

d-2588 OTC-VE101 Temperature Honeywell T654 1

Switch
OTC-VE141

hd-2591 OTE-VCOO2 Resistance Temp. Weed 601 I
Detector nZ OTE-VEOO3 U2

* OTE-VEOO4
g OTE-VE042 (f)
w OTE-VEO43 >
W OTE-VE044 W

d-2591 OTIC-VEOO2 Temp. Indicating Love Controls Series 54
Controller

OTIC-VEOO3
OTIC-VEOO4
011C-VE042
OTIC-VEO43
OTIC-VEO44

d-2588 OTS-VE109 Temp. Actuated Texas Instruments 20425L86 I *

Switch
OTS-VE149

d-2591 OTS-VEO30X Control Relay General Electric HMA 11811 III
OTS-VEO70X

d-2591 OTZ-VEOO2 Damper Motor ITT General Controls Series AH90 I

OTZ-VEOO3
OTZ-VEOO4 gy
OTZ-VE042 y3
OTZ-vt043 g en
OTZ-VE044 M "4.

WO
hd-2591 Ox y - VE O8Gx A Control Rolay Genaral Electric HMA 11811 II

oxy-VIOHGXB g
Ox(-vEo87xA 8



TABLE M.3-1 (Cont'd)

SPEC. EQUIPMENT QUALIFICATION
NUVRER N'JV8ER NAME MANUFACTURER MODEL EC EZ TABLE (ITEM)

oxy-VEO87xB

d-2591 OXY-VEORGA Ionization Pyrotronics CDA-2 II
Detector

OXY-VEORGB
oxy-VEO87A

OXY-VEO878

STANDRY CAS TREATMENT SYSTEM

d-2940 1'2VGOO1 Valve Motor Limitorque SYS-OOO I H4 M.5-1 (39)
Operator

182VGOO3 H4

d-2588 1&2VG01A Electric Heating CVI I H4 M.5-1 (26)
Co11

M
d-2583 1&2VG01C Fan Motor Westinghouse TEFC, 286T I H4 M.5-1 (21) $1&2VGO2C Insul. CL. H H4 M.5-1 (22) to

I

[ J-2551 1&2VGO1d Aux 111ary Relay Systems Control I
Panelg y

1 %w J-2524 1&2EL-VGO11 Indicating General Electric ET-16 II
A Light

d-2591 1&2FC-VGOO3 Flow Controller Love Controls 54-8115- H4 M.5-1 (1G)
8134

d-2524 1&2FI-VCOO3 riectrical General Electric 180 II
Indicator

d-2524 1&2FR-VGOO9 Recorder Westronics D4E I
*

J-2591 1&2FS-VGOO9 Relay Love Controls $6-8115 H4 M.5-1 (17)
18 2 F S- VGO3G H4

d-2530 1&2FT-VGOO3 Flow Trans- Hays 252A I H4 M.5-1 (13)
mttter

1A2FT-VGOO9 H4
d-2591 1&2FZ-VGOO1 Valve Actuator III Gen. Controis Serios NH91 H4 M.5-1 (23)

[$h
d-2524 152HS-VGOO1 Control Switch General Electric SBM I

182HS-VGOO5 g
1 F. 2 H S - VGOOG trj Z
1 & 2i lS - VG010 %Q
1&2HS-VG013 Q
18 21 f S -VGO2 G g
182HS-VGO27 Cutler-Hammer 10250T H-



TABLE M.3-1 (Cont'd)

SPEC. EQUIPMENT QUALIFICATION
NUYBER N"JMB E R NAME MANUFACTURER MODEL EC EZ T A53L E (! TEM)

1&2HS-VGO28 General Electric CR2940

d-2524 1&22L-VGOO4 Indicating General Electric ET-1G II

Light

CONTAINMENT VENTILATION SYSTEM

d-2938-1 152VPO53A Valve Motor Limitorque SMB-OOO I H4 M.5-1 (39)
Operator

1&2VPO538 H4
1&2VPOG3A H4
1&2VPOG33 H4

d-2940 1&2VP113A H2
1&2VP113R H2
162VP114A H2
1&2VP1148 H2 V

(n
J-2524 182HS-VPOOi Control Switch General Electric SBM I o

1&2HS-VPOO2 Ch
I& 1&2HS-VPCO3
]I 1&2HS-VPOO4

La) 1&2HS-VPO15 %
1&2HS-VPO16 "y

(D
CONTAINVENT VENT & PURGE SYSTEM

d-2009-1 1&2PCOO1A Limit Switch GPE Controls LICONG5-430140 I H2 M.5-1 (35)
152PCOO18 I H2
1&2PCOO1C I H2
1&2PCOO10 I H2

J-2940 162VQO2G Valve Motor Limitorque SMS-OOO II * H4 M.5-1 (39)
Operator

1&2VCO27 I H4
1 A 2V9029 H4
1&2VQO30 H4
182VQO31 H4

d-2950-1 1&2VOO72 II H4
d-2940 1&2 vug 34 I H4
d-2950-1 162VQO35 II H4
d-2940 1&2VQO36 I H4 pp

1A?VQO77 11 H4 p3
1&2VQO38 H4 6-] M
18 2 VyO40 H4 MZ
1&2VQO41 H4 % ,C,

$1&2VOO42 I H4
1&2VQO33 614 Z

d-2950-1 182VQO47 II H4 *-3



TABLE M.3-1 (Cont'd)

SPEC. EQUIPMENT QUALIFICATION
NUMBER NUYBER NAME MANUFACTURER MODEL EC EZ TABLE (! TEM)

1&2VQO4B H4
162VQO50 H4
1&2VQO51 H4
1&2VQOG8 H4

J-2524 1&2HS-VOO21 Control Switch General Electric SBM 1

1&2HS-VQO22
162HS-VQO23
1&2HS-VQO24
182HS-VQO25
1&2HS-VQO2G
18?HS-VQO27
1&2HS-VQO28
1&2HS-VQO29
1&2HS-VQO'O
1&2HS-VQO71
1&2HS-VQO32 m
1&2HS-VGO33 O
182HS-VOO34 CA

3 182HS-VQO35
* 1&2HS-VQO1G g

f 182HS-VQC37 >
w 182HS-VQO38 %
m 1&2HS-VQO39

182HS-VQO40

J-2524 1&22L-VQO2O Indicating General Electric ET-16 II
Light

ta22L-VQO21
1&22L-VQO22
1&2ZL-VQO23
1822L-VQO24

*

1622L-VQO25
1&22L-VQO2G
1627L-VQO27
1621L-VQO28
in22L-VQO29
1&22L-VQO30
1&22L-VQO32
1&27L-VQO33
1&27L-VQO34
1422L-VQO75 y
1&2/L-VQO3G Z
1&27L-VQO37 8 t1
1&2/L-VQO3R MZ
182/L-VQU19 %h
162/t-voo10 M

z
d



TABLE M.3-1 (Cont'd)

SPEC. EQUIPMENT QUALIFICATION
NUVBER NUMBER NAME MANUFACTURER MODEL EC FZ TABLE (ITEM)

RE ACTOR BUILDIrJG VENTILATM

d"2591 1&2HS-VROOi Control Switch General Electric SBM I
1&2Hd-VROO2
1&2HS-VRO14
1&2HS-Vr'15

d-2584 1&2FSV-VROO1 Solenoid Valve ASCO NP831655MO I
1&2FSV-VROO2
1&2FSV-VRO14
1&2FSV-VRO15

d-2591 1&2&2POS-VRO49A Diff. Pressure Solon 7PS11AD !
Switch

1&2&2PDS-VRO49B

{d-2591 182&2PDS-VRO49X1 Control Relay General Electric HMA 11B11 1

182&2PDS-VRO49X2
h% 1&2&2PDS-VRO49X3
I

f d-2524 1&22L-VROO1 Indicating General Electric ET-16 II M

w Light
4 182XL-VROO2 y

1&2ZL-VRO14
1&22L-VRO15 '

d-2591 1&22L-VROO1A
1&22L-VROO18
1&2ZL-VROO2A
1&22L-VROO2B
1&22L-VRO14A
182ZL-VRO148

*
18.2 Z L - VRO 15 A
1&2ZL-VRO15B

d-2584 1&22S-VROO1A Limit Switch NAMCO EA-750 1

18225-VROO1B
1&2ZS-VROO2A
1&225-VROO2B
1&225-VRO14A
18225-VRO148
1&225-VRO15A M>1&225-VRO15B >.T

8M
SERVICE BUILDING HVAC Mg

NO
d-2591 1&2 TIC-VSOO9 Temp. Indicat- Love Controls Series 54 I Z

ing Controller h
a

, -



TABLE M.3-1 (Cont'd)

SPEC. EQUIPMENT QUALIFICATION
NUVBER NUMBER NAME MANUFACTURER MODEL EC E2 TABLE (ITEM)

TURBINE BUILDING VENTILATION

d-2584 1&2FSV-VTO70 Solenoid Valve ASCO NP831655MO IV
182FSV-VTO71
182FSV-VTO72

SWITCHGEAR HEAT REMOVAL SYSTEM

d-2585 1&2Vx01C Fan Motor Reliance TEAO, 284T I
Insul. CL. RH

182VXO2C TEFC, 182T
Insul. CL. RH

182VXO3C

1&2VXO4C TEFC, 284T
Insul. CL. RH

h182VXO5C TEFC, 182T
Insul. CL. RH n

1&2VXO6C Cn
, t-

]
*

1&2VXO7C TEFC, 25GTy
Insul. CL. RH p

W N
C3 1&2VXO8C TEFC, 182T

insul. CL. RH

J-2591 1&2HS-VXOO4 Control Switch General Electric SBM I
1&2HS-VXOO5
1&2HS-VXOOG
162HS-Vx033
182HS-VXO34
1&2HS-VXO35

*1&2HS-VXO36
1&2HS-VXO37

d-2591 182TE-VXOO7 Resistance Temp. Weed 601 I
Detector

182TE-VXOO8
182TE-VXOO9

d-2591 1&2 TIC-VXOO7 Temp. Indicating Love Controls Series 54 I

1&2 TIC-VXOO8 y
4M

d-2591 1&2TZ-VXOO7A Damper Motor ITT General Controls Series AH90 I MZ
182TZ-VxOO78 %$
1&2TZ-VXOO8A y
1&2TZ-VXOO88 Z
1&2TZ-VXOO9A 8

.



TABLE M.3-1 (Cont'd)

SPEC. EQUIPMENT QUALIFICATION
NUMBER NUMBER NAME MANUFACTURER MODEL EC EZ TABLE (ITEM)

1&2TZ-VXOO9B

CSCS - EWCS

d-2585 1&2VYO1C Fan Motor Reliance TEAO, 256T I H4 M.5-1 (25)
Insul. CL. RH

1&2VYO2C HS M.5-1 (24)
1&2VYO3C TEAO, 284T H4 M.5-1 (25)

Insul. CL. RH

1&2VYO4C TEAO, 184T H4 M.5-1 (24)
Insul. CL. RH

1&2VYO5C
1&2VYOGC

{d-2591 1&2HS-VYOO1 Control Switch General Electric SBM I
IS2HS-VYOO2 g
162HS-VYOO3 (f3

13 182HS-VYOO4 N*
1&2HS-VYOO5

f 1&2HS-JYOOG
w 2HS-VYO27 ;

W
d-2591 1&2TE-VYO23 Resistance Temp. Weed 601 I

Detector
162fE-VYO24

d-2591 1&2 TIC-VYO23 Temp. Indicat- Love Controls Series 54 I
ing Controller

182 TIC-VYO24

d-2591 1&2TS-VYOO1 Temperature United Electric Series 300 I .

Switch
182TS-VVOO2
182TS-VYOO3
1&2TS-VYOO4

d-2591 1&2TYC-VYO23 Temp. Controller Love Controls Series 54 1

1&2TYC-VYO24

d-2591 182TZ-VYO23A Damper Motor ITT General Controls Series AH90 1

hh182TZ-Vv0238
182ri-vv023c gM
1&2TZ-VVO24A tr3 Z
1&212-VYO248 %Q
1&2iZ-VYO24C Q

z
8



TABLE M.3-1 (Cont'd)

SPEC. EQUIPMENT OUALIFICATION
NUMBER NUMBER NAME MANUFACTURER MODEL EC EZ TABLE (ITEM)

RFACTOR BLDG CLOSE0 COOLING WATER
Sv5 TEM

d-2938-1 162WRO29 Valve Motor Limitorque SMB-OOO I H4 M.5-1 (39)
Operator

1&2WRO40 H4
1&2WR179 H2
1&2WR180 H2

.

CABLE & RUS DUCT

d-2965 - Medium Voltage Kerite - I H4 M.5-1 (6)
Power Cable

d-296G - Low Voltage Okontte -
I H2 M.5-1 (7)

Power & Con-

{trol Cable

n
y d-29G7-1 - Instrumentation Cerro/Rockbestos - I H2 M.5-1 (8) (n7 ' *ab l e I,

LJ d-2967-2 - Raychem - H4 M.5-1 (10) "O
l d-2967-3 - Samuel Moore - H4 M.5-1 (9)
$

*
d-2543-2 - Non-Segregated Bus H.K. Porter - I

Duct

.

em
MZ
:C O

.-

M
u
8



TABLE M.3-2

ENV!RONMENTAL QUALIFICATION LIST
NSSS ELECTRICAL F qt t ? PM E N T

SPEC. EQUIPMENT QUALIFICATION
NUVBER NUMBER NAME MANUFACTURER MODEL EC EZ TABLE (ITEM)

NUCLEAR SOILER SYSTEM

1813-D193 Power Range General Electric NA2OO A RPV
Detector

1821-FO13 SRV-Solenoid Crosby H865-DF A PC1 M.5-2 (1)

1821-FO22 MS!V Rockwell 26-inch A PCS M.5-2 (2)
1821-F028 2G-tnch A P86

22A3OO8 1821-KG13 Power Supply General Electric 9T66Y987603 A CR1 p
C/1

1821-NOO4 Temperature Pyco 13309G79POO1 P PC4 O
Element C/3

iV N7 22A3OO8 1021-NO15 Pressure Switch Barksdale BIT-M12SS-CE A TB1 M.5-2 (3) (f)u 1821-NO2O RB2 >
1 1821-NO23 NO 1821-NO39.

1821-NO15
1B21-NOGO R88
1821-NOG 1 R88

22A3OO8 1821-NO47 Level Indicator Static "O" Ring 12N-AA4-(X9)TT A RB2 M.5-2 (4)
Swttch

1821-NO48

22A3OO8 1821-NO24 Pressure Switch B a r twsn 288A A RB2 M.5-2 (5)
1821-NO31
1821-NO37
1821-NO38

.

1B21-NO36 Level Indicator Yarway 4418C A RB2 M.5-2 (6)
Swttch

1821-NO26 Level Indicater Barton 760 A RB2 M.5-2 (7) py
Transm1tto: Swttch >Z

HM

h1821-NO44 Level Switch R88

1821-NO27 Otff. Prossure Rosemount 1151DPSAE52PB P RB2 M.5-2 (8) to
Transmitter 2

1821-NO32 RB8 M.5-2 (35) d



TABLE M.3-2 (Cont'd)

SPEC. EQUIPMENT QUALIFICATION
NUVRER NUMBER NAME FANUFACTURER MODEL EC EZ TABLE (ITEM)

1821-NO33 1151DP
1821-NO34 1151DPSAE52PB

1821-N051 Pressure Batley 556110BA-AA1WES P RB2 M.5-2 (9)
Transmitter

1821-N05G Vacuum Switch Barksdale DIT-H1BSS A TB1

1821-ROO4 Pressure Robert Shaw 6138 P RB2
Indicator

1821-ROOS Diff. P essure Barton 227 P RB8
Indicator

1821C-K-- Aux. Relay General Electric HFA A CR1
1821H-K--- HEA

M
1821C-K--- Time Delay Relay General Electric CR2820 A CR1a m* 1821H-K--- Relay Agastat GP A CR1

I t.nA 1B21C-K--- Aux. Relay General Electric HMA A CR1 >N
|C

REACTOR RECIRCULATION SYSTEM

1833-K60G Sq. Root General Electric 136B3051AAGOO1 A CR1
Converter

1833-K608 1368308BAAGOO1

1833-KCO7 Flow Summer General Electric A CR1

1833-K610 Power Supply General Electric A CR1

1833-NO14 Flow Transmitter Rosemount 1151DP6822MB A REl8 M.5-2 (8)
1833-NO24

1833-NO18 Pressure Switch Static "O* Ring SN-AA3-(x10)SITT P RB5 M.5-2 (19)

1833-NO23 Temperature Rosemount 159C4520POO3 P RB5
Element

1833-NO35 Temperature Cal. Alloy 159C4313POO5 P PC4
Element gy

y3
4M

CONTROL ROD DRIVE SYSTEM MZ
|C O

1C11-FOO9 Solenoid Valve ASCO HT832322 A RB8 M.5-2 (10) h
2

159C4294 1C11-NO13 Level Switch Magnetrol 5.O-751 A RB8 M.5-2 (11) H

m _. _ _ _ . _ _ _ . . _ _



TABLE M.3-2 (Cont'd)

SPEC. EQUIPMENT QUALIFICATION
NUvBER NUMBER NAME MANUFACTURER MODEL EC EZ TABLE (ITEM)

FEEDWATER CONTROL SYSTEM

1C34-NOO3 Diff. Pressure Rosemount 1151DP6A52PS P RB8 M.5-2 (35)
Transm1tter

1C34-NOO4 1151DP-7A22MB RB2

1C34-NO17 Diff. Pressure Statham Inst. PD2OOO Series P RB2
Transmitter

1C34-NOO5 Pressure Bailey 556110AAA1 WEN P RG2 M.5-2 (9)
Transmitter

1C34-NOO8 556110AAA1WEP

STANDBY LIQUID CONTROL SYSTEM

1C41-COO 1 Pump Motor General Electric 365T A RB2 M.5-2 (12) p
v1

1C41-NOO3 Temperature Weed 22810 P RB2 O3
Switch Ul

[!
1C41-NOO4 Pressure Bailey 556110AAA1 WEN P RB2 M.5-2 (9) y)

Transmitter >
Z

1C41-NOOG Temperature Waed 15887072POO7 P RR2
Element

1C41-ROO3 Pressure Robert Shaw G138 P RB2
Indicator

NEUTRON MONITORING SYSTEM

1C51-KOO2 Voltage General Electric 828E309AA A RB8 M.5-2 (14),

Preamp 1ifter

1C51-K601 I.R. Monitor General Electric 368X102AAGOO1 A CR1

1C51-K605 Neutron Monitor General Electric 328X105TDGOO1 A CR1

1C51-NOO2 Detector General Electri. 112C3144 GOO 8 A PC1 M.5-2 (15)

1C51A-702A Aux. Trip Unit General Electric 195892OG A CR1
1C51A-ZO2B pp

>Z
REMOTE SHUTDOWN SYSTEM dM

M "4

1CG1-NOO1 Diff. Pressure Rosemount 1151DPA52P8 P RB8 M.5-2 (35) #9-
Transmitter M

"2
8



TA8LE M.3-2 (Cont'd)

SPEC. EQUIPMENT QUALIFICATION
NUMBER NUMBER NAVE MANUFACTURE 7 MODEL EC EZ TABLE (ITEM)

22A3OO8 1C61-NOOG Pressure Rosemount 1151GP9A52PB P RB8 M.5-2 (35)
Transmitter

1CG1-POO1 Remote Shutdown General Electric 828E466TD P CR1
VB

1C61A-S-- Control Switch General Electric SBM A CRt

REACTOP PROTEC* ON SYSTEM

1C71-NOO2 Pressure Switch Static "O" Ring 12N-AA4-(X9)TT A RB2 M.5-2 (4)

1C71-NOO3 Pressura Switch Barksdale B;T-M12SS-GE A TB1 M.5-2 (3)

1C7)-NOO4 D1ff. Prressure Barton 288 P RB2
Switch

t*

1C71A-S 011 Tight Switch General Electric CR2940 A CR1

- m
7* 1C71A-S Control Switch General Electric SB-9 A CRt I

Mw
Ql 1C71A-K Contactor General Electric CR105/CR205 A CR1

z. -

# 1C71A-5 Pushbutton Cutler-Hammer 10250T A CR1
Switch

PROCFSS RADIATION PONITORING SYSTEM

018-K609 Indicator & General Electric 129G2eO2 BOO 1 A CR1
Trip Unit

D18-K611 12982802GOt6
Dia-K615 12992002G011

,

D'8-MG10 Radiatton General Electric 807GGO A CR1
Mon 1 tor

D18-NOO3 Insulated General Electric NAOS A RB6 M.5-2 (17)
Detector

D18-NOO9 Sensor, General Electric 194X927G016 A RB2 M.5-2 (18)
Converter

J18-NOt5 194X927G011

RESIOUAL HFAT REMOVAL SYSTEM qM
M 2':

1E12-COO 1 Pump Motor General Electrtc - A RB5 M.5-2 (20) ;U O
Z

tE12-NOO4 Temperature Cal 1f. Alicy 159C4313 P Rb5 b
Element q"*

,



TABLE M.3-2 (Cont'd)

SPEC. CQUIPMENT QUALIFICATION
NUMRER NUv8ER NAME MANUFACTURER MODEL EC EZ TABLE (ITEM)

1E12-NOO5
1E12-NO27 Temp. Element Caltf. Alloy /Pyco 159C4313POO1 P RB5

1E12-NO31

1E12-NOO8 Level Barton 352/368 P RBS
Transmitter

1E12-NOO9 Diff. Pressure Barton 288 A RB5 M.5-2 (21)
Switch

1Ef2-NO10 289 M.5-2 (22)
1E12-NO29 288 RB5 M.5-2 (21)

1E12-NO13 Diff. Pressure Rosemount 1151DPSD22PB P RBS M.5-2 (8)
Transm1tter

1E'2-NO15

1E12-NO1G Pressure Switch Static "O" Rfng EN-AA3-(X10)S11T A R85 M.5-2 (19)
1E12-NO18 SNN-K3 P RB4 O
1E12-NO19 SN-AAE-(X10)S11T A R85 M." 2 (19) C/3

, I-

W 1E12-NO22 Pressure Switch Robert Shaw SP-222-C P RBS M.5-2 (23) $
1 1E12-NO32 y
^ 1E12-NO33 N
U1

1E12-NO26 Pressure Bailey 5561100-AA1WEM P RB5 M.5-2 (9)
Transmitter

1E12-NO28 556110CA-AA1WEL RB3

1E12-ROO2 Pressure Robert Shaw G138 P R85
Indicator

LOW PRESSURE CORE SPRAY SYSTEM

1E21-NOO3 Diff. Pressure Rosemount 1151DPGD52PB A RB5 M.5-2 (8)
Switch

1E21-NOO4 Diff. Pressure Barton 289 A RB5 M.5-2 (22)
Switch

1E21-NOOG 288 M.5-2 (21)

1E21-NOO5 Pressure Switch Robert Shaw SP-222-C R RBS M.5-2 (23)

hh1E21-NOO9 Pressure Switch Barksdale P1H-M340SS-V A R85 M.5-2 (24)
R in

1E21-ROO1 Pressure Robert Shaw G13R P RBS MZ
%2Indicator

1E21-ROO2 =
*3



TABLE M.3-2 (Cont'd)

SPEC. EQUIPMENT QUALIFICATION
NUYSER NUMBER NAME MANUFACTURER MODEL EC EZ TABLE (ITEM)

It21-R601 Pressure General Electric 180 P CR1
Indicator

1E21-RGOO Flow Indicator General Electric 180 N CR1

HIGH PRESSURE CORE SPF . .Y SYSTEM

1E2;-FOO1 valve Motor Limitorque SMB-O A R84 M.5-2 (25)
Operator

1E22-FOO4
1E22-F010
1E22-F011
1 E 2 2 - F 012
1E22-FO15
1E22-F023

t*

1E22-KCOO Power Supply Gener 11 Electric 9T66Y989 A CR1

m
1E22-NOO1 Level Switch Magnetrol 3.5-751-1X-MPG- A RB4 M.5-2 (26) I

7 M14HY M
U3*--

La> 1E22-NOO2
|

A

1E22-NOO3 Pressure Switch Robert Shaw SP-222-C P RB4 M.5-2 (23)

1E22-NOO4 Pressure Switch Batley 5561DEAAA1 WEN P RB4 M.5-2 (9)

1E22-NO12 Pressure Switch Static '0" Ring 5N-AA3-(X10)-SITT A RB4 M.5-2 (19)

1E22-NOO5 Diff. Pressure Rosemount 1151DP5A22MP A RB4 M.5-2 (3)
Transmitter .

1E22-NOOG Diff. Pressure Barton 289 A R84 M.5-2 (22)
Transmitter

1E22-NOC9 Diff. Pressure Barton 288 A RB4 M.5-2 (21)
Switch

1E22-NO13

1E22-ROO1 Pressure Robert Shaw 613B P RB4

{$Indicator
1E22-ROO2 gy
1E22-ROO3 M-4

2
1E22-RGO3 Panet Meter General Electric 180 N CR1 4-

1E22-RGO4 C
1E22-RGOG @

*



TABLE 4.3-2 (Cont'd)

SPEC. EQUIPMENT OUALIFICATION
NUMBER NUVBER NAME MANbFACTURER MCDEL EC EZ TARLE (ITEM)

1E22B-KO1 Relay Lockout General Electric HEA A CR1

1E228-K31 Relay General Electric CEH A CR1
1E228-K30 CFD
1E22C-K35 1dCV

LEAK OETECTION SYSTEM

1E31-KGOO Power Supply General Electric 9766Y987GO3 A CR1
1E31-K601

1E31-KGO2 Sq. Root Bailey 750010AAAA1WAE A CR1
Converter

1E31-K605

1E31-KGO4 Flow Summer Bailey 752410AAAA1 A CR1

U1
1E31-NOO1 Temperature Pyco N145C3224P1 A R83 M.5-2 (27) O

Element U2
- 1E31-NOO2 I
I 1E31-NOO3
LJ 1E31-NOO4 N145C3224P2 p'
i 1E31-NOO5 m
h 1E31-NOOS

1E31-NO18 RB4
1E31-NO24 RB3
1E31-NO25 RB4
1031-NO27
1E31-NO29 R86
1E31-NO30
' F 31 - NO31

1E3i '97 Diff. Pressure Barton 288 A 983 M.5-2 (21)
Switch

1E31-NOO8
1E31-NOO3
1E31-NO10 RB8
1E31-NO11
1E31-NO12 DG1
1E31-NO13 RB8

1E31-NO15 11 f f . Pressure Rosemount 1151DP5A22PB A RB2 M.5-2 (8) pp
Switch y3

*-3 M
1 E 31 - NO2 2 Pressure Switch Static *0* Ring GN-AA3-(X10)-SITT A RB3 M.5-2 (19) MZ

NO
1E31-NO35 Diff. Pressure Rosemount 1151DP5A22PB A RB2 M.5-2(8)

Transmitter Z
IE31-NO3G R88 8



TABLE M.3-2 (Cont'd)

SPEC. EQUIPMENT QUALIFICATICN
NUv0ER NUMBER NAME MANUFACTURER MODEL EC E2 TABLE (ITEM)

1E31-NGO5A Alarm Unit Bailey 745110AAAA1WAS A CR1

1E31-NGOO Temperature R11ey 86 A CR1
Moq1 tor

1E31-N601
,

1E31-NGO2
1E31-NGO3
1E31-NGO4
1E31-N608 Temp. Monitor Riley 86 A CR1
1E31-NG12 4

1E31-NG13
1E31-NG15

1E31-R620 Panel Meter General Electric 180 N CR1

1E31-RG21 Motor Driven Eagle Signal HP51A6 A CRI
Timer y

O
MSIV - LFAKAGE CONTROL SYSTEM y)

I.-.

h 1E32-BOO 1 MSIV Heater GE-LompoC A7D518673 A RB4 M.5-2 (28) ]
| *s"

b= 1E32-COO 1 MSIV-LCS Blower Seimons 2CHG (Modified) A RB4 M.5-2 (29) y
CD

1E32-KG01 Power Supply General Electric 9766Y987603 A CR1
1E32 K602

1E32-NOOG Flow Meter S&K Instruments 20-9651-8550 P RB4 M.5-2 (30)
1E32-N053 91X-16-4-20 A RB6

1E32-N050 Pressure Rosemount 1151GP6A52PB A RB2 M.5-2 (16)
Transmitter

1E32-NO55 -

1E32-N058
1E32-NCGO
1E32-NOG 1

1E32-NO51 Pressure Rosemount 1151AP5A52PB A RB6 M.5-2 (31)
Transmitter

1E32-N05G RB2

1E32-N054 Diff. Pressure Rosemount 1151DP4A50PB A RB6 M.5-2 (8)
Transmitter h

1E32-N059 RB2 g Fj
MZ

1E32-NGOO Synchronous Eagle S1gnal HP52AG A CR1 %C
T1mer p

1E32-NG01 HP53AG y
1E32-NGO2 g



TABLE M.3-2 (Cont'd)

SPEC. EQUIPMENT QUALIFICATION
NUVRER NUv8ER NAME MANUFACTURER MODEL EC EZ TABLE (ITEM)

1E32-NGO4 HP54AG

1 E 3 2 - Ne> 50 Alarm Bailey 745110AAAE1 A CR1
1E32-NG51
1E32-NG53
1E32-NG55
1LJ2-NG58
1E32-NG59
1E32-N6GO
1E32-N6G1

1E32-NG54 Alarm Bailey 745210AAAE1 A CR1
1E32-NG5G

1032-RGO1 mV-Current Bailey 740110AAAE1 P CR1
Converter p

U3
1E32-R651 Indicator General Electric 180 P CR1 ()

M1E32-RG53
*p 1E32-RG54 1
7 1 E 3 2 -I<G 55 di
W 1E32-RG5G >

1E32-RG58 %[
1E32-RG59g
1E32-RG60
1E32-RGG1

REACTOR CORE ISOLATION COOLING SYSTEM

1E51-COO 2 Aux. Turbine Te"ry Turbtne GS-2 A RB3 M.5-2 (33)
Controls

*

1E51-KSOO Power Supply General Electric 9TGGY987GO3 A CR1

1E51-KG01 Sq. Root Bailey 750020AAAA1WAF 4 CR1
Converter

1E51-KGO3 DC-AC Inverter Topaz N250-GWRS-125- A CR1
60

1E51-NOO2 Diff. Pressure Barton 299 A R83 M.5-2 (22)
Transmitter pp

> *7
1E51-NOO3 Otff. Pressure Rosemount 1151DP5A22VG A RB3 M.5-2 (8) db

hTransmitter
:<

1E51-NOO4 Pressure Bailey 556110EAAA1 WEN P RB3 M.5-2 (9) M.
Transmitter Z

IE51-NOO5 55G110EAAA1WEK d

a

4



TABLE M.3-2 (Cont'd)

SPEC. EQUIPr/ENT QUALIFICATION
NUMBER NUMBER NAVE MANUFACTURER PODEL EC EZ TABLE (ITEM)

1E51-NOO7 556110EAA41 WEN
1E51-NOO8 55G110EAAA1WEL

1E51-NOO6 Pressure Switch Static "O" Ring GNAA21V A RB3 M.5-2 (19)

1E51-NOO9 Pressure Switch Barksdale D2H-M80SS A RB3 M.5-2 (34)
1E51-NO12
1E51-NO21 A

1E51-NO10 Level Switch Magnetrol 5.O-751 P RB3 M.5-2 (11)
i

1E51-NO2O Pressure Switch Barksdale P!H-M340SS-Y A RB3 M.5-2 (24)

1E51-NO34 Pressure Switch Robert Shaw SP-222-C P RB3 M.5-2 (23)

1E51-ROOF Pressure Robert Shaw 6138 P RB3 t*
Indicator CO

h1E51-ROO2
1E51-ROO3 g

1E51-ROO4 My
"

Cn

1E51-ROO5 Thermometer Weed 4900-S-4 P RB3

[ 1E51-R600 Flow Controller Bailey 101003AAAE1 A CR1

REACTOR WATER CLEAN-UP SYSTEM

1G33-KGOO Power Supply Deltron/ Power Tec. C-24-53 A CR1

CONTROL ROOM PANELS

1H13-PGO1 Reactor Core General Electric 328X227TDGOO1 P . CR 1
Cooling BB

1H13-P608 Power Range General Electric 791E597TD P CR1
Monttoring
Cabinet

1H13-PGO9 RPS Otv. A18A2 General Electric 328x234TDGOO1 P CR1
Logic VB

1H13-PG11 RPS Div 3&4 General Electric 328x236TDGOO1
Logic VB

1H13-PG12 FW & Rectrc. General Electric 32ax237TDGOO1
l eis t . Panel U" >

3 h.
1H13-PG18 Ofv. 2 RHR General Electric 328x243TDGOO1

@[Relay VB
1H13-PG21 RCIC PolaV V8 General Electric 32M 241TDGOOf p t3
1H13-PG22 Inboar(f Valve General Electric 328x24GIDGOO1 M

Relay VB b
1H13-P623 Outboard Valve General Electric 328X247TDGOO1 y

Rolay kB



TAdLE M.3-2 (Cont'd)

SPEC. EQUIPMENT QUALIFICATION
NUVBER NUVSER NAME MANUFACTURER MDDEL EC E2 TABLE (ITEM)

1H13-PG24 Area Rad. Common. General Electric 3G8X440TDGOO1
Max. Pn),

1H13-PG25 HPCS Relay VB General Electric 328X245TOGOO1
1H13-PG28 Div. 1/2 Part & General Electric 3G8X3G81DGOO1

ADS VB
1H13-PG28 ADS Ch A. Relay General Electric 328x252TDGOOt

VB
1H13-PG29 Div. 1 LPC5 & General Electric 328x242TDGOO1

RHR Relay VB
1H10-PG31 Div. 1/2 Prt. & General Electric 328X368TDGOO1

ADS VB
1H13-PG31 . ADS Channel B General Electric 328X2531CGOO2

Relay VB
1H13-PG32 Div. 1 Leak General Electric 328A250TCGOO1

Detect 1on VB
1H13-PG35 Div. 1 Rad Max. General Electric 328X232TCGOO1 &

Inst. Panel CD
1H13-PG36 Div. !! Rad Max. General Electric 328X292TDGOO1

Inst. Panel ,3 1H13-P642 Div. !! Leak General Electr c 328X269TCGOO9 m*
Detect. VB CD

1H13-PG54 MSIV-LCS Div. General Electric 368x41GTDGOO1 A >
!! Cont. VB W

H 1H13-PG55 MSIV-LCS Div. 3G8X417TDGOO1
I Cont. VB

LDCAL P'.NELS

1H22-POO1 LPCS Local Panel General Electric 328X248TDGOO1 A RB5
1H22-POO2 RWCS Panel 328X249TDGOO1 RB2
1H22-POO4 RV Level & 328X251TDCOO1

Pres Local
,

Panel A
1H22-POO5 RV Level & 328X254TDGOO1 *

Press. Local
Panel C

1H22-POO6 Rectrc. Local 328X2551DGOO1 RB8
Panel A

1H22-POO9 det Pump Local 328X272TDGOO1
Panel B

1H22-PO10 det Pump Local 328X2731DGOO1 -

Panel A p>
1H21-PO15 Main Steam Flow 328X274TDGOO1 7Z

LcI. Pn1 dM

h1H22-PO17 RCIC tocal Pol A 3?Rx275fDGOO1 RB3
1t l2 2 - PD 18 RHR L esca l Pn1 A 328x27GIDGOO1 RB8 v
1H22-PO21 RHR Local Pn1 B 328X277TDGOO1 RBS M
1H22-PO22 Rocirc. Local 328x2G8ICGOO1 RB8 Z

Panet B d



TABLE M.3 9 (Cont'd)

SPEC. EQUIPMENT QUALIFICATION
NUM3ER NUwSER NAVE MANUFACTURER MODEL EC EZ TABLE (ITEM)

1H22-PO24 HPCS Local Panel 328X276TCGOO1 R84
1H22-PO25 Main Steam Flow 328X281TCGOO1 RB8

Lvl Pn1 D
1H22-PO2G RV Lvl & Press. 328x283TCGOO1 RB2

Lvl Pn1 D
1H22-PO27 RV Lvl & Press. 328x2R4TCGOO1

Lv1 Pn1 B
1H22-PO28 HPCS DG Prot. 328X266TCGOO1 DG1

Relay VB
1H22-PO29 RCIC Local Pn1 B 328x267TCGOO1 R83
1H22-PO30 SRM & IRM P r e, rap 14534887CPOO1 RB8

Encl. A-D
1H22-PO31 SRM & IRM Preamp. 1453488TCF001

Enci, A-D

1H22-PO32 SRM & IRM Preamp. 1453488TCPOO1 P
Encl. A-D p

1H22-PO33 SRM & IRM Preamp 1453488TCPOO1 A U3

Encl. A-D O

[ 1H22-PO73 MSIV-LCS 13309972
Dtv. 1 LPgg %)

| 1H22-PO74 MSIV-LCS 328x292TCGOO1 RB4 f.n
Ut DIv. 2 LP >
M 1H22-PO75 LLS/SRV Div. II 442x213 GOO 1 AB1 %

Pack
1H22-PO76 LLS/SRV Div. II 442K213 GOO 1

Rack

.

M

eR
mz
%O

M

M..



ISCS- FS AR AM EN DME'1T

(LATER)

M.4 PLANT ENVIRCNMENTAL 2ONES

The plant areas containing safety-related electrical equipment
are divided into three types ot zones. These zone
classifications are the harsh environment, normal environment and
controlled environment, and are further described and delineated
in this section.

M.4.1 Harch Environment (LOCA/HELB) - BOP Equirment

Harsh environments are defineds as: 1) those areas of the plant
inside primary containment that are -objected to environmental
conditions resulting from a postulated loss-of-coolant accident
(LOCA) or a high energy line break (HELB) , and 2) those areas of
the plant outside primary containment housing saf ety-related
equipment tha t c re subjected to environmental conditions
resulting from a postulated HELB.

There are five areas of the plant that can be considered narsn
environments. Each of these areas has been assigned a zone
number, and the boundaries are defined in Figures M.4-1 and
M.4-2. A general description of these zones is provided in the
f ollowing tabulation:

Zone H1 - Inside the reactor pressure vessel (RPV)

Zone H2 - Inside primary containment (dr ywell)

Zone H3 - Inside primary containment (wetwell)

Zone Hu - Reactor Building, excluding ECCS equipment
cubicles and HELE local areas

Zone H5 - HELB local areas, including main steam
pipe tunnel, RCIC pipe chase, RCIC equip-
ment cubicle, FPCU equipment areas (pump,
valve, and heat exchanger rooms and pipe
c ha se s) .

Each of these zones experiences normal and may experience
abnormal environmental conditions. Normal conditions or service
conditions are defined as those conditions that exist during
routine plant operations. In some cases , these service
conditions may extend over a range of conditions wnica could be
expected to occur at various times during the operating life of
the plant. Abnormal or bounding conditions are defined as those
conditions that can occur as the result of postulated f ailures ,
such as LOCA and HELE. Since the bounding conditions usually
present the most dif ficult challenge to equipment operation, they
will be discussed first.

M.4-1
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M.4.1.1 Selection of Bcunding Conditions

Zone H1

For this zone, the operating conditions inside the RPV, excluding
radiation exposure, present the most limiting environmental
conditions for equipment qualification. These conditions are
summarized in Table M.4-1.

Zone H2

The bounding conditions for tne drywell are determined from an
envelope of the conditions resulting from a LOCA *or HELB inside
containment. These conditions are presented in Table M.4-2.

a. Pressure

As discussed in FSAR Section 6.2, the maximum
pressure response inside the containment occurs as a
result of the postulated instantaneous guillotine
break of the reactor recirculation line (LOCA) . This
peak calculated pressure is 32.5 psig (FSAR Figure
6.2-2). The maximum pressure chosen for the bounding
condition (45 psig) is thus very conservative. Main
steamline breaks were evaluated, and the resultant
peak calculated pressures were bounded by the
recirculation break case.

b. Tem pe ra ture

Again referring to the analysis results presented in
FSAR Section 6.2, the peak calculated drywell
temperature occurs for the main steamline break case,
and is 3300 F (Figure 6. 2- 10) . The bounding
condition selection of 3400 F represents a
conservative value for equipment qualif ication.

c. Relative Humidity

An all steam environment, followed by 100% relative
humidity, represents a very conservative approach.

d. Duration

The durations indicated for the bounding conditions
were based on generic information supplied by General
Electric in their interface documents. The plant
specific analysis presented in Section 6.2 is bounded
by this generic information. Therefore, the plant
specific information is utilized rather than the
design profiles presented in NUREG-0588 Appendix C.

M.4-2
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e. Rad iat ion

The integrated accident doce is based on GE interf ace
information, and is based on the assumption that 100%
of the noble gases, 50% of the halogens, and 15 of
the solid fission products were released f rom the
core as a result o f the postulated LOCA.

f. Submergence

The maximum flood level in the drywell following a
LOCA is determined by the projection.of the
suppression vent downcomers above the drywell floor.
These vents project 6 inches above the floor
elevation of 736 feet 7- 1/ 2 inches.

Zone H3

The bounding conditions for the wetwell (suppression chamber) are
presented in Table M.4-3. The analytical basis for these
conditions is also presented in FSAF Section 6.2.

a. Pressure

The peak calculated suppression chamber pressure
represented in Figure 6.2-2 is bounded by the
selected value of 4 5 psig.

b. Tempe ra tu re

The peak calculated suppression chamber temperature
occurs on the long-term basis, rather than in the
first few moments following a LOCA. The 2120 F value
selected as bcunding can ce seen to be conservative
when compared to the analytical rcsults presented in
Figure 6.2-7.

c. Felative Humidity

The basis for the assumption of 100% relative
humidity above the pool is based on examination of
the normal and abnormal pool vapor conditions and
requires no further comment.

d. Duration

The durations presented are based on the worst case
analytical results as presented in Figure 6.2-7.

e. Radiation

The same basis as that of Zone H2 (item c) applies
here.

M.4-3
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f. Submergence

The maximum pool level is elevation 700 feet 3
inches.

Zone H4

The maximum conditions in the general reactor building area
result from HELB events in equipment cubicles venting to the
general floor a rea. The most limiting case, selected from the
analytical evaluation of all the HELE cases, was cnosen f or tr.ese
bounding conditions. These conditions are listed in Table M.4-4.

a. Pressure

No significant pressurization of the reactor building
volume occurs during any postulated event.
Therefore, atmospheric pressure was chosen as the
upper bound.

b. Temce ra ture
,

The temperatures associated with this zone actual y
occur at only one location in the reactor building,
but were selected as the design basis since tney
bound the other locations.

c. Relative Humidity

The 95% relative humidity represents a conservative
limit above and beyond that which was actually
determined to occur by analysis.

d. Duration

The durations were based on act 'ad time histories
determined from the bounding ar ' ys is .

e. Radiation

The same basis as that of Zone i'2 (item e) applies
here.

f. Submergence

No significant flooding of the reactor building
occurs during HELB conditions. The drainage and sump
systems prevent any water buildup.

Zone H5

The conditions for local areas subjected to HELE's are based on
bounding conditions selected from GE interface documents compared

N.4-4
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with the analytical results in the specific line break cases.
Table M.4-5 lists these conditions.

a. Pressure

The initial transient pressure conditions were
selected from the bounding analysis and represent the
peak pressure in the main steam tunnel. Subsequent
pressure values bound the analytical results.

o. Temocra ture

The assumption of saturation temperature f or the
first 6 hours represents a conservative approach when
compared with actual results. The subsequent
temperatures also bound the analytical results.

c. Relative Humidity

The saturated steam environment for 6 hours f ollowed
by 100% relative humidity for another 6 hours, then
100 days at 905 relative humidity bound all.

analytical results.

d. Duration

As discussed in the previous sections, the durations
bound the analytical results.

e. Radiation

The same basis as that of Zone H2 (item e) applies
here.

f. Submeroence

The same basis as that of Zone H2 (item f) applies
here.

M.4.1.2 Service Conditions

The normal service conditions of the plant represent those
conditions actually expected to occur during the normal operation
of the plant.

Zone H1

The range of normal operating conditions inside the RPV are shown
in Table M.4-6.

M . 4- 5
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Zone H2

Table M.4-7 presents the range of normal operating conditions
that are expected to occur inside the drywell. For the EOP
equipment, a bounding radiation exposure, as provided in Table
M. 4-7 was selected.

Zone H3

Table M.4-8 presents the range of normal operating conditions in
the wetwell.

.

Zone H4

Table M.4-9 presents the range of normal operating conditions
expected in the reactor building general area.

Zone H5

Table M.4-10 presents the bounding range of normal operating
conditions expected in the HELB areas. Highest temperatures
occur in the RWCU areas and main steam tunnel. The highest'

radiation exposure occurs in the FWCU heat exchanger room.

N.4.2 Harsh Environment (LOCA/ HELB) -NSSS Equipment

The defin.i tion of harsh environments is the same as that provided
in Subsec ion M. 4.1; however, the zone designations determined by
the NSSS vendor (General Electric) divide the plant into
additional subzones. These subzone designations are referenced
in Tables M.3-2 and M. 5-2 and correlate to the EOP zone
designations as follows:

BOP ZONE DESCRIPTION NSSS ZONE DESCRI PTICN

H1 See Figure RPV (Same as BCP)
M.4-1

H2 See Figure PC1 Figure M. 4-2
M.4-1

PC2 Figur e M. 4-2

PC3 Figur e M. 4-2

PC4 Figure M.4-2

PC5 Figure M.4-2

H3 See Figure PC6 (Same as BOP)
M.4-1

M. 4-6
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H4 See Figure RB-1 Annular region outside
M.4-1 primary containment

in Reactor Building

RB-2 Standby Liquid Control
equipment area

RE-8 General floor area
of Reactor Building

H5 See Figure RE-3 RCIC/LPCS Cubicle
M.4-1

.

RB-6 Main steam tunnel

RB-7 RWCU equipment areas

The abnormal and normal conditions indicated for these zones in
Table M.5-2 are based on GE design specification 22A3005, "BWR
Equipment Environmental Interface Data." These conditions exceed
or equal those associated with the EOP harsh zones because they
were determined as generic bounding conditions for all GE BWR-5,

plants. The re fore , the bene fits gained later by specific
analysis on La Salle to determine less severe conditions could
not be passed on to the NSSS equipment qualification program
because of the necessity to purchase the NSSS equipment early in
the schedule of the project before these unique analyses were
completed.

Thus, the conditions specified in Table M.5-2 may not agree with
the conditions specified for the corresponding zone in Tables
M.4-1 through M.4-10; however, the conditions in Table M.5-2 are
more severe bounding conditions than those provided in Tables
M.4-1 through M.4-10 which more accurately represent the actual
conditions in the plant for the specified events. The BOP
definitions of harsh environments utilizes the HELB analyses in
FSAR Chapters 6.0 and 15.0 and Appendix C to modif y General
Electric Company's original limiting specification 22A3008

M.4.3 Normal Environment

(La ter)

M.4.4 Controlled Environment (Redundant HVAC)

(Later)

M.4-7

.
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TABLE M.4-1

BOP - HARSH ENVIRONMENT ZONE H1 AND

NSSS - HARSH ENVIRONMENT "ONE RPV

BOUNDING ENVIRONMENT CONDITIONS INSIDE THE RPV

NORMAL DESIGN MAXIMUM
,

Temperature ( F) 546 575 581

Pressure (psig) 1010 1250 1340

Relative Humidity Saturated Saturated Saturated
Steam / Water Steam / Eater Steam / Water

7Radiation 2.6 x 10 rads (accident gamma integrated)
.

M.4-8
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TABLE M.4-2

BOP - HARSH ENVIRONMENT ZONE H2 AND

NSSS - HARSH ENVIRONMENT ZONES PCl THROUGH PCS

BOUNDING ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS INSIDE THE DRYWELL

Temperature (*F) 340 320 250 200

Pressure (psig) -2 to 45 -2 to 45 b to 25 0 to 20

Relative Humidity Steam Steam 100% 100%

Duration 0-3 hr 3-6 hr 6 hr to 1 day to
1 day 100 days

7Radiation 2.6 x 10 rads gamma (integrated)

/ '

M.4-9
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TABLE M.4-3

BOP - HARSH ENVIRONMENT ZONE H3 AND

NSSS - HARSH ENVIRONMENT ZONE PC6

BOUNDING ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS INSIDE THE WETWELL

Temperature ( F) 200 200 150
,

Pressure (psig) -2 to 45 0 to 25 0 to 25

Relative Humidity 100% 100% 100%

Duration 0 to 6 hr 6 hr to 1 day to
1 day 100 days

Radiation 2.6 x 10 rads gamma (integrated)

.

*

M.4-10
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TABLE M.4-4

BOP - IIARSH ENVIRONMENT ZONE H4 AND

NSSS - HARSH ENVIRONMENT ZONES RBl, RB2, AND RB8

BOUNDING ENVIRONMENTAL JONDITIONS IN THE REACTOR BUILDING

Temperature ( F) 145 134
,

Pressure (psig) Atmospheric Atmospheric

Relative Humidity 95% 95%

Duration 0 to 1 day 1 day to 100 days

Radiation 1.7 x 10 rads gamma (integrated)

.

M.4-ll
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TABLE M.4-5

BOP - HARSH ENVIRONMENT ZONE H5 AND

NSSS - HARSH ENVIRONMENT ZONES RB3, RB6, AND RB7

BOUNDING ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS FOR HELB AREAS

Temperature (*F) 212 150 150

Pressure (psig) 7 in. H 0* 7 in. H O $tmospheric
2 2

Relative Humidity Steam 100% 90%

Duration 0-6 hr 6-12 hr 12 hr to 100 days

5Radiation 1.7 x 10 rads gamma (integrated)
.

* Transient peak pressure of 40 psig can occur within the
first 10 seconds of the line break event. However, venting
and subsequent depressurization occurs very rapidly.

M.4-12
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TABLE M.4-6

BOP - HARSH ENVIRONMENT ZONE H1 AND

NSSS - HARSH ENVIRONMENT ZONE RPV

SERVICE CONDITIONS INSIDE TO RPV

NORMAL DESIGN MAXIMUM

Temperature ( F) 546 575 581

Pressure (psig) 1010 1250 1340

Relative Humidity --Saturated Water / Steam--

Radiation

10Gamma (rads) * 2.3 x 10s

2 16Neutrons (neutrons /cm ) * 7.9 x 10

* Integrated over 40 years.
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LSCS-FSAR AMENDMENT
LATER

TABLE M.4-7

BOP - HARSH EtiVIRONMENT ZONE H2 AND

NSSS - HARSH ENVIRONMENT ZONES PCl THROUGH PCS

SERVICE CONDITIONS INSIDE THE DRTdELL

NORMAL MAXIMUM

'

Temperature ( F) 135 150

Pressure (psig) -0-5 to 2 ---

Relative Humidity 40-55% 90%

Radiation

Neutron * 2a. For BOP Equipment Gamma (rads) * (Neutron /cm ),

141.8 x 19 1.8 x 10

b. For NSSS Equipment

6Zone PCl (above core) 8.8 x 10 6.3 x 10

14Zone PC2 (core region) 1.8 x 10 1.8 x 10

6Zone PC3 (under RPV) 2.5 x 10 2.5 x 10

Zone PC4 (near 6 12Recirculation) 8.8 x10 2.5 x 10

Zone PCS (15 ft from
6 12Recirculation) 1.4 x 10 2.5 x 10

* Integrated over 40 years.
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LSCS-PSAR AMENDMENT
LATER

TABLE M.4-8

BOP - IIARSH ENVIRONMENT ZONE II3 AND

NSSS - HARSH ENVIRONMENT ZONE PC6

SERVICE CONDITIONS INSIDE THE WETWELL

NORMAL , MAXIMUM

Temperature (*F) 95 110

Pressure (psig) -0.5 to 2

Relative Humidity 95 100

4Radiation 3.5 x 10 rads gamma (integrated)

.

?
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LSCS-FSAR AMENDMENT
LATER

TABLE M.4-9

BOP - HARSH ENVIRONMENT ZONE H4 AND

NSSS - HARSH ENVIRONMENT ZONES RB1, RB2, AND RB8

SERVICE CONDITIONS IN THE REACTOR BUILDING

NORMAL MAXIMUM

Temperature ( F) 70-90
'

104

Pressure (Inches H O) -0-25 Atmospheric2

Relative Humidity 40 90

3Radiation 5.3 x 10 rads gamma (integrated)

.
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LSCS-FSAR A!TNDMENT
LATER

TABLE M.4-10

BOP - HARSH ENVIRONMENT ZONE H5 AND

NSSS - HARSH ENVIRONMEN" ZONES RB3, RB6, AND RB8

SERVICE CONDITIONS IN THE IIELB AREAS

NORMAL MAXIMUM

Temperature ( F) 70-90 120*-

Pressure (Inches H 0) -0-25 Atmospheric2

Relative Humidity 40 90

6Radiation 8.76 x 10 rads gamma (integrated)

.

*Except RCIC/LPCS cubicle that has 148 F as maximum service
temperature.
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M.5 OUALIFICATION METHODS AfD SUMMAFY PESULTS

Environment qualification of all Class 1E electrical equipmer.t
located in harsh environnents was by prototype test of equipment
which was the same as the installed equipment or very similar to
the installed equipment and by analysis or by a combination of
test and analysis.

A typical approach to environmental qualification of equipment
located within the primary containment would be as follows:

a. thermally age condition the equipment to 40 years of
use in its service environment;

b. irradiate the equipment to its 40 year plus accident
:otal integrated dose; and,

c. expose the equipment simultaneously to elevated
environmental conditions of temperature, pressure,
relative humidity and steam for the required duration
as well as introducing a chemical or demineralized,

wa ter spray.

It should be noted that analysis was used in some cases in
conjunction with the testing to demonstrate through Arrhenius
methodology the equivalency of testing the post-LOCA interval for
a shorter time duration at a higher temperature rather than to
the longer actual duration at a lower temperature.

A typical approach to environmental qualification of equipment
loca ted within the reactor building might be the same approacn
outlined for equipment within the primary containment or
depending on the severity of the actual conditions the equipment
might be qualified by doing an environmental exposure test and/or
analysis.

M. S.1 Equipnent Snecification Conditions

The equipment procurement specifications f or all BOP equipment
loca ted within the primary containment required the vendor to
environmental exposure test the furnished equipment to the
parameters listed in Table M.4-2.

The equipment procurement specifications for all BOP equipment
located in the reactor building require the vendor to
environmental exposure test the furnished equipment to the
parameters listed in Table M.4-4 or Table M. 4-5 (depending on
loca tion) or to conditions determined by a unique analysis for
the specific equipment location. If a unique analysis for a
specific equipment location was done then those parameters are
the ones listed in Table M.5-1 for the abnormal environment. In
some of these cases depending on the severity of the

M . 5- 1
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environmental parame ters determined, the vendor may have done an
environment a l exposure test and/or analysis.

M.S.2 Eoitpment Oualification Ccnditions

The actual environmental parameters used in testing were selected
by the vendor so as to envelope the specified values. In those
cases where the vendor submitted generic environmental
qualification reports, each report was reviewed to ensure that
the La Salle Coun* v Station environmental parameters were
enveloped (see Section M.6 f or further discussion on this) .

*M. S. 3 paalification Summary Results

1he summary description of the environmental qualification of the
saf ety-rela tel electrical equipment is provided in the tables of
this section. This initial transmittal provides the results of
the equipment which are located in the harsh environments in
Tables M.5-1 for the BOP equipment and M.5-2 for the NSSS
equipment. Tables M. 5- 3 and M. 5- 4 for normal environments, and
M. 5-5 a nd M. 5-6 for controlled environments will be provided

'

later. A list of the contents of the qualification tables is
provided in the tollowing subsections.

M.5.3.1 Harsh Environmcnt Tables

BOP EO'IT? MENT TABLE M. 5- 1

ITEM EQUIPMENT TYPE

1 Medium Voltage Switchgear
2 Motor Control Center
3 Motor Control Center
4 Electrical Penetration
5 Electrical Penetration
6 Medium Voltage Power Cable
7 Low Voltage Power and Control Cable
8 Instrumentation Cable
9 Instrumentation Cable

10 Instrumentation Cable
11 Level Transmitter
12 Pressure Transmitter
13 Flow Transmittcr
14 Thermocouple
15 Pesistan?e Temperature Detector
16 Flow Controller
17 Flow Switch Relay
18 Control Panel
19 Hydrogen-Oxygen Analyzer Panel
20 Power Supply Cabinet
21 Fan Motor
22 Fan Motor
23 Valve Actuator

M.5-2
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BOP EQUIPMENT TABLE M. 5-1

ITEM ECUIPME'IT TYPE

24 Fan Motor
25 Fan Motor
26 Electric Heating Coil
27 Pump Motor
28 Hydrogen Eccombiner
29 Solenoid Valve
30 Solenoid Valve
31 Solenoid Valve .

32 Solenoid Valve
33 Solenoid Valve
34 Limit Switch
35 Limit Switch
36 Limit Switch
37 Limit Switch
38 Limit Switch
39 Limit Switch
40 Limit Switch,

41 Valve Motor Operator
42 Valve Motor Operator
43 Valve Motor Operator
44 Valve Motor Operator
45 Radia' ion Detectorc

NSSS EQUIPMENT TABLE M. 5-2

ITEM EQUIPMENT TYPE

1 Safety Felief Valve
2 MSIV
3 Pressure Switch
4 Pressure Switch
5 Pressure Switch
6 Level Indicating Switch
7 Level Switch
8 Differential Pressure Transmitter
9 Pressure Transmitter

10 solenoid Valve
11 Level Switch
12 Pump Motor
13 Control Valve
14 Voltage Preamplifier
15 Detector
16 Pressure Transmitter
17 Badiation Detector
18 Sensor Convertor
19 Pressure Switch
20 Pump Motor
21 Differential Pressure Switch
22 Dif ferential Pressure Switch
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NSSS EQUIPMENT TABLE M. 5-2

ITEM EQUIPMENT TYPE

23 Pressure Switch
24 Pressure Switch
25 Valve Motor Operator
26 Level Switch
27 Temperature Elemtat
28 Ileater - MSIV
29 MSIV-LCS Elower
30 Flow Meter -

31 Pressure Transmitter
32 Flow Transmitter
33 Auxiliary Turbine Controls
34 Pressure Switch
35 Differential Pressure Transmitter

M. S. 3. 2 Normal Environment Tables,

(La ter)

M.S.3.3 controlled Envircnment Tables

(Later)
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TABIE M. 5- 1

!!ARSH ENVIRONMEt3T ~ EOP ECUIPMEt1T GUALIFICATIOtt

1. MEDIUM VOLTAGE SWITCHGEAR

162AP08E; 162AP09E

a) Location: Reactor Building
.

b) Manufacturer: Gould/ITE _

c) Model No: 7.5 HK-500

d) Abnormal Environment:
.

A unique analysis was performed to determine the environ-
mental conditions for this equipment. The conditions are as
follows:

Temperature Pressure Radiaticn
Duration (O F) _jpsig) Humidity (rads)

30 min 130 Atmospheric 100% 1.7 x 105

e) Qualification Environment:

Temperature Pressure Radiation
D_uration (OF) _ (psig) Humidity (rads)

30 min 131 Atmospheric 100% 1.7 x 105

f) Operabi_lity Reguirements: 30 minutes

q) Operability Ecmonstration: 30 minutes

h) Accuracy / Response Time Requirements: 5 cycle operation
af ter receipt of trip signal.
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i) Accuraev/ Response Time Demonstration: See (1) be'cw.

1) Qualification Method.
Manuf acturer's 30 minutes test / analysis verified the
switchgear's capability to withstand the qualification
environment with no reasurable effect on the dielectric
strength, or current interruption capability.

k) Oualification Report: See (1) below.

1) Conclusions:

A certificate of conformance to IEEE 323-1971 has been
' received from the vendor. An actual report must be obtained

to complete the environmental qualification documentation
and to determine whether or not additional testing is
required. Creration of the station until this documentation
is obtained is justified by the testing / analysis already
sucessfully completed.

.
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2. MOTOR CCNTRCL CEtiTER

162AP71E; 162AP75E; 162AP76E; 162AP78E; 162AP82E; 162AP83 E

a) Location: Reactor Building

b) Manufacturer: Klockner-Moeller *

c) Model No: Series 170

d) Abnormal Environment: Zone H4

'

e) Quali fication Enviror. ment:

Temperature Pressure Radiation
Duration (OF) (psig) Humidity (rads)

1 day 145 decreasing 0 95% 1.4 x 106
to 134

f) operability Fequirements: 100 days

q) opera bility remonstration: 1 day

h) Accuracy /Fesponse Time Requirements: !1/A

i) Accuracy / Response Time Dercnstration: II/A

i) Qualification Method: Prototype test and analysis was
performed by Klockr.er-Moeller as follows:

(i) selected representative samples of all the components
used in the above listed Motor contrcl Centers (MSS)
were placed in three vertical sections and tested for
the required temperature and humidity conditions, and,

(ii) selected representative samples of all the components
used in the above listed MCC's were irradiated to
the required exposure.
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The MCC loads were cycled on and off before, during and
after the temperature-humidity test which consisted of: test
chamber temperature was raised to 1450 F with relative
humidity at a minimum of 95%; the temperature was then
slowly reduced to 1340 F over the next 24 hours while the
relative humidity was maintained to the 95% minimum.
Selected MCC components (but different from those tempera-
ture-humidity tested above) were irradiated to 1.4 x 106
rads, integrated dose. -

k) Qualification Report:

American Environments Company Report " Abnormal Environment
Qualification Test Report on Series 170 Motor Control Center
for Klockner-Moeller Limited, Natick, Massachuse'.ts," Number
STR-132778-1, dated 2-5-79.

.

1) Conclusions:

The environmental qualification of this equipment is in
agreement with the requirements of the " DOR guidelines"
except that the temperature-humidity exposure tests and the
radiation exposure test were performed on different
components and the duration of the test until the
temperature drops to within the normal rating of the
equivalent was not sufficient. These areas of concern i
being resolved with the verdor. Cperation of the stat 1 .
until the abcVe concerns are resolved is justified by the
successful MCC testing already completed and documented.
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3. MOTOR CCNTRCI CENTER

162DC06E

a) Location: Reactor Building

b) Manufacturer: Systers Control -

c) Model No:

d) Abnormal _Environtint: A unique analysis was performed
to determine t,.' invironmental conditions for this equipment.
These conditions are as follows:

.

Temperature Pressure Radiaticn
Duration (OF) _Jpsigl_ Humidity (rads)__

100 days 148 0 90% 4 x 106

e) Qualification Environment: See item ( 1) .

f) Operabi li ty Reouirements: 100 days

q) Operability remorstration: See item ( 1) .

h) Accuracy /Fesron se Time Pequirements: N/A

i) Accuracy /Pesponse Tire Derenstration: N/A

j) Qualification Method: Prctotype test and/or analysis.

k) gualification Report: See item (1).

1) Conclusions:

The qualification of the DC motor control center is not yet
complete; however, the vendor is in the process of
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performing the environmental qualification testing.
Operation of the station until this DC motor control center
is fully qualified is based on the fact that testing on
this equipment will be completed in the near future.
The bounding environment for this equipment is based
on its normal service conditions. Similar equipment
is presently in satisfactory service in similar environ-
ments, and has performed satisfactorily for many years.
This operating history justifies the operation of
the plant until final documentation is obtained.

.

.
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4. ELECTRICAL PENETFATICM

(Low Voltage Power; Low Vcitage Control and Instrumentation)

1AP96E; 1AP97E; 1AP99E; 1AP99E; 1C11-S301;
1C11- S3 0 2 ; 1C11-S303; 1C11-S304; 1C51-S301; 1C51-S302;
1C51-S304; 1C51-S303; 1LV94E; 1LV95E; 1LV96E;
1LV97 E; 11V98E; 1LV99E.

.

a) Location: Containment

b) Manufacturer: Conax

c) Model No: Custcm
,

d) Abnormal Environment : Zone H2

e) Qualification Environment:

Temperature Pressure Radiation
Duration (OF) _jpsig) Hunidity (rads)

6 hours 340 110 Steam /100% 2 x 10e
3 hours 320 78
291 hours 255 20

f) operability Requirements: 100 days

q) geera bility remonstration: 100 days

h) Accuracy /Fesponse Time Requirements: N/A

i) Accuracy / Response Time Dercnstration: N/A

i) Quali fication Method:

Prototype test and analysis was performed, i.e., analysis
and compariscn to Conax penetration assemblies, which use
the same design concepts and the same materials and which
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have heen previously qualified by tests conducted at levels
more severe than the requirements for the La Salle County
Station.

Two low voltage power, control and instrumentation pene-
trations were LCCA tested separately in an autoclave at
Conax Laboratories after having been aged to an equivalent
of 40 years of operation and irradiated to an integrated
dose of 2 x 108 radt. One penetration was LOCA tested to
the follcwing:

6 hr at 3400 F, 110 psig
3 hr at 3200 F, 78 psig

291 hr at 2550 F, 20 psig

Note that the first 24 hours of the test are sufficient to
meet the first 24 hours of the required profile. Conax used

'

Arrhenius methodology to show that 276 hours at 2550 F was
more than equivalent to the required 2376 hours at 2000 F.
The other penetration was LCCA tested to the following:

3 hr at 3400 F
Feturn to ambient (1400 F) over
the next 2 hr and then
'3 hr at 3400 F, 2 112 psig
3 hr at 3200 F, 2 80 psig
4 hr at 3000 F, 2 59 psig

705 hr at 2550 F; 20 psig

Note that a chemical spray with a pH of 10.5 was introduced
to the test chamber during the first 24 hours of the test.
The same Arrhenius methodclogy as used in the first test
described above, would apply to the final 29 days of this
test to extend the required overall qualification to 100
days.

k) gualification Report:

" Design Qualification Report for Electric Penetration
Assemblies for La Salle County Nuclear Generating Station,"
IPS-332 Rev. A, dated 8-16-80, with Addendum IPS-332A dated
9-22-80.

1) Conclusions:

Review of the above quali fication report indicates that the
electrical penetration qualification meets the Category II
requirements of NUEEG-0588.
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5. ELECTRICAL FENETFATICN

(Medium Voltage Power)

1B33-S301; 1E33-S302

a) Location: Containment
.

b) Manufacturer: Conax

c) Model No: Custom

d) Abnormal Environrent: Zone H2
.

e) Qualification Environment:

Temperature Pressure Radiation
Duration (OF) (psig) Humidity (rads)

10 hours 340 98 Steam /100% 1 x 10e
664 hours 260 24
0.5 hours 350 >115
15.5 hours 300 58
128 hours 260 20

f) Operability Requirements: 100 days

q) Operability Cemonstration: 100 days

h) Accuracy /Restonse Time Requirements: N/A

i) Accuracy / Response Tire Dercnstration: N/A

i) Qualification Method:
Prototype test and analysis was performed, i.e., analysis
and compariscn to Conax penetration assemblies which use the
same design concepts and the same materials and which have
been previously qualified by tests conducted at levels more
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severe than the requirements for the La salle County
Station. A medium voltage penetration assembly was LOCA
tested in an autoclave at Conax Laboratories after having
been irradiated to an integrated dose of 1 x 108 rads.

The penetration was tested in three phases of testing.
Phase one of testing was as follows:

*

3 hr at 3500 F, 100 psig
1 hr at 2750 F, 100 psig
3 hr at 3500 F 100 psig
14 hr at 3000 F, 50 psig

(A chemical spray was introduced to the chamber
during the first 6 hours of this 14 hour portion
cf the test)

'

35 hr at 2350 F, 50 psig

Conax was ahle to use this phase one portion of the testing
as age conditioning and through the use of Arrhenius
methodology was able to show that this time / temperature
exposure was equivalent to over 40 years at 500 C. Conax
followed this testing with phase two testing on the sane
penetration by exposing it to 3000 F (at 50 psig) for 96
hours. Although the penetration successfully operated
during this portion of the testing, Conax decided not to use
this portion of the testing for any purpose other than
showing additional margin. Phase three of the testing on
the same penetration was ICCA testing as follows:

10 hours at 3400 F, 98 psig
664 hcurs at 2600 F, 24 psig
0. 5 hours a t 3500 F, >115 psig
15.5 hours at 3000 F, 58 psig
128 hours at 2600 F, 20 psig

Note that the first 24 hours of phase three testing is
sufficient to meet the first 24 hours of the required
profile. Ccnax used Arrhenius methodology to show that the
remaining 794 hours at a temperature of at least 2600 F was
more than equivalent to the required remaining 2376 hours at
2000 F.

k) Quali fication ryeport:

" Design Qualification Report for Electric Penetration
Assemblies for La Salle County Nuclear Generating Station,"
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IPS-332 Rev. A, dated 8-16-80, with Addendum IPS-332A dated
9-22-80.

1) Conclusions:

Review of the above qualification report indicates that the
electrical penetration qualification meets the Category II
requirements of liUEEG-0588.

.

I
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6. MEDIUM VCLTAGE FCWER CAELE

a) Location: Used throughout the plant (except containment) .
Most sevcre environment is in the reactor building.

b) Manufacturer: Kerite
.

c) Model t;o : -

.

d) Abnormal Environment: Zone H4
.

e) gualification Environnent:
.

Temperature Pressure Radiation
Duration (OF) _(psig _ Humidity (rads) __

10 days 200 >0 Steam /100% 2 x 10 8

f) gperability Requirements: 100 days

q) prerability temonstration: 100 days

h) Accuracy /Respcnse Tire Requirements: N/A

i) Accuracy /Respon se Time Dencnstration: N/A

i) Qualification Method:
Prototype test and analysis was performed, i.e., Kerite
tested a cable sample of 25 feet (including several splices)
both at their own facilities and at Isomedix Incorporated,
(25 Eastmans Rd. , Parsippany, N.J.). The cable tested was
of the same insulation and jacketing materials as tnose
furnisned for La Salle but did not constitute all cable
constructions as to size and number of conductors because
the sample tested was sufficient to determine the
capabilities of the cable insulation and jacketing
materials.
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One-half of the 25 feet of the cable test sample was ther-
mally pre-aged at 1500 C for 100 days, the other half was
not. The entire cable test sample was then irradiated to a
total integrated dose of 2x 108 rads. Subsequently the
cable test sample was subjected, while energized, to a
continuous steam and chemical spray environmental cycle in
an autoclave at a minimum temperature of 2000 F. This test
was continued in excess of 50 days and the cable was still
operating successfully. Eerite determined,.using Arrhenius
methodology, that 10 days of operation at 2000 F would more
than exceed accident conditions of 2120 F steam for 6 hours
followed by 1500 F with relative humidity of 90% to 100% for
a total of 100 days.

k) guali fication Peport:

"La Salle ccunty Station, Commonwealth Edison -,

Qualificaticn of 5-kV Non-Shielded Cables Under Simulated
Post-Accident Conditions," dated 8-6-75.

1) Ccnclusiens:

Review of the above qualification report indicates that the
Kerite cable meets the requirements of the " DOR Guidelines."
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7. LOW VOLTAGE FCWEF & CONTFCL CAELE

a) Locati,gn :

Used throughout the plant; mcst severe environment is in
containment.

.

b) Manufacturer: Ckonite

c) Model No: -

d) Abnormal Environment: Zone H2

,

c) Quali fication Fnvironment:

Temperature Pressure Radiaticn
Duratign (OF) _Jpsig) . Humidity (ra d s)

3 hours 346 113 Steam /100% 2 x 10 8
2 hours 140 0 Steam /100%
3 hours 346 113 Steam /100%
3 hours 335 95 Steam /100%
4 hours 315 60 Steam /100%
81 hours 265 28 Steam /100%
126 days 212 0 Steam /100%

f) gperahility Requirements: 100 days

q) guerability remonstration: 100 days

h) Accuracy / Response Time Recuirements: N/A

i) Accuracy /Pesponse Time Demonstration: N/A

i) Quali fication Method:

Prototype test and analysis was performed, i.e., Okonite
prototype tested ten electrical cable types at the Franklin
Institute Fesearch Laboratories.
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The cables tested were of the same insulation and jacketing
materials as those f urnished for La Salle but did not cover
all cable ccnstructions as to size and number of conductors
because the samples tested were sufficient to determine the
capabilities of the cable insulation and jacketing
materials. The test was ccnducted at levels more severe
than the requiremer.ts for la Salle. The cable test sanples
were thermally pre-aged at 1210 C for 336 hours.
Subsequently they kere subjected to a combined gamma
irradiation (to an integrated dose of 0. 5 x 108 rads) and
thermal aging at 1210 C for 168 hours. Following this, the
cables were than subjected, while energized to a
simultaneous exposure of steam, chemical spray and radiaticn
(for an additional 1.5 x 10e rado bringing the total
integrated dcse to 2 x 108 rads) to simulate a LOCA and
post-accident conditions. The temperature profile includes
two temperature / pressure transients to 3460F/113 psig as
well as several temperature levels below those during the'

first 4 days as shown above in (e), leveling out at 212o F
for 126 days.

k) Quali fication Peport:

FIRL Report, "Qualificaticn Tests of Electrical Cables Under
Simultaneous Exposure to Gamma Radiation, Steam and Chemical
Spray," F-C3694, dated January 1974.

1) Conclusions:

Review of the abcVe qualification report indicates that the
Okonite cable meets the requirements of the " DOR
quidelines."
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8. INSTRUMENTATICT! CAFLE

a) Location:

Used throughcut the plant; most severe environment is in
in the contair. ment.

.

b) Manufacturer: Cerro/Rocktectos

c) F:odel f:g : -
_

d) Abnormal _ Environtrent : Zone H2

.

c) Qualificaticn Fnvironment:

'Iemperature Pressure Radiation
Duratign Jfn _jpsiq) Humi di ty __f ra d s)

3 hours 346 113 Steam /100% 2 x 108
3 hours 140 0 Steam /1005
3 hours 346 113 Steam /100%
3 hours 335 93 Steam /100%
4 hours 315 69 Steam /100%
81 hours 266 28 Steam /100%
624 hours 212 0 Steam /100%

f) guerability Rcguirements: 100 days

q) guerability Ermenstration: 30 days

h) Accuracy /Retronse Time Requi rements: N/A

i) Accuracy /Respor ae Titre De:r cn ct ra t ior3: N/A

j) Quali ficatien Method:

Prototype test and analysis was performed, i.e., Cerro/
Rockbestos tested four calle samples at the Franklin
Institute Research Laboratories (FIRL) . The cables tested
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were of the same insulation and jacketing materials as those
furnished for La Salle but did not constitute all cable
constructions as to size and number of conductors because
the samples tested were sufficient to determine the
capabilities of the cable insulation and jacketing
materials.

The cable test sa.mples were thermally pre-aged at 1210 C for
168 hours. Then the pre-aged cable test samples were
irradiated to a total integrated dose of 2 x 108 rads.
Following this, calle test samples were subjected, while
energized, to a simultaneous exposure of steam and chemical
spray (pH 9-11) to simulate a LCCA and post-accident
conditions. The temperature profile included two
temperature / pressure transients to 3460F/113 psig as well as
several lesser tcmperature plateaus during the first 4 days
as shcwn abcVe in (e ) before leveling out at 2120 F for the
last 26 days of testing.-

k) oualificaticn Perort:

FIRL Report " Qualification Tests of Electrical Cables Under
Simulated Reactor Containment Service Conditions Including
LOCA while Electrically Energized," F-C3798, dated March
1974.

1) Conclusions:

Review of the above qualification report indicates that the
Cerro/Rockbestos cables meet the requirements of the "DCR
quidelines" except that the report does not adequately cover
the required cperatility duration for the abnormal
environment. This area of concern is being resolved with
the cable vendor. operation of La Salle until the above
concern is resolved is justified by the successful cable
testing already completed and documented.
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9. It1STRUME t;T ATIct: CAFLE

a) Location:

Used throughcut the plant; most severe environment is
in containment.

b) ganufacturer: Samuel Moore Company, Dekoron Division

c) Model 1:o: -

d) Abnormal Environnent: Zone H2

s

e) Qualificaticn Environment:

Temperature Pressure Radiation
Duration (OF) _jpsigl_ Humidity (radsl_
3 hours 340 105 Steam /100% 2 x 10s
3 hours 320 75 Steam /100%
90 hours 250 15 Steam /100%
624 hours 200 0 Steam /100%

f) 9Dera bility_Frq u irements : 100 days

q) Operability remennt ration: 30 days

h) Accuracy /FerporJse Time Fequirements: N/A

i) Accuracy /Fentonse Tire Demenstration: N/A

i) Quali ficatien_ Method :

Prototype test and analysis was performed, i.e., Samuel
Moore Company tested six calle samples at the Franklin
Institute Recearch Laboratories (FIEL) . The cables tested
were of the same insulation and jacketing materials as those
furnished for La Salle but did not constitute all cable
constructions as to size and number of conductors because
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the samples tested were sufficient to determine the capa-
bilities of the cable insulation and jacketing macerials.

The cable test samples were thermally pre-aged at 1210 C fcr
168 hours. Then the thernally pre-aged cable test samples
were irradiated to an integrated dose of 1 x 10s rads.
Following this, the cable test 9amples were subjected, while
energized to a simultaneous expcsure of steam and chemical
spray (pH 9-11) to simulate a LCCA and post' accident
conditions. The temperature profile included a
temperature / pressure transient of 3400F/105 psig as well as
several lesser temperature plateaus during the first 4 days
as shown abcVe in (c ) , before leveling out at 2000 F fcr the
last 26 days of testing. After this the cable test sa7ples
were further irradiated to bring the total integrated dose
to 2 x 108 rads.

.

k) gualificaticn Eecort:

FIRL Report "Cualification Tests of Electrical Cablee Under
Conditions Siaulating Mornal Feactor Containment Service and
LOCA," F-C3683, dated Novenber 1973.

1) Conclusicns:

Review of the above qualification report indicates that the
Samuel Moore Company cables acet all the requirements of the
" DOR quidelines" except that the qualification report does
not adequately cover the required operability duration for
the abnormal environment. This area of concern is being
resolved with the cable vendor. Cperation of La Salle until
the above ccncern is resolved is justified by the successf ul
cable testing already completed and documented.
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10. INSTRUMENTATICN CALLF

a) Location:

Used throughcut the plant; most severe environment is in
the containgent.

.

b) Eanufacturer: Raychem

c) godel Mo: -

d) Abnormal .invironment: Zone H2

.

e) gualification Fnvironment:

Temperature Pressure Radiation
Duration (OF) (psiq) Humidity (radsl_
10 hours 357 >70 Steam /100% 2 x 10 8
86 hours 275 31 Steam /100%
624 hcurs 212 ~ 10 Steam /100%

f) Operatility Deguirements: 100 days

q) operability remonstration: 30 days

h) Accuracy /Fesponse Time Requirements: N/A

i) Accuracy / Response Tire Deacnstration: N/A

i) Quali ficaticn_Me thod :

Prototype test and analysis was performed, i.e., Raychem had
cable samples tested (including numerous s plices) by the
Franklin Institute Research Laboratories (FIRL) . The cables
tested were of the same insulation and jacketing materials
as those furnished for La Salle but did not constitute all
cable constructions as to size and number of conductors be-
cause the camples tested were suf ficient to determine the
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capabilities of the cable insulation and jacketing
materials. The cable test samples were subjected to a
combir.ed irradiation (to an integrated dose of 0.5 x 10e
rads) and therr.al aging at 1500 C for 168 hours. Follcwing
this the test sarples were subjected while energized to a
simultaneous expccure of steam-chemical spray (pH 9. 5- 11)
and radiation (for an additional integrated dose of
1.5 x 108 rada, thus making the total integrated dose
2 x 10 0 rads) to simulate a loss-of-coolant accident
condition. The terperature/ pressure profile began with a 10
hour exposure to 3570F/>70 psig followed by 86 hours at
275oF/31 psig and concluded with 624 hours at approximately
2120F/10 psig.

k) Qualification Perort:

FIRL Report " Test of RAYCHEM THERMOFIT Insulation Systers'

Under Sivultaneous Exposure to Heat, Gamma Radiation, Stear
and Chemical Spray while Electrically Energized," F-C4033-3,
dated January 1975.

1) Conclusicns:

Review of the above quali fication report indicates that the
Raychem cables meet all the requirements of the " DOR
guidelines" except the quali fication report does not
adequately cver the required operability duration for the
abnormal environmer.t. This area cf concern is being
resolved with the cable vendcr.

Operation of La Salle until the above concern is resolved is
justified by the successf ul cable testing already complettd
and docurented.
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11. LEVEL __TRAUSMITTEF

162LT-CM030; 16 2LT-CM03 2 ; 162LT-CM062

a) Location: Feactor Building

b) Manufacturer: Posemcunt -

.

c) godel No: 1152

d) Arnormal Environment: Zone H4

e) Quali fication Environment:*

Thermal Aging: Two temperature cycles of 1900-00-2000-1000F
cach. Duration - 1 hour rinimum at each temperature. These
cycles were perferr.ed to establish a data base, and were nct
intended to be a substitute for the aging analysis / test re-
quirements described in IEEE 323-1974 Instead, a program
for replacement of these components which are subject to
degradation will be implemented. These will include the
replacement cf the 0-ring seals on the body every 5 years,
and the 0-ring seals on the process diaphragm every tire the
instrument is corpletely cverhauled in accordance with the
manufacturer's reccmrendations.

Radiation Exposure: 5x 106 rads.
5 hours at 1 x 106 rad /hr, data taken
every hour

Seismic Test.
Steam Pressure Exposure: 3500 F, 60 psig, 10 min dry

3160 F, 70 psig, 1 hr saturated
3030 F, 55.4 psig 7 hr saturated
2300 F, 6 poig 42 hr saturated

f) Crerability Feouirenents: 100 days

q) gperability Ecmonst ration:

Fifty hcurs at test conditions which were far in excess of
those conditions expected to be present in the areas of the
plant where these transmitters will be mounted. The
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manufacturer states that these trar,smitters are designed to
remain operable and within the stated accuracy of i 0. 25% cf
calibrated span in a temperature zone of up to + 2000 F.
The highest expected tempera ture under HELE or LOCA
condi ti ons for these transmitters will be lu5o F. After the
severe testing was perforned, the units were shown to te
operable to within i 1/2% of calitrated span. It is
expected that these units will readily perform to within
i 1/2 % in a temperature zcne of 1h50 F because they are
designed to do sc.

h) Accuracy /Fenronse Tine Requirements: 1 2.0% of calibrated
span.

i) Accuracy /Reencnse Tine Dencnstration:
.

After thermal aging: i 0.25%.
After radiation exposure: 2% (recalibrated to 1 0. 25%) .
After seismic /vitration testing: 1 0.25%.
After steam / pressure / temperature LCCA test:

1/2% (up to 12% during the most severe part
of the test, however these conditions will not
be experienced at La Salle) .

i) puali fication Method:

A type test was perfcrmed, consisting of scquential thermal
cyclying to simulate aging and establish a data Lase for
performance, radiaticn exposure to 5 x 106 rads, a seismic
test (see Secticn 3.10 of this FSAF), and a steam pressure
test to simulate LCCA conditions. Af ter each test,
operatility was demonstrated, and any anomalies in drift
were noted and recorded. Sutmergence tests or chemical or
water spray tests were not performed; however, these
transmitters will te mounted in areas of the plaat where nc
sprays are used and no sutmergence is possible.

k) go ali fi cat ion _P erort : Rosemount, Fo. 117415, Rev. B,
9/19/75

1) Con cl us_i_on s :

The transmitters are considered to be qualified in accer-
dance with the requirements given in the DCR guidelines, and
Category II of NUREG-0 58 8. Surmergence and chemical spray
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testing were considered to be not applicable to the
environmental zone in which these transmitters are 1ccate3.
The test conditions for the steam-pressure-temperature LOCA
test are far in excess of the conditions expected at La
Salle, and the tested transmitters were shcwn to be accurate
within i 1/2% of calibrated span after the test. The
radiation test required recalibration of the transmitters
after demonstrating up to 2% accuracy, and this is
considered tc Fe the limiting accuracy for La Salle because
entry into the reactor building following a DBA LOCA or HELE
for calibration purposes is prohiLited (personnel exposure).
Also, a program for replacement of the 0-ring seals on the
body every 5 years will be inplemented.

.
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12. PRESSURE TPANSMITTFR

162PT-CM027; 162PT-CM028; 162PT-CM029; 162FT-CM031;
162PT-CM055; 162PT-CM056; 162PT-CM081

a) Location: Beactor Building

.

b) Man 11f acture r : Ecsemcunt

c) Model No: 1152

d) Abnormal Environnent: Zone H4

,

c) gua li fi catic7 Environment:

Thermal Aging: Two temperature cycles of 100 0- 00- 2 0 0 0- 10 00 F
each. Duraticn - 1 hour minimum at each temperature- These
cycles were perfcraed to establish a data base, and were not
intended to be a substitute for the aging analysis / test re-
quirements descrihed in IEEE 323-1974. Instead, a program for
replacement of these conpcnents which are subject to degradation
will be implemented. These will include the replacement of the
0-ring seals on the bor', every 5 years, and the 0-ring seals on
the process diaphragm every tine tlie instrument is completely
overhauled in acccrdance with the manufacturer's recommendations.

Radiation Exposure: 5x 106 rads.
5 hours at 1 x 10 6 rad /hr, data taken
every hcur

Seismic Test.
Steam Pressure Exposure: 3500 F, 60 psig, 10 min dry

3160 F, 70 psig, 1 hr saturated
3030 F, 55.4 psig 7 hr saturated
2300 F, 6 psig 42 b; saturated

f) Cperability Feguirements: 100 days

q) Operability remonstration:

Fifty hours at test conditions which were far in excess of
those conditions expected to be present in the areas of the
plant where these transmitters will Le mounted. The
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manufacturer states that these transmitters are designed to
remain operable and within the stated accuracy of i 0.25% cf
calibrated span in a temperature zone of up to i 2000 F.
The highest expected temperature under HEI or LOCA condi-
tions for these transmitters will te 1450 F. After the
severe testing was performed, the units were shown to he
operable to within i 1/2% of calibrated span. It is
expected that these units will readily erform to within
i 1/2% accuracy for period exceeding 10v days in a
temperature zcne of 1450 F because they are designed to do
so.

i

h) Accuracy /Resrcnse Time Reauirements: 1 2.0% of calibrated
span.

i) Accuracy /Rescense Time Deacnstration:'

After thermal aging: 1 0.25%.
After radiation exposure: 2% (reca._~zated to 1 0.25%).
After seismic / vibration testing: 0.25%.
After steam / pressure / temperature ICCA test:

1/2% (up to 12% during the most severe part
of the test, hcwever these conditions will not
be exrerienced at La Salle) .

i) Qualification Method:

A type test was perfcrmed, consisting of sequential thermal
cycling to simulate aging and establish a data base for
performance, radiaticn exposure to 5 x 106 rads, a seismic
test (see Section 3.10 of this FSAR) and a steam pressure
test to simulate LCCA conditions. After each test,
operability was demonstrated and any anomalies in drif t were
noted and recorded. Sucmergence tests or chemical or water
spray tests were not perfcrmed; however, these transmitters
will be mounted in areas cf the plant where no sprays are
used and no submergence is possible.

k) Quali ficaticn (41grt: R c s emcunt , 1;o. 117415, Rev. E,

9/19/75.

1) Conclus). m .

The transmitters are considered to be qualified in
accordance with the requirements given in the DOR guidelines
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and Category II of NUREG-0588. SuLmergence and chemical
spray testing were considered to te not applicable to the
environmental zone in which these transmitters are located.
The test conditions for the steam-pressure-temperature LOCA
test are far in excess of the conditions expected at La
Salle, and the tested transmitters were shcwn to be accurate
within i 1/2% of calibrated span after the test. The
radiation test required recalibration of the transmitters
after demonstrating up to 2% accuracy, and this is
considered tc be the limiting accuracy for La Salle because
entry into the reactcr building following a DBA LCCA or HELB
for calibration purposes is prohibited (personnel exposure) .
Also, a program for replacement of the 0-ring seals on the
body every 5 years will be inplemented.

.

t

,

I
i
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13. FLOW TRANSMITTEP

162FT-VG003; 162FT-VG009

a) Location: Reactor Building

h) Manufacturer: Hays -

c) Model 1:o: 252A

d) Abnormal Environnent: 'ocne H4

e) Qualification Environment: Undergoing qualification.'

f) Cperability Feguircments: 100 days

q) gperability Cemonstration: (later)

h) Accuracy /Resrcnse Time Recuirements: 1% of full scale

3) Accuracy / Response Time Demonstration: (later)

i) Qualification Methed: Com.ponent test - sequential
aging, radiation, seismic, LCCA.

k) Qualificaticn Pecort: (later)

1) Concl usion s :

Equipment currently undergoing requalification test
completicn expected by September 15, 1981. Justification
for operaticn of La Salle prior to receipt of the test
report is baeed on the fact that preliminary good results in
previous testing demcnstrated that this equipment is likely
to survive the expected ccnditions in Zone H4
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14. THEPMCCCUPLE

162TE-CM037; 18 2TE-C M0 3 8 ; 182TE-CM039; 162 TE-CM0 4 0 ;
162TE-CM058; 162TE-CM059; 162TE-CM060; 162 TE-CM061

a) Location: Peactor Building

.

b) Manufacturer: Keed

c) Model No: Type E4B

d) Abnormal Environment: Zone H2

.

e) guali ficaticn_ Environment :

Thermal Aging: Temperature 1050 C, Duration 199 days
Simulates 40 years

Radiation Exposure: Integrated dose 3 x 108 rads
Humidity: 95% + 5% - 0% Felative Humidity at 490 C
for a period of 240 hours.

f) gperability Fequirements: 100 days

q) gp_erability Eemonstration: (later)

h) Accuracy /Fespon se Time Requirements: 1 1/2% of
calibrated span.

i) Accuracy /Fosrcrse Time Demonstration: (later)

i) Qualification Method: Secuential type test.

Weed completed the final test plan in November 1990. Thi s
test plan is generic for use by five utilities. It is
expected that actual testing will begin in December 1980.
The qualification conditions described in (e) above
represent the expected conditions of the test. Included is
thermal cycle aging, humidity, aging, seismic vibration
test, IIELE/LCCA simulation.
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k) Qualification Feport: (later)

1) Conclusicns:

Qualificaticn plan is underway to qualif y the equipment
according tc IEEE 323-1974 (EUREG-0588 Category I) .

Justificaticn for operaticn of the plant with these devices
as safety-related display sensors is 'ased on the senscrsc
being made cf materials which do not have a history of
degradation under extreme environmental conditions or
radiation exposures. These are: chromel wire, constantan
wire, ceramic (Mgo) in sula tion , cross-linked polyethylene
insulaticn, stainless steel sheath, epoxy seal, and cast
iron housing for chromel/constantan terminal screws. It is
expected that these sensors will survive the severe test
plan with negligible degradation in perf ormance.i

.
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15. RESISTAt:CE TEMPEEATUFF DETECTCR

1S2TE-CM057A,B,C,D,E,P,G,H,J,K,L,M,N,P,R,S,U,V

a) I.ocat ion : Feactor Building

b) Manufacturer: Keed -

c) Model 1:o: 611

d) _Ahnormal Fn virontrent : Zone H2

e) Qualification Environment:'

Thermal Aging: Temperature 1050 C, Duration 189 days
Sirr.ulates 4 0 years

Radiation Exposure: Integrated dose 3 x 108 rads

Humidity: 95% + 5% -0%, Felative Humidity at 490 C
for a period of 240 hours.

f) operability Pecuirements: 100 days

q) Cperability remonstration: (later)

h) Accuracy / Response Time Pequirements: 1 1/2% of
calibrated span.

1) Accuracy /Feeronse Tine Devenstration: (later)

i) Qualificaticn Method: Sequential type test.

Keed completed the final test plan for comments in November
1980. This plan is generic for use by five utilities. It
is expected tha t actual testing will begin in December 1980.
The qualification conditicns described in (e) above
represent the expected conditions of the test. Included is
thermal cycled aging, humidity, aging, seismic vibration
test, and HELD /LCCA simulation.
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k) Ouali fication Perort: (later)

1) Conclusicns:

Qualificaticn plan is underway to qualify the equipment
according to IEEE 323-1974 (t:UPEG-0 588 Category I) .

Justificaticn for operation of the plant with these devices
as safety-related display sensors is based on the senscrs
being composcd of naterials which do not have a history of
degradation under extreme environmental conditions or
radiation exposures. These are: platinum, wire, ceranic
(MqC) insulation, cross-linked polyethylene insulation,
stainless steel sheath, epoxy seal, and cast iron housing
for stainlees steel terminal screws and ceran ic terminal
board. It is expected that these sensors will survive the
planned extreme testing with negligible degradation in-

performance.
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16. FLOW CCNTRCIIER

162FC-VG003

a) Location: Reactor Building

b) Manufacturer: Love Contrcle -

c) godel 1:o : 54-8115-8134

d) Abnormal Envircng.ent: Zone H4

e) gualificaticn Environment:-

i) Service Conditicns
Thermal Aging: 1800 F at 50% R.H. for 100 days

ii) Post-Accident Conditions
Thermal Aging: 1220 F at 90% R.H. for 30 days

1500 F at 95% R.H. for 100 days
Simulates 10 years at 900 F.

Radiaticn Exposure: 1 x 107 rads integrated (25
hour duration).

f) operability Fecuircments: 100 days

q) Operability Cemonstration: 100 days

h) Accuracy / Response Time Pecuirements: 1 0.5%

i) Accuraev/responce Time Demonstration:

Test report shows only that operability is possible. Vendor
is being contacted for further accuracy demonstration.

i) guali ficaticn Method:

Analysis - Tcmperature and humidity parameters were
developed by assuming an average service ccndition of 900 F
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and then calculating the accelerated test temperature by the
100 C rule. This is considered conservative bccause the
expected nornal average service ccndition will not exceed
850 F.

Type test - Cne unit tested according to IEEE 323-1974 using
the following test procedure:

*

Inspection and functional tests.

Service condition sinulation and aging analysis
irradiation tests.

Seismic vibration test.

Simulated post-accident conditions test.
'

Two failures cccurred during the test program:

(i) Af ter radiation exposure, the 0-ring washer was
displaced thus causing the sticking of the indicator
needle. The washer was replaced and module becane
fully functional again.

(ii) During the LCCA expcsure due to arcing, the input
terminals becane shorted. Arcing was found to be
caused by high humidity conditions.

k) pualificaticn Ferort: Love, No. 730-79-002, Rev. 2, 3/22/79

1) Conclusicns:

The two failures noted abcVe in (j) do not indicate a total
failure of the equipnent. This equipment can still be
classified as Class 1E provided that:

(i) The 0-ring washer is replaced every 5 years. It could
be noted that the test module still functioned
properly after the replacement. The washer might have
reached its 10 year life equivalent because failure
occurred after the first three tests.

(ii) Provide insulation between the power terminals if
applicable. To prevent the shorting of the terminal
due to arcing, install the insulating material between
the terminals.
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(iii) Calibrate the nodule once a year and include in
periodic maintenance list. With the above three
provisions the equipment is considered qualified for
10 years.

The local indication provided by the needle which stuck due
to displacement of the 0-ring washer is not considered a
safety-related function. 'ny special insulating material
used on the power input terminals to install the contrcller
in the plant will have verificatica perforned en it in
accordance with the con guidelines, (i . e . , an as-built
inspection will te perforned to verify that the special
insulaticn was provided).

With the above ite ms considered and implemented, these
devices are considered qualified in accordance with the DOR
quidelines, for a life of 10 years, provided that docunen-
tation is submitted regarding verification of accuracy.*
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17. FLOW SWITCH FELAY:

162FS-VG009; 162FS-VG036

a) Location: Reactcr Building

b) Manufacturer: Lcve Contrcls
*

c) Model 1;o: 56-9115

d) Abnormal Environment: Zone H4

'

e) Qualification Environment:

i) Service conditions
Thermal Aging: 1800 F at 50% R.H. for 100 days

ii) Post-Accident Conditicns
Thermal Aging: 1220 F at 90% R.H. for 30 days

1500 F at 95% R.H. for 31 days,
Simulates 10 years at 900 F.

Radiation Exposure: 1 x 107 rads integrated
(25 hour duration)

f) gperability Fequirements: 100 days

q) Operability Demonstration: 31 days (was supposed to be
for 100 days Lut it failed on the 32nd day ; see (j) below.

h) Accuracy / Response Tire Recuirements: 1 0.5%

i) Accuracy /Reepon se Time Denonstrati on:

Test report shows only that operability was maintained.
Vendor is being contacted for further demonstration.
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j) Qualification Method

Analysis - Temperature and humidity parameters were de-
veloped by assuring an average service condition of 900 F
and then calculating the accelerated test temperature by the
100 C rule. This is considered conserva' 'e because the
average temperature is not expected to exceed 850 F.

Type test - Cne unit tested according to IEEE 323-1974 using
the following test procedure:

.

Inspection and functional tests.

Service condition simulation and aging analysis
irradiation tests.

Seismic vihration tect.

Simulated post-accident conditions test.
'

The test module remained functionally operable after being
subjected to the first phase of LCCA conditions. However en
the 32nd day during the second phase of the post-LOCA test,
the module became incperable. It was observed that the
power terminals of the module had shorted causing damage to
the module due to arcing.

k) Qualification Eerort: Love, No. 734-79-002, Rev. 2, 3/22/79

1) conclusions:

The failure noted above in (j) cannot be considered a total
failure for the test module because it happened almost at
the end of the stress program. Moreover, the test
conditions were more stringent than the required conditions.

This model (56) can still te gt lified for 10 years of
identical or less severe operating conditiens with the
following prcvisions:

(i) Replace the 0-ring washer af ter at most 5 years usage.

(ii) Provide insulation Letween the power terminal if
applicable.

(iii) Calibrate the nodule once a year and include in
periodic maintenance list.

(iv) Maintain rclative humidity at locaticn below 90%
during noraal service conditions.

|
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A local indication on the setpoint dial, which failed due tc
failure of the 0-ring washer, does not serve a safety
function. A special insulation installaticn verification
will te performed so that it is impossible to short across
the power input terminals due to high humidity.

With these ncdifications, these controller / relays are
cons 3dered qualified in accordance with the DcR guidelines
for a life of 10 years, provided that documentation for
demonstrated accuracy is suhritted.

.
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18. CCUTROL PANEL

(Standby Gas Treatment System Local Panel)

162PA17J

a) Location: Reactor Building
.

b) Manufacturer: Systens Ccntrcl

c) Model No: Custom

d) Abnormal Environrent:
,

A unique analysis was performed to determine the
environmental conditions for this equipment. These
conditions are as follows:

Temperature Radiaticn
Duration (OF) Pressure Humidity (rads)

0-12 hours Steady in- 7 in. K.G. 100% 1 x 107
crease from
108 to 1100F

e) Quali ficaticn Environment: See item (1) ,

f) Cperabili_ty Peguirements: 100 days

q) Operability Demonstration: See item (1) .

h) Accuracy / Response Tine Requirements: N/A

i) Accuracy /Pesponse_ Time Demenstration: N/A

i) Qualification Method:

Two of the instruments in this panel (162FC-VG003 and
162FS-VG009) are environment ally qualified separately. The
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environmental qualification for this panel will apply to all
other components in this panel which includes internal
wiring, terminal blocks and control relays and will he
performed by prototype test and/or analysis.

k) Cualification Report: Sec item (1).
.

1) Conclusions:

The qualification of this control panel is not yet
completed, however the vendor is in the process of
performing the qualification testing. Operation of La Salle
until the panel is fully qualified, is based on the fact
that testing on the control panel will be completed in the
near future, and on the fact that the two required

' instruments in the panel are already satisfactorily
qualified.
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19. HYDFOGEN-CXYGEN ANALYZER FANEL'

162PL76J, 162PL77J

a) Location: Beactor Building

b) Manufacturer: Celphi .

c) Model No: K-IV

d) Ahnormal Environment: Zone H4

e) Qualificaticn Environment:.

Radiation Exposure: 1 x 105 rads (sum of doses)
Thermal Aging: 2010 C - 100 days, Simulates 10 years

at 1490 C

Irradiation Rechanical Cycling: 29.92 1 2 in. Hg., 70 1 100 F,
90 15% R.H.

Post-Accident Conditicns: 0-100 days, 660 C, 29.92 2 in.
Hg., 90 15% R.H.

f) ope ra bilit y Feguirenents: 100 days

g) Operability Cemenstration: (later)

h) Accuracy /Fesrense Time Fequirements: i 2.0%

i) Accuracy / Response Time Demcnstration: (la ter)

i) Quali fication teethod :

Analysis - Accelerated test temperature was calculated using
the 100 C rule.

Type Test - Cne unit tested according to IEEE 323-1974 using
the following test procedure:
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Ins 3:ection and operaticnal tests.

Functional test (follcws every test) .

Thermal Aging.

Mechanical Cycling.

Irradiation. *

Seismic.

Post-Accident Conditicns Test.

k) gualification Perort: (la te r)
,

1) Conclusions: Qualificaticn test report is expected in
Novcmhe r 1980.

Justificaticn for operaticn of these panels as post-accident
monitoring sensors is based on preliminary inf ormation which
indicates that after 75% cf the test was ccmpleted, no
anomalies were found in the panel's performance.
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20. POb'ER SUPPLY CABIt;ET

(Suppression Pool Tenperature Monitoring)

162PLF5J; 162FLF6J

a) Location: Feacter Building
.

b) Manufacturer: Systens Centrol

c) Model 1:o : Custcm

d) Abnormal En v i ronnerit :
.

A unique analysis was perferred to determine the
environmental conditions for this equipment. These
conditions are as follows:

Temperature Radiaticn
Duration (oF) Pressure Llumidity (radsL_

0-12 hours steady de- 7 in. E.G. 100% 4x 105
crease from
144 to 136

12-24 hours steady dc- 7 in. K.G. 100%
crease from
136 to 133

1-100 days 133 7 in. E.G. 100T

e) gualification Environment: See (1) helow.

f) Operability Scguirements: 100 days

q) gperability temenstraticn: See (1) telow.

h) AccuracyLEenren se '"ime Requirements: il/A
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i) Accuracv/ Response Tire Derrcnstration: N/A

i) guali ficaticn Method:

All of the instruments in the cabinet are environmentally
qualified separately as listed elsewhere in this Appendix.
The environmental qualification for the cabinet will apply
to all other components of this cabinet which include
internal cabinet wiring and terminal blocks and will be per-
formed by prctotype test and/or analysis.

k) Oualification Pecort: See (1) below.

1) conclusions:
,

The qualificaticn of this catinet is not yet completed,
however the vendor is in the process of performing the
qualificaticn testing.

Operation of La Salle, until the cabinet is fully qualified,
is based on the fact that testing will be completed in the
near future and that all instruments used in the cabinet are
already satisfactorily qualified.
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21. FAN MOTCR

162VG01C

a) location: Reactcr Building

b) Manufacturer: Westinghouse -

c) Model 1:o: TEFC, 286T, Insul. CL. H

d) Abnormal Environment: Zone H4

e) gualificaticn Environment:'

Temperature Fressure Radiaticn
Euration (OF) (psic) Humidity

30 days -227 ~3.3 100% 1 x 108

Aging: The surface temperature of the winding will te main-
tained at 2100 C for a total of 57 days.

f) gperability Fecuirements: 100 days

q) Cecr_atility renonst r ation: 30 days at test conditions which
were in excess of these conditions expected to be worst in
the area where the fan moters are located.

h) Accuracy /Respcnse Tire Requirements: N/A

i) Accuracy /FeEEcn se Time Demonstration: N/A

i) guali fi cat icn Method:

Type Testing - The 20 motorettes were sequentially tested as
follows:
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Tnermal Aging - Using enclosed oven, the test motor was
thermally aged per IEEE-117 to simulate a 40 year life at
the maximum allowable temperature of 2100 C.

Irradiation - The motor stator was thermally aged for a
total accumulated doce of 1.13 x 10e rads of gamma
radiation. Eearing grease was aged for a total accumulated
dose of 2.0 x 100 rads of gamma radiation.

.

Mechanical Aging - The stator was subjected to a series of
fixed frequency vibration at 1.5g to 2.0g followed by a 60
Hz vibration of 1.5g f or a period of 60 minutes to simulate
starting conditions cver a service life.

Motor loading - The motor was suitably loaded with an
adjustable pitch axial flow fan, to obtain maximum hp load
within the parameters of a projected 40 year life and an
ambient of 2120 F.'

DBE Test - The motor was subjected to 3.0 psig steam at
2120 F within 5 minutes, with a continuance through 24 hours
of operation. Potable water was continuously cprayed at the
rate of 0.15 U.S. gpm/ft2

Post-Event Aging - The motcr was continuously subjected to a
minimum cf 3.0 psig steam at 2120 F for a minimum of 30 days
with a continuout potable water spray of 0.15 gpm/ft2

k) Qualificaticn Report:

Buffalo Forge Co., S.O. No. 76J-25201-27, Cocument ID
No. DC-146F, dated 12-5-79.

1) conclusions:

a). Motorettes endured 4845 hours of thermal aging of
2100 C. This is equivalent to 142 years of service at
212o F or 1000 C.

b) . Ten different times motorettes endured . hour of
vibraticn of mils displacement peak to peak at 60 Hz.
This magniture is three times the level that is
considered rough on judging general machinery
vibration.

c). Ten different times motorettes endured 48 hours cf
100% rela tive humidity followed by voltage testing
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with the coils still all wet in the condensation
chamber.

d). The testing demonstrates that when the described
1800 C Class II insulation system is applied in motor
and limited to 1300 C, the 500 C derating provides an
encrmcus thermal and overall design margin.

Based on the test data presented in Euffalc Forge Co. S. O.
No. 76J-25201-27 Documentation ID No. DO-146F, dated
12-5-79, the Class 1E motor for SGTS f ans meet the
requirements of IEEE 323-1974 except the qualification
report dces not adequately cover the required operability
duration for the harsh environment. This area of concrrn is
being resolved with the vendor.

Operation of the plant until the above concern is resolved
is justi fied by the successf ul testing already completed and-

documented.
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22. FAN MOTCR

162VG02C

a) Location: Reactor Building

b) ganufacturer: Kestirghouse .

c) godel No: TEFC, 182T, Insul. CL. EH

d) Abnormal Fnvironment: Zone H4

e) gualificaticn Environment:.

Temperature Pressure Radiaticn
Duration (OF) _jpsigl_ Humidity (radsl_
30 days ~227 ~3.3 100% 1x 105

Aging: The surface temperature of the winding will be " main-
tained at 2100 C for a total period of 57 days.

f) Cperability Recuirements: Cperate after a shutdown of the
filter train to remove heat generated by fission product
decay on the HEPA and charcoal filters.

q) Operability remenstration: 30 days at test conditions which
were in excess of these conditions expected to be worst in
the area where these fan motors are located.

h) Accuracv/Resrcnse Tine Reauirements: N/A

i) Accuracv/Fesponse Time Denenstration: N/A

i) Quali ficaticn Method:

Type Testing - The 20 motorettes were sequentially tested as
follows:
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Thermal Aging - Using enclosed oven, the test motor was
thermally aged per 1EEE-117 to simulate a 40 year life at
the maximum allowable temperature of 2100 C.

Irradiation - The notor stator was thermally aged for a
total accumulated acce of 1.13 x 100 rads of gamma
radiation. Pearing grease was aged for a total accumulated
dose of 2.0 x 100 rads of gamma radiation.

.

Mechanical Aging - The stator was subjected to a series of
fixed frequency vitration at 1.5g to 2.0g followed by a 60
Hz vibration of 1.Sg for a period of 60 minutes to simulate
starting conditions cver a service life.

Motor Loading - The notor was suitably loaded with an
adjustable pitch axial flow fan, to obtain maximum hp load
within the parameters of a projected 40 year life and ar
ambient of 212o F.-

DBE Test - The motor was subjected to 3. 0 psig steam of
2120 F within 5 rinutes, with a continuance through 24 hours
of operation. Fctable water was continuously sprayed at the
rate of 0.15 US gpm/fta,

Post-Event Aging - The motcr was continuously subjected to a
minimum of 3.0 psig steam at 2120 F for a minimum of 30 days
with a continuous potable water spray of 0.15 gpm/ft2

k) guali ficaticn _ Perort :

Buffalo Forge Co., S.O. No. 7CJ-25201-27, Document ID Uo.
DC-146F, dated 12-5-79.

1) Conclusions:

a). Motorcttes endured 4845 hours of thermal aging at
2100 C. This is equivalent to 142 years of service at
2120 F or 1000 C.

b) . Ten differtnt times motorettes endured 1 hour of
vibraticn of mils displacement peak to peak at 60 Hz.
This traqnitude is three times the level that is
considered rough on judging general trachinery
vibration.

c). The testing denonstrates that when the described
1000 C Class 11 insulation system is applied in motor
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and limited to 1300 C, the 500 C derating provides an
enormcus thermal and overall design margin.

Based on the test data presented in Euf f alc Forge Co. S.O.
No. 76J-25201-27 dated 12-5-79, Documentation ID Uo.
DO-146F, the class 1E matcr for the SGTS fans meet the
requirements of IEEE 323-1974.

.

%
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23. VALVE ACTUA7CF

162FZ-VG003

a) Location: Beactor Building

b) Manufacturer: ITT General Ccntrols -

c) Model 1:o : Series EH91

d) Abnormal Fnvironment: Zone H4

e) Quali ficaticn Enviror. ment:'

1) Service Conditions

Thermal Aging: 1850 F at 50% RH for 100 days

2) Post-Accident Conditicns

Thermal Aging: 1220 F at 90% RH for 30 days
1500 F at 95% EH for 100 days
simulates 10 years at 900 F

Radiaticn Exposure: 1 x 107 rads integrated
(25 hour duration)

f) Operability Feguirements: 100 days

q) Cperability Demonstration: See (1) below.

h) Accuracy / Response Tine Pequirements: Accuracy within
2% of stroke.

i) Accuracy /Responsc Tine Dencnstration: See (1) below,

i) gualification Method: Type Test - One unit tested acccrding
to IEEE 323-1974 using the following test procedure:
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Inspection and functional tests.

Service condition sinulaticn and aging analysis irradiation
tests.

Seismic vibration test.

Simulated pcst-accident ccndition test.
.

The damper actuator remained functional to almost the end cf
the qualification stress program. However, during the post
LOCA I and II conditions exposures, the test module failed
to operate (malfunctioned during the thermal aging. The
actuator seal was replaced).

k) pualificaticn Perort: Pcwers No. 734-79.002,
Addendum I:o. 1.'

1) conclusions: When the actuator was investigated it was
determined that the failure was caused by the excessive
leakage of the hydraulic cil. It was found that during the
installation of the damper actuators for the test, the
required bottcm bushing / hearing on the yoke's bottom plate
was not installed. Due to this, the damper actuator tcc'~
side loadings during the accelerated cycling test. The side
loadings caused misalignment of the actuatcr stem, thus
wearing the seal. This in turn caused the loss of hydraulic
oil due to excessive leakage.

The model NH91 can still be qualified per COF guidelines fcr
a qualified life of 10 years of identical cperating
conditions provided that proper installation is made.
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24. Ft.11 MC T_C R

162VY02C; 162VYO4C

a) I,ocat ign : Feactor Building

b) Manufa_cturer: Feliance -

c) Model t;o : TEAO, 256T, Insul. CL. FH;
TEAC, 284T, Insul. CL. PH

d) Ahngrmal Envi ronmer.t: Zone H5

.

e) gualifier. tion Environment: See (1) telow.

f) operability Fecuircments: 100 days

q) gperability Ecmone.tration: See (1) below,

b) Accuraev/Petgonse Time Pequirements: N/A

in Accuracy /Pesponse Tire Demcnstraticn: N/A

i) Quali ficaticn t'ethod :

Type test, analysis, and crerating experience: Tests are
conducted in acccrdance with IEEE 117-1974 reconmended
procedure using "MCTcRETTE" specimen and verified by test en
motor model.

k) gualificaticn_Pecort:

Reliance Electric Co., Sun tr.ary Report No. NUC-9, dated
7-1-78.
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1) Conclusions:

Review of the suhject report indicates that it was intended
to qualify the motor for normal service conditions outside
of the containment fcr the duration of 40 years. It dces
not address the abr.ormal conditions given in (d) above.
Additional qualification data are required from the vendor
to complete the docurentaticn and to determine whether or
not additional testing is required.

.

%
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25. FAti MCTCR

162VYO1C; 162VYO3C

a) Location: Feactor Building

h) Manufacturer: Feliance -

c) Model Ug: TEAO, 256T, Insul. CL. EH;
TEAO, 284, Insul. CL. RH

d) Abnormal Environment: Zone H4

,

e) Qualification Fnvironment: See (1) telow.

f) gperability Pequirements: 100 days

q) gperability Cemenstraticn: See (1) telow.

h) Accuracy /Fesponse Time Pecuirements: N/A

i) AccuracyzResponse Time Demcnstration: N/A

i) Quali ficaticn Method :

Type test, analysis, and crerating experience: Test will te
in accordance witi. IEEE 117-1974 recommended procedure.
This test was the "MCTCEETTE" speciment and verified by test
on motar model.

k) Qualificaticn Ferort:

Reliance Electric Co., Suamary Report No. NUC-9.

1) Conclusicns:

Review of the suticct repcrt indicates that the fan motor is
qualified fcr the normal service conditions for the duraticn
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of 40 years. It does not adequately cover the required
operability duration for the ahnormal environment. This
area of concern is being resolved with the vendor.

Operation of the plant until the area of ccncern is resolved
is justified by the successful testing alrcady completed and
documented.

.

%
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26. ELECTRIC LiEATING CCII

162VG01A

a) location: Reactor Building

b) Manufacturer: CVI
,

c) Model No:

d) Ahnormal En v i ro nver.t : Zonc H4

e) Quali ficaticn Environment: See (1) be low.,

f) Operability Frauircrents: 100 days

q) Operability remonstration: (later)

h) Accuracy /Respcnse Tire Requirements: N/A

i) Accuragy/Resper.se Time Domenstration: N/A

i) Quali fi cation Method: Operating experience supported
by analysis

k) Quali ficat_icn Feport : See (1) below.

1) Conclusicns:

Certified by the vcndor to operate under the design
environmental conditions noted below:

Temperature: 1500 F nax and 400 F min.

Pressure: Atnospheric

Humidity: 100% (max) and 0% (min).
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Radiation: 6x 107 rads

Accuracy: -

Aging: -

Submergence: Located in the zone Reactor Building above
ficod level.

.

Certificate cf compliance to meet the design environmental
conditions cf the plant was submitted by the vendor.
Operation of the plant until full documenta tion is
received is justified based on the results tabulated
above.

.
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27. PUMP _MOTCR

16 2 E21-C 002 ; 182E51-C003

a) Location: PCIC Cuticle

b) Manufacturer: Feliance .

c) Model No: Ecrizcntal, DP, NEMA 184T

d) Abnormal Environment: Zone H5*

e) gualification_ Environment: Fot available, see (1),

below for explanation.

f) Operability Requirements: 100 days

q) Operabili_ty Cemenstration: N/A

h) Accuracy /Fesponse TiFe nequirements: N/A

i) Accuracy /Respcnse TiFe Devenstration: N/A

i) Qualificaticn Method:
Type test, analysis, and operating experience. Test in
accordance with IEEE 117-1974 reccmmended procedure using
"MOTOFETTE" specimen and verified by test on motor model.

k) Qualificaticn Forort: Reliance Electric Cc., No. NUC-9,
dated 7/1/78.

1) Conclusions:

Review of NUC-9 report indicates that it was intended to
qualify the motor for noraal service conditions outside of
containment for the duraticn of 40 years. It does not
address abncreal conditions given in (d) above.
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This matter is being pursued with the vendor. Justi-
fication for operation of the plant is based on the fact
that operation of this pump is not required when the
abnormal environmental conditions exist. These condi-
tions are based on a IIELB ocurring within the RCIC
cubicle where these pumps are located. This IIELB is
presumed to result in the f ailure of the LPCS and RCIC
system. Therefore, the water Icg pumps are not required
for failed systems.

.
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28. HYDFOGEN RECCMPINEF

162HG01A

a) location: Feactor Building

b) Manufacturer: Atorics International -

c) Model 1:o: Scrial 1:o. 211A & 211B; Part No. N116000024-03

d) Abnormal _Envirorment: Zone H4

e) gualificaticn Fnvirormen_t:'

Temperature Pressure
Duration (OF) (psiq) Humidity

0-6 hcurs 212 13-15 Steam
6-12 hours 150 13-15 100%
12 hrs- 150 13-15 100%
6 months

Radiation exposure: Motor Elower Assembly - 10e rads
Other Recombiner Skid Components - 10 7 rads
Power Cabinet Components - 106 rads

f) fperability Pecuirements: Eithin 12 hours post LOCA for
100 days.

.

q) Coerability Ecmenstration: According to plans sub-
mitted, 60 day operational tests following LOCA within
12 hours.

h) Accuracy /Iiesponse Time Reaui rements: N/A

i) Accuracy /Fesrense Time Demcnstration: N/A
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i) pygli fic3 tion _get hod : Prctype test and analysis

k) Quali fi caticn Eergrt: (later)

1) conclucicnn:

Qualificaticn prcgram and test plan has been provided to
Wyle Latoratories Ly Atomics International. Testing is now
in progress for hydrcqen recombiner and for blower motor
assembly, with anticipated completion in early 1981. If the
report will te approved, equipment will meet I EEE 3 2 3- 197 4.

Valve motor crerators have teen approved separately by
Limitorque fcr conditions outside containment.

.
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29. SCLENCID VALVE

(Furnished with air cperated valves)

162B33-F019; 162E33-F020; 16 2E 12-F 0 51 AB; 162E12-F065A,E;
162E21-F333; 162E22-F354; 162E51-F004; 162 E51-F0 0 5 ;
162E51-F025; 162E51-F026; 162E51-F354; 162E51-F355;
162IN001A,B; 1621N017; 1621U074; 162IN075; 162E12-F327A,B,C.

.

a) Location: Korst envircnment in containment (also
located in Feactor Building) .

b) Manufacturer: ASCC

c) Model No: 8342A2,

d) Ahnormal Environrent: Zone H2

e) Quali ficaticn Environment:

LOCA 30-day exposure of steam and chemical spray per IEEE
382-1972. Padiation exposure of 2 x 108 rads gamma.

f) operability Fgguirements: 100 days

q) Operability remcnstration:

Energized fcr 4 hours pricr to first transient to produce
coil saturation, deenergized when first transient reached
2800 F. Valves were cycled during 30 day exposure.

h) Accuracy /Fesponse Tire Beauirements: N/A

i) Accuracy /Respcnse Tire Dencnetratign: N/A

i) Qua li fica ricn _ Method : Type test per IEEE 323-1974.

Thermally aged at 26eo F for 12 days to sinulate 4.4 years
at 1400 F using Arrhenius equation. Radiation exposure with
0.5 x 108 rads (garma) at 1 x 106 rads per hour. Wear aged
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by 40,000 cycles and vihration test with 1 x 106 cycles
between 50 and 100 Hz at 0.75g acceleration,

k) guali fication Peport: ASCC Feport AQS-21678/TR,
Rev. A, Dooklet No. 123.

1) Conclusionn:
,

certificate .cf compliance has heen received frcm ACF
Industries fcr mcst of these valves. The vendor vill te
requested tc certity that the remaining valves (E21-F3 33,
E21-F354, E51-354, E51-355, 10001, IN0017, I50075) are aluc
qua li fi ed. The ASCO certificate of corcpliance certifies
that the suhject valves mect the performance requirements cf
IEEE 323-1974 and IEE 382-1972 as substantiated by tests on
valves of ge.nerically equal design in accordance with ASCC,

quali ficaticn specificaticn ACS-2167 8, Rev. A, 2/15/78. The
vendor will te requested to suhmit the test report, which is
on file with ASCC.

.
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30. SOLENCID VALVE

162RE024; 162RE025; 152RE026; 162RE029; 182RF012; 162RF013

a) Location: Feactor Building

h) Manufacturer: ASCO ~

c) Model 1:o: 8342A2

d) Abnormal Environment: Zonc H4

c) Qua li ficaticn_ Environment :

LOCA 30-day expcsure of steam and chenical spray per IEEE
382-1972. Fadiation exposure of 2 x 10e vads (gamma) .

f) operability Pecuirements: 100 days

q) gperability remonstration:

Energized fcr 4 hours pricr to the first transient to
produce cool saturation, deenergized when first transient
reached 2800 F. Valves were cycled during 30 day exposure.

h) Accuracy /Feepense Tine Pequirements: N/A

i) Accuracy /Recronse Tire Dencnstraticn: N/A

i) Quali ficaticn Method: Type test per IEEE 323-1974

Thermally aged at 2680 F for 12 days to sinulate 4.4 years
at 1400 F using Arrhenius equation. Radiation exposure with
0.5 x 10e rads (garna) et 1 x 106 rads per hour. Wear aged
by 40,000 cycles. Vibraticn test witn 1 x 106 cycles
between 50 and 100 Hz at 0.75g acceleration.

k) guali fi caticn_ Report : ASCC Feport AQS-21678/TR, Rev. A,
Booklet No. 123.
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1) Conclusions:

ASCC certificate of compliance does not cover these valves.
The vender will be requested to certity that these valves
are qualified and the certificate of comoliance will certify
that the subject valves meet the performance rcquirements of
IEEE 323-1974 and IEEE 382-1972 as substantiated by tests en
valve of generically equal design in accordance with ASCO
qualificaticn specificaticn AQS-21678, Rev..A, 2-15-78. The
vendor will te requested to submit the test report, which is
on file witt ASCC.

.
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31. SOLENOID VAIVE

16 2 B21- F 03 2 A , B

a) Location: Fcactor Building

h) ganufacturer: ASCO -

c) Model_Fo: HVA- 20 0- 9 26-2G

d) Abnormal Environment: Zone H5

e) puali fication Environment:-

LOCA 30 day exposure of steam and chemical spray per IEEE
382-1972. Radiation exposure of 2 x 108 rads (gamma) .

f) cperability Eequirements: 100 days

q) Operability remenstration:

Energized fcr 4 hours pricr to the first transient to
produce cool saturation, deenergized when first transient
reached 2800 F. Valves were cycled during 30 day exposure.

h) Accuracy / Response Time Requirements: N/A

i) Accuracy /ResEcuse Tire Dencnstration: N/A

i) Quali ficaticn Method: Type test per IEEE 323-1974

Thermally aged at 2680 F for 12 days to sinulate 4.4 years
at 1400 F using Arrhenius equatior. Radiation exposure with
0.5 x 108 rads (qarma) at 1 x 106 rads per hour. Wear uged
by 40,000 cycles. Vibraticn test with 1 x 106 cycles
between 50 and 100 Hz at 0.75q acceleration.

k) gua li fica ticn_R eport : ASCC Report AGS-21678/TR,
Rev. A, Booklet No. 123.
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1) Conclusions:

These valves are qualified by ASCO's letter to the vendor,
certifying that the subject valves are in compliance with
IEEE 323-1974 and IEEE 382-1972. This letter was dated
3/11/80. The Asco report will be requested for filing.

.

%
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32. SOI ENCID VAT.VE !

t

i
162E12-F041A,P,C; 1S2E12-F050A,B; 1 r,2E 21-F006 ; 162E22-F005; j
162E51-F065; 16 2E51-F0 6 6 <

|

a) Location: Containment |

,

k
*

b) Manufacturer: ASCO ^

c) godel Ng: HVA-206-380-3F

d) Abnormal Envirsnment: Zone H2

I-

.

e) gualification Environment: !

I
LOCA 30-day exposure of steam and chemical spray per IEEE
382-1972. Fadiation exposure of 2 x 10s rads (gamma).

f) Ope ra bility Pequirements: Maintain insulation
barrier between wiring and ground through abnormal con-
ditions for 100 days. 7

q) Cperahi_lity Cemenstration:

Energized fcr 4 hours prior to the first transient to
produce coil saturation, deenergized when first transient
reached 2800 F. Valves were cycled during 30 day exposure.

h) AccuracyzEeercnne Tine Requirements: N/A

i) AccuracyzResrcnse Time Demcnstration: N/A

i) Quali ficaticn Method: Type test per IEEE 323-1974

Thermally aged at 268o F for 12 days to sinulate 4.4 years
at 14 0o F using Arrhenius equation. Radiation exposure with
0.5 x 10e rads (garma) at 1 x 106 rads per hour. Wear aged
by 40,000 cycles. Vibration test with 1 x 106 cycles
between 50 and 100 Hz at 0.75g acceleration.
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k) pualificaticn Fgrort: ASCC B7 port AOS-21678/TR,
Rev. A, Booklet No. 123.

.

1) Conclusions:

These valves are used on testable check valves f or testing
during normal plant cperation. There are no operational
safety related requirements. Presently these valves are
qualified by ASCC's letter to the vendor certifying that the
subject valves are in compliance with IEEE 323-1974 and IEEE
382-1972. The letter is dated 3/11/80. ASCO report will he
requested frcm vendor for filing.

,
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33. _ SOLENOID VALNE

(with limit switches)

162B21-F536C,G,II,M,R; 1B 21-F 537C ,G ,11,M,R ; 162B33-F3 3 9 A, B ;
162B33-F339A,B; 16 2B 33-F3 4 0A, B ; 162333-F341A,B; 162B33-F342A,B;
162B33-F343A,B; 162833-F344A,B; 162B33-F345A,B; 16 2CM017 A , B ;
162CM018A,5; 162CM019A,B; 162CM020A,B; 162CM021A,3;
162CM022A; 162CM023B; 16 2CM0 24 A; 162CM025A ; 162CM0 26B;
162CM027; 162CM028; 162CM029; 162CM030; 162CM031; 162CM032;
162CM033; 162CMG34; 162E12-F060A,B; 162E12-F075A,B;
162E31-F005A1,2,3,4,5; 16 2 E31 r0 0 5B1,2,3,4,7,8 ;
162E31-F005C1,2,3,4,5,6; 162E31-F005D1; 162E31-F005E1,2;
162E31-F005F1; 182E31-F005G1; 162IN031; 1621N100; 1621M101 ;
162E12-F097.

a) Location: Kcrst environment in containment (also-

located in Feactor Building).

b) Manufacturer: Valcor

c) Model t:o : Type V526

d) Abnorma Environrent: Zone H2

e) g_ua li fi ca ti cn_ Envi ro nment :

Follows expceure LOCA profile given in IEEE 323-1974, Figure
A.1 with only slight deviation. Fadiation exposure of
2 x 100 rads (gamma).

f) Operatility Fecuirements: 100 days

q) cperatility Ece.cns t r at ion : 100 days

h) Accuracy /Feerence Time Requirements: N/A

i) Accuracy /Fesponse Tine Devenstration: N/A
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j) gualificaticn Method: By similarity to equipment in
type test

k) gualificatien_berort:

Valcor Engineering Corp., 10. CR52600-515 dated 11/21/77
"Qualificaticn Test Feport for IEEE Clacs 1E Solenoid Valve
P/n V52600 515 Valve Type I." Report was prepared for
Florida Power & Light Co.'s St. Lucie Plant' Units 162.

1) Conclusions:

Qualified tc IEEE 323-1974, as indicated by the Valcor
report and Ly vendor (Valcor) transmittal tio. 047 dated
9/29/78, stating that the cubject valves are qualified
according tc that report.,
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34. LIMIT SWITCH

162E12-F020; 16 2E 12- F0 90A , B ; 162E12-F092A,B,C; 162E21-F051;
162E22-F038

a) location: Ccntainmer.t

b) Manufacturer: Namco
.

c) 30_d el tio : E2400X2/D2400-2SR

d) Abnormal Environmert: Zone H2

e) Qualificaticn Envirornent: See (1) below.

f) gneratility Fequirements: 100 days

q) gueratility Cencnstraticn: Fot required.-

h) Accuracy /Pecronte Timo Peq ui rement s: N/A

i) Accuracy /Ren[onse Tine Dorcnstraticn: N/A

i) guali ficaticn Method: See (1) below.

k) gualificaticn Feport: See (1) below.

1) Conclunicns:

These limit switches are used for remote indication of valve
position cnly. I;o saf ety-related operator is required.
Presently there is not sufficient data to qualify.
Additional data will be requested from the vendor
(Anchor / Darling) towards qualification.
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35. LIMIT SWITCH

162PC001A,B,C,D

a) Location: Beactor Building

h) Manufacturer: GPE Ccntrols

c) godel No: IICCN65-430140 -

d) Abnormal Environment: Zone U4

e) g_ua li ficat ion _ Environment :

Temperature Pressure Radiaticn
Duration (oF) (psiq) _ Hunidi ty (rads)

.

72 hours 135 80% None
8 hours 180 80%

f) pperability E cq u_i re m en t s : 100 days

q) guerability remonstration: 182 actuations of the switch by
depressing the push pin and recording the force required tc
make switch ccntact.

h) _ Accuracy /Hesponse_ Tine Recuirements: N/A

i) Accuracy /Fe sIcn se Time Deacnstration: N/A

i) pua li fi cat icn_ Met hod :

Testing of switch rechanism sealed in an environmental
chamber and exposing it to the conditions given above in
(e). Seven Vac was applied to the switch circuit to pcwer
four light hulbs to indicate position of normally open and
closed contacts for the two poles of the switch.

k) pua li fi cati cn_ F erort : GPE ,Ccntrols, LA241-163, Bev. A,
prepared for Lechtel Corporation ccncerning similar
switches.

1) Conclusicns:

GPE controle furniched certificate of compliance indicating
that limit switches are suitable for specified abnormal
environmental conditions. Feference is given to LA24-163,
Rev. A. There is no reference to IEEE standards, therefore,

.
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additional documentation will be requested from the
vendor. Operation of the plant is justified on the
basis that these switches provide valve disc position ;

information during normal operation to ensure the disc
is properly seated prior to a postulated LOCA. Therefore, 1

their safety function is fulfilled prior to the occurrence
,

of the abnormal environment. |

.
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36. LIMIT SWITCH

162C41-F008; 16 2C 41- F0 31

a) Lccat_ ion: Ccntainment

b) ganufacturer: Andercon-Greenwood

c) Mod el__ M o : Special *

d) Abnormal Environment: Zone H2

e) guali ficaticn_ Environment : See (1) below,

f) gperability Fcguirements: 100 days

'

g) Operability remenstration: None

h) Accuracy /Restcnce TiFe Recuirements: N/A

i) Accuracy /Fesponce Time Demenstration: N/A

i) Qualificaticn_ Method: See (1) below.

k) puali ficaticn Ferort: See (1) below.

1) Conclusions:

No qualification data are available. The vendor will Le
requested tc submit data. These limit switches are used for
remote indication of valve position only. No safety-related
operation is required.

.
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37. LIEIT SWITCH

162B21-F032A,E; 16 2E 12-F0 41 A,D,C; 162E12-F050A,B;
162 E21-F00 6 ; 162E22-F005; 162E51-F065; 162E51-F066

a) Location: Korst envircnment in containment (also
_

-

located in Feactor Building).

b) gapufacturer: Nanco -

c) Model tio : EA-170

d) ALporral Environment: Zone H2

e) guali ficaticn _ _Fnvirorment:

IEEE 323-1974 LCCA profile as shown in Figure A.1 showir.g
' simulated chamber temperature profile. 30 days duration.

Included twc surges to 3400 F and caustic spray.

f) opprahility Eecuirements: Maintain insulation and
structural integrity tor 100 days. t;o action is required.

q) Operability remonstration: Cycling throughout LOCA test.

b) Accuracy /Pesponse Tine Recuirements: N/A

i) AccL2 racy /Fe spon se Tine Demonstration: N/A

i) guali fication Method:

Type test. Thermal aging at 2000 F for 200 hours.
Mechanical aging for 100,000 actuation cycles under
electrical lcads. Radiation exposure of 2.04 x108 rads
(gamma) . Seismic testing to 9.52g in a range of 1-35 Ez.
The LCCA test was performed on a switch mounted in a sealed
chamber. The switch was transferred from the high pressure
chamber to a low pressure chamber following 4 days of ICCA
test.

k) guali fic3r ien Perort: Gencric report qualifying EA-180
switches ty Cleveland Development Corpany (no report
nunter) .

1) Conclusicns:

Model EA-170 is not quali fied for nuclear service. These
are being replaced with Model EA-180 for which qualificaticn
dccumentaticn report is available. These limit switches are

.
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for remote indication of valve position only. There is no
safety-related operatility requirement. Therefore,
even if replacement is not completed, operation of the
plant with these switches is justified since no safety
operation is performed by them.

.

%

e
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38. LIMIT SWITCH

162B33-F019; 16 2B33- F0 2 0; 162E12-F051A,B; 162E12-F065A,E;
162E12-F327A,B,C; 162E21-F333; 16 2 E2 2-F3 54 ; 162E51-F004;
162E51-F005; 162E51-F025; 162E51-F026; 162E51-F354;
162E51-F355 162IE001A,B; 162IU017; 162IN074; 162IN075;
162RE024; 162EE025; 162RE026; 162EE029 ; 162RF012; 162RF013

'

a) Location: Ecrst environment in containment (also
located in Ecactor Building).

b) Manufacturer: Namco

c) Model No: EA-180

d) Abnormal Environment: Zone H2
.

c) Qualification Environment:
IEEE 323-1974 LCCA profile as shown in Figura A.1 showing
simulated chamber temperature profile. 30 days duration.
Included twc surges to 3400 F and caustic spray.

,

f) gperability Requirements: Operate immediately after DBA
for 100 days thereafter,

q) Operability Cemenstration: By cycling thrcughout LOCA
test.

h) Accuracy /Fesrcnse Time Requirements: N/A

i) Accuracy / Response Time Demcnstration: N/A

i) Quali ficaticn Method:

Type test. Thermal aging at 200 hours. Mechanical aging
for 100,000 actuation cycles under electrical loads.
Radiation exposure of 2.04 x 108 rads (gamma) . Seismic
testing to 9.529 in a range of 1-35 Hz. The LOCA test was
performed on a switch mounted in a sealed chamber. The
switch was transferred from the high pressure chamber to a
low pressure chamber follcwing 4 days of LOCA test.

k) guali ficaticn Report: Generic report qualifying EA-180
switches by Cleveland Development Company (ru) report
number) .

.

.
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1) conclusions:

Qualified tc IEEE 323-1974

.

%

.
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39. VALVE MO_ TOP CFEFATOP

162B21-F001; 16 2B21-F0 0 2 ; 162B21-F005; 162E21-F016;
162D21-F019; 162E21-F067A,E,C,D; 162C41-F001A,B;
162E12-F073A,B; 162E12-F074A,B; 162E12-F099A,B;
162E12-F312A,E; 16 2 E 32 -F 0 01 A , E ,J ,1:; 16 2E 3 2 -F0 0 2A , E, J , ti ;
162E32-F003A,E,J,N; 162E32-F006; 162E32-F007; 162E32-F008;
162E32-F009; 162E51-F010; 162E51-F022; 162E51-F031;
162E51-F076; 162HG001A,B; 16 21:G0 02 A, B; 162EG003;
IS2HG005A,B; 162HG006A,E; 1&2HG000; 1&2HG018; 162VG001;
162VG003; 162VP053A,E; 162VF063A,E; 1S2VP113A,B;
162VP114A,B; 162VQ026; 162VQ027; 162VQO29; 162VQO30;
1 S ~ '10 011 : 162VQO32; 162VQO34; 162VQO35; 16 2VQO 36 ; 162VQO37;e

162VL ,8 ; 162VQ040; 172VQ041; 162VQ042; 162VQ043; 162VQ047;
162VQ049; 162VQ050; 162VQ051; 162VQ068; 162WR029; 162WPO40;
162WR0179- 162WR180

'

a) Location: Kcrst environnent in containment (also
located in Feactor Building).

b) Manufacturer: Limiterque

c) Model t;o : SME-000

d) Abnormal Environment: Zone H2

e) gualificaticn Environment:

Temperature Pressure
Duraticn joF) _jpsig[_ Humidi_ty

19 sec transient 0-343 0-110 Sat. Stean
0-3 hourc 343 110 Sat. Steam
3 hr transient 343-162 110-0 Sat. Steam
23 see transient 162-336 0-108 Sat. Steam
97 see transient 336-340 108 Sat. Steam
6 hr, 4 min - 9 hours 340 108 Sat. Steam
9-12 hours ?20 77 Sat. Steam
1 hr transient 320-252 77-19 Sat. Steam
13-102 hours 251 15 Sat. Steam
102 hr - 30 days 200 10 100%

f) cnerability Beguirencnts: Seat valve with rated
torque - 100 days

q) Operability remcns_traticn:
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Periodic strcking of the valve against the specially
constructed thrust tube to simulate seated valve conditions.
The strokino was done throughout the LCCA test.

h) Accuracy /Rescense Tire Reauirements: N/A

i) Accuracy /Feeronse__ Time Demonstration: N/A -

j) pualification Method:

Type test performed cn model SMB-C. Thermal aging at 3560 F
for 100 hours to simulate 40 years at 1400 F. Mechanical
cycling 500 tirces per IEEE 382-1972. Radiation exposure at
2.04 x 10e rads (gamma) . Fesonance and cross-coupling

'

search at 0.1 to 19 in 1 to 33 Hz range. The LOCA test on
the valvc operatcr was performed in a sealed chamber exposed
to conditions given above in (e).

k) gualificaticn Perort:

Limitorque Ccrp., No. B0058, 1/11/80 (test by FIRL, No.
FC3441, September 1972). (Test by FIRL, #FC3441, September
1972.)

1) Conclusions:

Quali fied to IEEE 323-1974; 344-1975; 382-1972.

Anchor / Darling certificate of compliance, certifies that
subject valves on specifications J-2938-01 and J-2950-2 meet
or exceed the specified environmental and radiation
conditions per IEEE-323 and IEEE-382. Limitorque reconmends
maintenance performed every 18 months per Appendix A to
report No. E0058.
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40. VALVE MCTCR CFEFA*CR

162DG035; 1 E 12- F 0 0 4 A , B , C ; 162E21-F011; 162E51-F008;
162E51-F013; 162E51-F019; 162E51-F046; 162E51-5059; 162E51-
F068: 162E51-F069 162E51-F080; 162E51-F086; 162G33-F001;
SS2G33-F004; 162G33-F040.

a) Location: Ecrst environment in containment (also
1ccated in Feactor Building). '

b) Manufacturer: Limitcrque

c) Model No: SNE-00

d) Abnormal Environment: Zone H2

e) guali fication Envirorment:
,

Temperature Pressure
Duraticn (OF) (psig) Humidity

19 sec. transient 0-343 0-110 Sat. Steam
0-3 hours 343 110 Sat. Steam
3 hr transient 343-162 110-0 Sat. Steam
23 sec transient 162-336 0-108 Sat. Steam
97 sec transient 336-340 108 Sat. Steam
6 hr, 4 min - 9 hours 340 108 Sat. Steam
9-12 hours 320 77 Sat. Steam
1 hr transient 320-252 77-19 Sat. Steam
13 - 102 hours 251 15 Sat. Steam
102 hr - 30 days 200 10 100%

f) Operability Beauirements: 100 days

q) Operability remonstration:

Periodic strcking of the valve against the specially
constructed thrust tube to simulate seated valve conditions.
The stroking was done throughout the LOCA test.

h) Accuracy /Resrcnse Time Requirements: N/A

i) Accuracy /Fesponse Time Demonstration: N/A

!
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i) gualificaticn Method:

Type test performed cn model SME-C. Thermal aging at 3560 F
for 100 hours to simulate 40 years at 1400 F. Mechanical
cycling 500 tires per IEEE 382-1972. Radiation exposure at
2.04 x 108 rads (gamma ) . Resonance and cross-coupling
search at 0.1 to 1g in 1 to 33 Hz range. The LOCA test on
the valve operatcr was performed in a sealed chamber exposed
to conditions given above in (e). -

}:) Qualificaticn Report:

Limitorque Corp., 1:o . B 0 0 5 8, 1/11/80. (Test by FIRL,
No. FC3441, September 1972. )

'

1) Conclusicns:

Qualified tc IEEE 323-1974; 344-1975; 382-1972.

Anchor / Darling certificate of compliance, certifies that
subject valves on specifications J-2938-01 and J-2950-2 ineet
or exceed the specified environmental and radiation
conditions per IEEE-323 and IEEE-382. Limitorque recommends
maintenance perforn.ed every 18 months per Appendix A to
report No. E0058.
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41. VALVE MOTOR CFEFATCR

162E12-F008; 16 2E 12- F0 0 9 ; 182E12-F016A,B; 162E12-F017A,B;
162E12-F023; 162E21-F001; 162E51-F045; 162E51-F064

a) Location: Kctst environment in containment (also
located in Peactor Building).

'

b) Manufacturer: Limitcrque

c) Model No: SME-0

d) Abnormal _Environmer.t: Zone H2

e) pualificaticn Envirorment:

Temperature Pressure,

Duraticn joF) (psig) Humidity

19 sec. transient 0-343 0-110 Sat. Steam
0-3 hours 343 110 Sat. Steam
3 hr transient 343-162 110-0 Sat. Steam
23 see transient 162-336 0-108 Sat. Steam
97 sec transient 336-340 108 Sat. Steam
6 hr, 4 min - 9 hours 340 108 Sat. Steam
9-12 hours 320 77 Sat. Steam
1 hr transient 320-252 77-19 Sat. Steam
13-102 hours 251 15 Sat. Steam
102 hr - 30 days 200 10 100%

f) Operability Requirements: 100 days

q) Cperability temenstration:

Periodic strcking of the valve against the specially
conatructed thrust tube to simulate seated valve conditions.
The stroking wa s done throughout the LOCA test.

h) Accuracy /Resrcnse Time Reguirements: N/A

i) Accuracy / Response Time Demonstration: N/A

i) Qualification Method:
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Type test performed on model SMB-C. Thermal aging at 3560 F
for 100 hours to simulate 40 years at 1400 F. Mechanical
cycling 500 times per IEEE 382-1972. Radiation exposure at
2.04 x 10e rado (gamma ) . Resonance and cross-coupling
search at 0.1 to 1g in 1 to 33 Hz range. The LOCA test on
the valve operatcr was performed in a sealed chamber exposed
to conditions given above in (e).

.

k) puali ficaticn Ferort:

Limitorque Corp., 1:o. B0050, 1/11/80 (test by FIRL,
No. FC3441, September 1972) .

1) Conclusicns:

'

Qualified tc IEE 323-1974; 344-1975; 382-1972.

Anchor / Darling certificate of compliance, certifies that
subject valves on specifications J-293 8-01 and J-2950-2 meet
or exceed the specified environmental and radiation
conditions per IEEE-323 and IEEE-382. Limitorque recommends
maintenance performed every 18 months per Appendix A to
report No. E0058.
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42. VALVE MCTCP CFEFATCP

162E12-F042A,E,C; 162E21-F005; 162E51-F0 63 ; 182G33-F102

a) Location: Kcrst environment in containment (also
located in Feactor Building).

b) Manufacturer: Limitcrque
.

c) Model No: SNE- 1

d) Abnormal Environment: Zone H2

e) gualification Environment:

Tenperature Pressure
Duraticn (oF) (psig) Humidity

.

19 sec. transient 0-343 0-110 Sat. Steam
0-3 hours 343 110 Sat. Stea.T
3 hr transient 343-162 110-0 Sat. Steam
23 sec transient 162-336 0-108 Sat. Steam
97 see transient 336-340 108 Sat. Steam
6 hr, 4 min-9 hours 340 108 Sat. Steam
9-12 hours 320 108 Sat. Steam
1 hr transient 320-242 77-19 Sat. Steam
13-102 hours 251 15 Sat. Steam
102 hr - 30 days 200 10 Sat. Steam

f) operability _Rcquirements: 100 days

q) Operability remonstration:

Periodic strcking of the valve against the specially
constructed thrust tube to simulate seated valve conditions.
The stroking was done throughout the LCCA test.

h) Accuracv/Recrense Time Requirements: N/A

i) Accuracy /Ferronse Tire Demonstration: N/A

i) Quali ficaticn Method:

Type test performed on model SME-C. Thermal aging at 3560F
for 100 hourc to simulate 40 years at 1400 F. Mechanical
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cycling 500 times per IEEE 382-1972. Radiation exposure at
2.04 x 10e rads (gamaa) . Resonance and cross-coupling
search at 0.1 tc 1g in 1 to 33 Hz range. The LOCA test on
the valve operatcr was performed in a sealed chamber exposed
to conditions given above in (e).

k) pualificaticn Report:

Limitorque Ccrp., No. B0058, 1/11/80 (test by FIRL, No.
FC3441, Septenber 1972).

1) Conclusicns:

Qualified to IEEE 323-1974; 344-1975; 382-1972.

Anchor / Darling certificate of compliance, certifies that.

subject valves on specifications J-2938-01 and J-2950-2 meet
or exceed the specified environmental and radiation
conditions per IEEE-323 and IEEE-382. Limitorque recommends
maintenance perforned every 18 months per Appendix A to
report No. E0058.
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43. VALVE MCTOP CFEFATCR

162E12-F021; 16 2E 12- F0 5 2A , E ; 162E12-F053A,B; 162E12-F0 87 A , E ;
162E21-F012

a) Location: Peactor Building

b) 11anuf acturer: Limitcrque
.

c) Model too : SME- 3

d) Abnormal _ Environment: Zone H5

e) Cualification Environment:

Temperature Pressure
Curaticn (oF) __ (nsic)_ Humidity

,

19 sec. transient 0-343 0-110 Sat. Steam
0-3 hours 343 110 Sat. Steam
3 br transient 343-162 110-0 Sat. Steam
23 see transient 162-336 0-108 Sat. Steam
97 see transient 336-340 108 Sat. Steam
6 hr, 4 min - 9 hours 340 108 Sat. Steam
9-12 hours 320 77 Sat. Steam
1 hr transient 320-252 77-19 Sat. Steam
13-102 tours 251 15 Sat. Steam
102 hr - 30 days 200 10 Sat. Steam

f) gperability Recuirements: 100 days

q) Operability remonstration:

Periodic strcking of the valve against the specially
constructed thrust tube to simulate seated valve conditions.
The strcking was done throughout the LCCA test.

h) Accuracy /Resrcnse Time Pecuirements: N/A

i) Accuracy / Response Time Demonstration: N/A

i) gualificaticn Method:

Type test pcrformed cn model SME-C. Thermal aging at 3560 F
for 100 hours to simulate 40 years at 1u00 F. Mechanical
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cycling 500 times per IEEE 382-1972. Radiation exposure at
2.04 x 100 rads (gamra) . Resonance and cross-coupling
search at 0.1 to 1g in 1 to 33 Hz range. The LOCA test on
the valve operatcr was performed in a cealed chamber exposed
to conditions given above in (e) ,

k) gualificatien Report:
.

Limitorque Corp., No. B0058, 1/11/80 (test by FIRL,
No. FC3441, September 1972).

1) Conclusicns:

Qualified tc IEEE 323-1974; 344-1975; 382-1972.
'

Anchor / Darling certificate of compliance, certifies that
subject valves on specifications J-2938-01 and J-2950-2 meet
or exceed the specified environmental and radiation
conditions per IEEE-323 and IEEE-382. Limitorque recommends
maintenance perforced every 18 months per Appendix A to
rcport No. E0058.
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44. VALVE MOTOP C FEF A'"CF

1B21-F065A,E

a) Location: Ccntainment

b) Manufacturer: Limitcrque

c) Model No: SNE-4 -

d) 3bnormal Environmer.t: Zone H5

e) gualificaticn Environment:

Temperature Pressure
Duraticn foF) (osig) Humidity

' 19 see transient 0-343 0-110 Sat. Steam
0-3 hours 343 110 Sat. Steam
3 hr transient 343-162 110-0 Sat. Steam
23 see transient 162-336 0-108 Sat. Steam
97 see transient 336-340 108 Sat. Steam
6 hr, 4 min - 9 hours 340 108 Sat. Steam
9-12 hours 320 77 Sat. Steam
1 br transient 320-252 77-19 Sat. Steam
13-102 hours 251 15 Sat. Steam
102 hr - 30 days 200 10 Sat. Steam

f) Operability Beguircments: 100 days

q) Operability Cemenstration:

Periodic strcking of the valve against the specially
constructed thrust tube to simulate seated valve conditions.
The stroking was done throughout the LOCA test.

h) Accuracy /Fesrcnse Time Requirements: N/A

i) Accuracy /Feeronse Time Demonstration: N/A

i) gualificaticn Method:

Type test performed cn model SMB-C. Thermal aging at 3560 F
for 100 hours tc simulate 40 years at 1400 F. Mechanical
cycling 500 times Fer IEEE 382-1972. Radiation exposure at
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2.04 x los rads (gamma) . Besonance and cross-coupling
search at 0.1 to lg in 1 tc 33 Hz rar.ge. The LOCA test on
the valve operator was performed in a sealed chamber exposed
to conditions given above in (e).

k) gualification Pecort:

Limitorque Ccrp., No. E0058, 1/11/80 (test by FIRL,
No. FC3441, Septembe r 197 2) .

1) Conclusicns:

Qualified tc IEEE 323-1974; 344-1975; 382-1972.

Anchor / Darling certificate of compliance, certifies that
' subject valves on specifications J-2938-01 and J-2950-2 meet

or even exceed the specified environmental and radiation
conditions per IEEE-323 and IEEE-382. Limitorque recommends
maintenance performed every 18 months per Appendix A to
report No. E0056.
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45. FADIATICS DETECTCP

(Iligh range in-containment , gross-gamma monitor)

1RE-CM011; 1FE-CM017

a) Location: Containrent Sleeve
.

b) Manufacturer: General Atcmics

c) Model Eg: FC23

d) Abnormal Environrent: 11 2

e) Qualificaticn Environment: See (1) below.
'

f) Cperability_Fcquirements: 100 days

q) Cperatility Cemonstration: See (1) below,

b) Accuracy / Response Tine Requirevents: See (1) below.

i) Accuracy /Fesponse Time Demen_stration: See (1) below.

i) Qualificaticn t:ethod: See (1) below.

k) guali ficaticn _ Feport: See (1) below.

1) Conclusions:

This equipment was purchased recently to meet the
requirements of EUFEG-0578.
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1. SAFETY PELIEF VALVE

(Actuator assembly including solenoid valve)

18 21-F 013

a) location: Containment .

b) Manufacturer: Crosby

c) Model No: HB-65-DF '

d) Abnormal Environment:,

Temperature Pressure Radiation
Duration (OF) (psial_ Humidity (rads)

0-6 hours 340 -2 to 45 Steam 2.6 x 107
3-6 hours 320 -2 to 45 Steam
6-24 hours 250 0 to 25 100%
100 days 200 0 to 20 1005

e) Qualification Environnent:

Temperature Pressure Radiation
Duration (OF) _fosig) Humidity (rads)

0-6 hours 340 105 100% 3 x 10 7
6-9 hours 320 75 1005
9-96 hours 308 61 100%

i) Operability Recuirementc: Operate with 90 psid air
supply, at 125 Vdc in LOCA environment , 100 days.

g) Operability Demonstration:

h) Accuracy / Response Time Eequirements: Open within 11% of
name plate set pressure
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i) Accuracy / Response Time Demonstration:

j) Qualification Method:

Type Test

The actuator assembly was type tested as f ol, lows:

Thermal aging at 3430 F +9 -0o F for 96 hours
Subjected to 3x105 R/hr for dose of 3x107 rads
Operated for 500 cycles with simulated load for
mechanical aging
Subjected to seismic testing per IEEE 344-1974.
Subjected to a negative pressure test (-14 psig at
1020 F)

'

The actuator was then subjected to the environmental condi-
tions described in c. above. During this test, one solenoid
was energized continuously except when cycled. The other
solenoid was deenergized except when cycled. The actuator
was cycled every 10 minutes tor the first hour, one
additional time during the next 5 hours, once at 320o F and
three times at 3086 F.

Analysis /Other

The valve (SRV) is built to ASME Section III Class 1.

The spring fatigue cycle was considered by selection f rom
spring design curves.

k) Qualification Report:

1) Conclusions:

Prototype testing revealed two thermal effects. Design
tolerances were changed to carrect a bind. The
encapsulation naterial was changed to a material not
sensitive to test tempe rat ures .

The moditied design operated satisf actorily before, during,
and a tter the tests. A full description of the tests and
results may be found in vendar test report 44220-2.
Additional data, including copies of the test report, may be
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found in Vendor Print File 6114-008-1 and/or Design Record
File 207-C-B21/22-F013-K. This equipment meets IEEE
323-1974.

.

.
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2. MSIV

(Solenoid valve and limit switche s)
1821-F022

a) location: Containment
.

b) Manufacturer: Rockwell

c) Model No:

d) Abnormal Environment:
,

Temperature Pressure Radiation
Duration (OF) (psic) _ Humidi ty (rads)
0-1 hour 340 -2 to 45 Steam 4.5 x 10*

e) gualification Environment:

f) Operability Requirements: 100 days

g) Ope ra bili ty Demonstration:

h) Accuracy /Resnonse Time Fequirements: < 10 ms chatter

i) Accuracv/ Response Time Demons trat ion:

j) Qualification Method:

The pilot valves deenergize to scram and are thus fail-safe
No environmental testing is required f or these devices.
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Type Test

The limit switches test assembly (including the junction box
and hookup wire) was placed in the steam chamber. Steam was
generated to produce an environment of about 103 psig
pressure and 3400 F. The switches were opcrated during the
3-hour period. The environment was then changed to 75 psig
pressure and and 3220 F. The switches were again operated
during the next 3 hours. The environment was again changed
to 16 psig pressure and 2500 F. The switches were operated
during the next 18 hours test duration. The actions of the
limit switches were signified by the on and of f conditions
of the light bulbs and action of the solenoid valve
connected to the limit switches. Upon removal from the test
cha mbe r, the test assembly was disassembled and inspected.
(Plant and Equipment Engineering Memo 126-43.)

'

The four-way air valve assembly (automatic Valve Corp. Model
C4 9 88- 14 ) was tested in a 340o F steam environment for 2
hours. This test is documented in Rockwell Test Report
2809-03-01 which may be found in VPF 2793-64-1.

The actuator assembly was cycle tested at 1800 F.
This structure is representative of MSIV valves f rom 18
through 36 inches.
The test is documented in Rockwell Test Report 2864-02
Rev. O and may be found in VPF 3680-1-1.

The valve is built to the 1971 ASME Code, Section III,
Class 1 including the Winter 1971 addenda.

k) Qualification Report: Rockwell #2809-Co-01 and
#2864-02 Rev. O.

1) Conclu sion s:

Although the test unit operated satisf actorily, the test did
not consider sa fety design parameter (c) nor safety f unction
(4 ) . A new qualification test is planned for completion
3081, which will qualify the limit switches (Model EA740) to
IEEE 323-1974 and IEEE 344-1974.
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3. PRESSURE SWITCH

1821-N015; 1B 21-N0 20 ; 1B21-N023; 1B21-N039; 1B21-N045;
1821-N060; 1821-N061; 1C71-N003

a) Location: Reactor Building
.

b) Manufacturer,: Barksdale

c) Model No: BIT-M12SS-GE

d) Abnormal Environment:
,

The instrument is on the Reactor Vessel Level & Pressure
Panel (H 22-P0 27) located in the Reactor Building. The FSAR
environmental conditions are tabulated below:

Temperature Pr es sur e Radiation
Duration (OF) (osig) Humidity (rads)

0-1 hour 212 7 in. W.G. All Steam Accident
Integrated
1.7 x 10s

Normal
Integrated
3.5 x 102

e) Qualification Environment:

f) Operability Requirements:

g) Operability Demonstration :

h) Accuracv/Resocnse Time Requirements: 1 20 psig accuracy
within 1.0 sec response time

i) Accuracv/ Response Time Demonstration:
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j) Qualification Method:

Type Test

Thermal test from 700 F to 2000 F in increments of 200 F and
record actuation pressures at each increment.

Analysis -

The pressure switch was Type Tested to the environmental
envelope of item e.

No radiation testing was performed during type testing. The
integrated radiation exposure requirements (1.7 x 105 Rad)
were slightly higher than the DOR conservative radiation
threshold (105 Rad) where material contained in the pressure

' switch shows degradation. It is anticipated that, per tne
DOR Guideline recommendations, the plant surveillance and
maintenance program ensures that the equipment and/or parts
which are exnibiting radiation related degradation will be
identified and replaced as necessary.

Similar pressure switches (PPD #164C5359 Earksdale,
BIT-M12SS, B2T, B2T-A12SS, B2T-A12SS, and B2TMT2T-M12SS)
have been in operation at the Dresden 2 (12/6 9) , Brurswick 1
(9/76), Brunswick 2 (12/7 4) , Quad Cities 1 (10/71) , Quad
Cities 2 ( 3/7 2) , Arnold (2/74), Cooper (1/74) , Monticello
(9/7 0) , Peach Bottom ( 8/7 3) , and Peach Eottom 3 (7 /74)
(7/74) Nuclear Power Plants.

k) Qualification Report:

1) Conclusions:

The device is qualified per DOR guidelines.
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4. PRESSUPE SWTTCH

1821-N047; 1B 21-N0 48 ; 1C71-N002

a) Location: Reactor Building

b) Manufacturer: Static "O" Ring -

c) Model No: 12N- AA4- (X 9 ) TT

d) Abnormal Environment:

'

Tempe ra'. are Pressure Radiation
Duration (OF) _(psig) Humidity (rads)_

0-6 hours 212 7 in. W.G. Steam Normal
Integrated
3.5 x 102

6-12 hours 150 7 in. W. G. 100% Accident
Integrated
1.7 x 105

1/2-100 days 150 0 in. W.G. 100%

e) Qualification Environment:
.

f) Operability Recuirements: 0-100 Da ys

g) Ooerability Demonstration:

h) Accuracy /Resoonse Time Eecuirements: 10.05 psig accu-
_

racy within 0.06 sec response time

i) Accu ra cy/Re soon se Time Demons t ration:

j) Qualification Method:
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Type Test

The test units were subjected to the following environmen-
tal conditions:

Switch functions in environments up to 1560 F and 92% R/H,
also to 2120 F at 100,4 R/ H (#30203-2). -

Analysis

Evaluation of Type Test data PPD # 145C3012 indicate that the
equipment was tested to the required temperature and
duration. Switch scrans the plant and is not needed for 100
days following accident. Needed only at start of accident.

'

Radiation effects testing was not performed. However the
integrated dose is just slightly higher than the DOR
Guideline valves.

Also the integrated RAD dose for this area does not apply to
this switch. This switch performs its protective function
at the beginning of the accident (scrams plant) .

Operating Experience - Identical pressure switch PPD #
145C3012 Static-O-Fing, Model 12N- AAY-(X9) TT has been in
operation at the Hatch 1 EWR Nuclear Power Plant since 8/74.

k) Qualification Report:
,

1) Conclusions:

The instrument is qualified for DOR guidelines.
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5. PRESSURE SWITCH

1B 21-N 0 24, 1B 21-NO 31, 1B21-N037, 1B21-N038

a) location: Reactor Building

b} Manufacturer: Barton -

c) Podel No: 288A

d) Abnormal Environment:

The instrument is located in the panel H22-P026 in the
Reactor Building. The FS AR environmental co:.ditions are'

tabulated below:

Temperature Pressure Radiation
Duration (OF) (psig[_ Humidity (rads)

1-6 hours 212 7 in. W.G. Steam Normal
Integrated
3.5 x 102

6-12 hours 150 7 in. W . G. 100% Accident
Integrated
1.7 x 105

1/2-100 days 150 0 90%-

c) Qualification Environment:

f) Operability Recuirements: 0-100 days

g) Ope ra bility Demonstration:

h) Accuracy / Response Time Fecuirements:

i) Accuracv/Fesponse Time Demons t rat ion:

j) Qualification Method:
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Tyne Test

7he performance of the test specimen was within the General
Electric specification No. 159CH3883.
The instrument continued to perform all functions (trans-
mitter, indicator and switches) during the ambient conditions
of:

.

Time Temperature Humidity Ambient Pressure

1 hr 400 F 20% RH Atmospheric - 1 in. HO2

1 hr 700 F Atmosphere Atmospheric

1 hr 1000 F Atmosphere Atmospheric
,

1 hr 2120 F 100% RH Atmospheric + 7 in. HO2

Analysi s

Evaluation of the type test data revealed the pressure
switch was type tested to the environmental envelopw of the
GE Specification.

No radiation testing was performed during Type Testing. The
integrated radiation exposure requirement 1.7 x 105 Rad is
lower than the DOR ccnservative radia-tion threshold (10(
Ra d) where materials contained in the pressure switch show
de gra da tion.

This type of dif ferential pressure switch PPD #
159C4384-Barton - Model 4288A has been in operation at the
Duane Arnold, Coope r , Monticello, Peach Eottom Units 1 and 2
and similar components (Barton Model 288) nave been in
operation at Dresden 2 and 3, Quad Cities 1 .tnd 2, Duane
Arnold, Nine Mile Foint Unit 1, Monticello, and Peach Bottom
2 and 3.

k) Oualification Report:

1) Conclusions:

The differential pressure switch is qualified per
DOR Guidelines.
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6. LEVEL INDICATING SWITCH

1B21-N036

a) location: Reactor Building

b) Manufacturer: Yarway -

c) Model No: 4418C

d) Abnormal Environment:

'

Temperature Pressure Radiation
Duration (OF) _ (psig) Humidity (rad s)

1-6 hours 212 7 in. W.G. Steam Normal
Integrated
3.5 x 102
Accident
Integrated
1.7 x 105

e) Qualification Environment:

f) Ooerability Requirements: 0-100 Days

g) Operability Demonstration:

h) Accuracy /Resconse Time Fecuirements: 15.5% accuracy
within 30 in/sec response time.

,

1) Accuracy /Resnonse Time Demonstration:

j) Qualification Method:
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Ooerational Qualification

The test item was placed in the Temperature-Humidity chancer
and subjected to the Temperature-Humidity Test in accordance
with Yarway's Environmental Test Procedure dated February
27, 1979.

As specified therein, the temperature chamber was adjusted to the
temperature humidity conditions listed below. At each
tempera ture step, the test item was allowed to stabilize f or 1/2
hour.

Sten Temperature Relative Humidity

1 + 1560 F Approx.
' 2 + 2120 F 100%

3 + 2350 F
4 + 2500 F
5 + 2350 F
6 + 2120 F
7 + 1560 F

Indicator readings and switch actuation data, with
decreasing and increasing differential pressure imposed
across the indicator, were taken as required during the
Seismic and Temperature-Humidity Test. This device is
similar to 145C3031.

Analysis The level indicating switch was not tested at +7
in. W3 as it was assumed there would be no effect on the
instrument operability.

Evaluation of Type Test data revealed that the level
indicating switch was Type Tested to the specified environ-
mental envelope in the duration on hold time of
>pproximately 1 hr. 1005 RH and 2720F.

Radiation - No radiation testing was performed during Type
Testing because the integrated radiation exposures require-
ment (1.7x105 Rad) was below DCR conservative radiation
levels (106 Rad) where the materials in the switch show
degrada tion. Plant surveillance and maintenance programs
ensure that the equipment will be adequately monitored.

Relative Humidity - Testing was not performed in an "all
steam" environment as required by GE specificatian but was
pe r formed in' an approximately 100% R/H environment.
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Engineering evaluation and judgement indicates that both of
these conditions are essentially the same.

Operating Experience - PPDi 145C3031 is similar to PPD #
159C4445 and is used in Hatch 1 and 2, Peach Bottom 2 and J,

Duane Arnold and Brunswick 1 and 2 B'dR Nuclear Power Plants.

Thermal Aging - Some of these materials might be susceptible
to thermal aging over a ten-year period based upon the DDR
Guideline, Appendix C. Plant Surveillance and maintenance
programs ensure that equipment will be monitored adequately.

k) Qualification Report:

1) Conclusions:
,

the level indicating switch is qualified for DCR Guidelincs.
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7. LEVEL SWITCH

1821-N026; 1B 21-N 0 44

a) Location: Reactor Building

b) Manufacturer: Barton .

c) Nodel No: 760

d) Abnormal Environment:

The instrument is on Local Panels H22-P009 and H22-P010 in
the Reactor Building. The FSAR environmental conditions are-

tabulated below:

Temperature Pressur e Radiation
Dur ation (OF) (psic) Humidity (rads) .

0-6 hr. 212 7 in. WG Steam Normal
In'egratedc
5.3x103 Rad

6-12 hr. 150 7 in. WG 100% R H Accident
Integrated
4.5x10+ Rad

12-100 days 150 7 in. WG 90% r H

e) Qualification Environment:

t) Operability Recuirements: 0-1 hour

g) Operability Demonstration :

h) Accuracy /Resnonse Time Feouirements:

i) Accuracy / Response Time Demonstration:

j) fualification Method:
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Type Test

The instrument continued to perform all functions (trans-
mitter, indicator and switches) during the ambient con-
ditions of:

Time Temperature Humidity Ambient Pressure

1 hr 400 F 20% RH Atmospheric - 1 in. H02
1 hr 700 F Atmosphere Atmospheric
1 hr 1000 F Atmosphere Atmospheric
1 hr 2120 F 100% RH Atmospheric + 7 in. HO2

Analysis The level indicating transmitter switch was tested
to +7 in. W3.

-

Evaluation of Type Test data revealed that the transmitter
was not Type Tested to the environmental envelope of the GE
specification.

Radiation - No radiation testing was performed during Type
Testing. The integrated radiation exposure requirements
(1. 7x 10 5 Rads) of the GE specification is higher than the
DOR conservative radiation level (10+ Rads) for electronic
parts used in the transmitter. The plant surveillance and
maintenance programs ensure that the equipment will be
monitored as necessary.

Relative Humidity - Testing was not pe:Jformed in al "all
steam" environment as required by GE specification, but was
performed in a 100% R/H environment. Engineering evaltEtion
and judgement indicates these conditions to be essentially
the same.

Operating Experience - This device is used in the Hatch 2
BWR Nuclear Power Plant.

Thermal Aging - Some of the transmitter materials, Uiton and
Buna-N as well as electronic parts, are' susceptible to
thermal aging over a ten year period based upon the DOR
Guideline. It is anticipated that, per the DDR Guideline
recommendations the plant will establish ongoing programs as
described under Radiation above.

k) fualification Report:
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1) Conclusion 3:

The level indicating transmitter was qualified to 2120F, 7
in. W.C. and 100% EH for 1 haur. By similarity to 159C 4384
it is also qualified. But it is not qualified to the harsh
envi ronmental envelope specitied by the GE specif ication.

.

%

9
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8. DIFFERENTI AL PRESSURE TFAt;SMITTER

1 B21-N0 27 ; 183 3-N 014 ; 1B33-N024; 1E12-N013; 1E21-N003; 1E22-
N005; 1E31-N015; 1 E31-1;03 5 ; 1 E31- NO 36 ; 1 E3 2-N 0 54 ; 1E32-N059;
1E51-N003.

a) location: Reactor Building
.

b) Manufacturer: Rosemcunt

c) Model No: 1151DP

d) Abnormal Environment:
.

The instrument is located on Local Panel II22-P024 in the
HPCS pump room in the reactor building. The FSAR
environmental conditions are tabulated below:

Temperature Pressure Radiation
Duration (OF) (psig) Humidity (rads)_

1-6 hours 212 7 in. W.G. Steam Normal
Integrated
5.3x103

6-12 hours 150 7 in. W. G. 100% Accident
Integr'ated
4.3x10+

1/2-100 days 150 0 in. W.G. 90%

e) Qualificat ion Environment:

f) Cperability Requirements: 100 Days

g) Ope rability Demonstration:

h) Accuracv/Rcononse Time Fecuirements: 0.25x full scale at
normal tbmperature, 100 ms response time.

i) Accuracy /Resnonse Time Demonstration:
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j) Qualification Method:
Type Test

The Type Test has been performed at the following conditions.

Temperature Pressure Hold Time Steam Environment

3500F 60 psig 10 min. Dry
3160F 70 psig 1 hr. Saturated

.

3030F 55.4 psig 7 hr. Saturated
2300F 6 psig 42 hr Saturated

Analysis Environmental pressure - The transmitter was tested
in 70 psig saturated steam environment which is higher than
the 7.0 in< WC as required.

Environmental Temperaturc - The transmitter was tested 3030F
(min) for 8 hrs which is higher than the 212oF for 42 hours-

which is higner than 1500F for 12 hoars.

It was not tested for 150 0F for 100 days. However,
considering the transmitter had demonstrated its high
temperature capability under the extreme humidity environ-
ment with its mechanical and electrical housing construction
intact, it follows that the transmitter is capable of
surviving 1500F, 90% R/H for 100 days.

Radiation - The DP transmitter was tested at 2x106 Rais,
which is higher than the 4.5x103 Rads. Integrated radiation
exposure specified by the GE specification with no
detrimental effects.

Relative Humidity - As indicated above, because of similar
housing between the 1151 and 1152, testing was done and is
qualified per GE Harsh Environment Specification of "all'
steam" as re quired.

Operating Experience - This type (DP) transmitter PPD #
145C3240, Posemount Model 1151DP has been in operation at
the Monticello (9 /70 ) and Peach Bottom 2 ( 8/7 3) and 3 ( 7/ 74)
Nuclear Power Plants.

k) Cualification Report:

,

1) Conclusions: The DP transmitter is qualified per
DOR guidelines.
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9. PRESSURE TRANSMITTER

1B21-N051; 1C34-N005; 1C34-N008; 1C 41-11004 ; 1 E 12-1;026 ;
1E12-N028; 1 E22-1:004 ; 1 E51-t:0 0 4 ; 1 E51-11005 ; 1E51-N007;
1 E 51 -t;0 08

a) location: Reactor Building
.

b) Manufacturer: Bailey

c) Model I:o: 556

d) Abnormal Environment:
.

The instrument is on the Reactor Vessel Level: Pressure
Panel (H2 2 - P904 ) located in the Reactor Euilding. Th e FS AR
Environmental conditions are tabulated below:

Temperature Pressure Radiation
Duration (oF) (psic)_ Humidity (rads)

NA NA NA NA 11A

e) Qualification Environment:

f) Ooerability Recuirements:

Operate at 2120 F ambient for 6 hours with error 15%. Error
f actor must return to ilk when ambient returns to 180o F.

g) Operability Demonstration:

h) Accuracy /Resnonse Time Pequirements:

i) Accu ra cy/Re snon se Time Demons t rat ion:
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j) Qualification Method:

Type Test

Ilydrostatically tested during the local panels fabrication
test.

Analysis Thermal Aging - Scme of these materials, gaskets,
terminal board, wire insulation , are susceptible to thermal
aging over a ten-year period based upon the DDR Guideline,
Appendix C. It is anticipated that, per DOR Guideline
recommendations, the plant will establish ongoing
surveillance programs.

k) Cualification Renort:
s

1) Conclusions:

The transmitter Class 1E requirement is only to maintain
pressure integrity in the instrument fluid line. With
hydrostatic testing and/or mathematical analysis the
transmitter is qualified for its " essential" passive
function. The instrument is qualified per DOR Guidelines.

.
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10. SOLENOID VALVE

1C11-F009
"

a) location: Reactor Building

b) Manu f acturer: ASCC -

c) Rodel No: HT832322

d) Abnormal Environr.ent:

'

Temperature Pressure Radiation
Du r at i on (OF) __(psig) Humidi ty (rad s)

0-1 hour 212 7 in. W.G. Steam 6.5 x 102

e) Qualification Environment:

f) Operability Requirements:

g) Ope ra nility Demonstration:

h) Accuracy /Resoonse Time Feouirements:

i) Accuracv/Resnonse Time Demons t rat ion:
_

j) Qualification Method:

This is a f ail-sate device in that it deene rgizes when per-
forming its safety function. No qualification testing is
therefore required.

k) gualification Reoort:

1) Conclusions:
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11. LEVEL SWITCH

1C11-N013; 1 E 51-N 010

a) Location: Reactor Building

b) Manufacturer: Magnetrol -

c) Model No: 5.0-751

d) Abnormal Environment:

Switch E51-N010 is located in the Reactor Building in the
'

Reactor Building in the RCIC cubicle. The FSAR
environmental conditions are tabulated below:

Temperature Pr essure Radiation
Duration (OF) _(psig) Humidity (rads)

0-6 hours 212 7 in. Water Steam Normal
Integrated
5.3 x 103

6-12 hours 150 7 in. Water 100% Accident
Integrated
4.5 x 10*

12 hours - 150 - -

100 days

Switch C11-N013 is located in the reactor building. The
FSAR environmental conditions are tabulated below:

Tempe rature Pr essure Radiation
Dur ation (OF) __(osio[_ Humidity (rads)_

0-1 br. 212 7 in. W.G. Stea m Normal
Integrated
5.3 x 103.

Accident
Integrated
4.5 x 10+
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e) Qu alificat ion Environment:
.

f) Operability Pecuirements: 0- 1 hour

g) Onerability Demonstration:

.

b) Accuracy /Pesponse Time Requirements: 1 1/4 inch

i) Accuracy /Resnonse Time Demonstration:

j) Qualification Method:

' Type Test

Data is based on similar device 159C4294. Elevated
Temperature / Humidity / Cycle Aging - Units were expected to
160 hours at dry heat at 3000F and 480 hours of 95 to 100A
rela tive humidity between ambient and 100oF. The above was
divided into 10 cycles of sixteen hours and forty-eignt
hours, re spec tively. In addition, while in the humidity
chamber, the controls were cycled using the A153 (under
te st) also as a control to open and close a feedwater valve.
All controls were on a manifold and thus were actuated by
water. In all, one thousand cycles of "off-on" operation
were performed.

Nuclear Radiation Aging - Complete units were exposed to
4.4 x 10* Bad integrated dcsage to simulate f orty years of
bacPiround radiation. Following exposure, the units were
funct 'nally tested. This exposure level is adequate even
compar, l to the specified level.

The Magnetrol level switch is a NEMA IV enclosed device and
is not susceptible to moisture degradation. The device was
tested to eleva ted temperatures of 3000.F for 460 nours which
demonstrated operability at all specified temperatures. Tne
specified pressure of 7 in. water is insignificant to the
function of the device. The level switch was exposed to
ra dia tion levels of 4.4x10* Rads and its susceptible
ma teria ls to 1. 2Sx10 8 Pads, which is in excess of specified
levels.
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An alynis

It is felt that the lack of suf ficient post local quali-
fication data is not a significant issue becausa the unit is
a simple microswitch arrangement with no electronic parts to
be af fected by temperature, humidity or radiation and is
construc ced in a manner which protects the device f rom
moisture. The device 15904294, which is the same as
15904361, is used at Hatch 2. -

k) pualification Pecort:

1) Conclusions:

The device is qualified per DOR guidelines.
,

.
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12. PUMP MOTOR
.

1C41-C001

a) Location: Reactor Building

b) Manufacturer: General Electric -

c) Model No: 324AN ,

d) Abnormal Environment:

'

Tempe rature Pressure Radiation
Duration (OF) (psig[_ Humidity (rads)

Maximum 101; -0.1 to 90% 3.5 x 102
1.0 inches
W.G.

Normal 70 40%
Minimum 40 20%

e) Qualification Environment:

f) Onerability Requirements:

g) Operability Demonstration:

h) Accuracv/Resnonse Time Requirerents:

i) Accuracy /Resnonse Time Damons t ration :

j) Cualification "ethed:

'

Tyne Test

The motor was qualified as follows:

Insulation Resistance (IR) was measured
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Dielectric test 1280 vac for 60 seconds
thermal Aging of stator at 180150 C (347o to 3650 F) 40 hours
IR and dielectric test repeated.
The stator and all ncnmetallic parts were subjected to
gamma radiation dosage of between 220,000 and 400,000 rads
uring a 23-hour period.
IR and dielectric test repeated.
Motor operated for 1 minute, parameters recorded.
Seismic test including reasonable search in three axes,
OBE simulation 1.4g peak, SSE simulation 2.0g peak both
energized and deenergized.
The motor was then operated for 125 minutes while 1caded to
40 hp using a dynometer.
Operational Test.
Power, current and voltage were recorded every 10 minutes
while voltage were recorded overy 10 minutes.
Dielectric test as 1280 VAC for 60 seconds.

,

The test description and results are documented in Test
Peport 5430-6958 which can be found in VPF5 517-2- 1. The La
Salle motors used Class F insulation rather than the Class B
which was te sted. It was the 365AK frame size.

The pump is designed, built and tested to relevant ASME
codes. The performance data for serial numbers 284218, 19,
20, 21 as used on the LaSalle project may be f ound in vendor
print file s 3159-110-00-2, 3159-110-01-2, 3159-041-00 and
3159-041-01 respectively.

k) Qualification Report:

1) Conclusion:

The test unit operated satisf actorily and meets the intent
of IEEE 323-1971. 1;o breakdown or other adverse effects
were noted.

.
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13. CONTROL VALVE
.

1C41-F004

a) Location: Reactor Building

b) Manufacturer: Concx -

c) Model No: P/N 1832-159-01

d) Abnormal Envi ronment:

' Temperature Pressure Radiation
Du r at ion (OF) (psig) Humidity (rads)
Maximum 104 - 0.1 to 90% -

1.0 inches
W. G.

Normal 70 40%
Minimum 40 20%

e) Qu ali ficat ion Envircnment:

Temperature Pressure Radiation
Du ration (O F) (csic) Humidity (rads)
3-1/2 year 700 F to -0.1 to 20% to 3.75 x 103
shelf lite 1200 F -1.0 inches 90% RH rads ( 1- 1/2)
plus Litr.e water gauge yr normal
between operation)
ou ta ge s
( 1-1/2 yr)

f) Ope rabili ty Recuirements:

g) Operability Demonstration:

h) Accuracv/Resoonse Time Requirements:
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i) Accuracy /Resoonse Tir.e Demonstration:

j) Qualification Method:

Type Test

i. Bridgewire resistance and circuit check (baseline).

ii. Replacement kit (including primer asscmbly) was
removed from a valve assemoly af ter 3-1/2 year field
storage,

iii. This kit then held at 100% FH and 2 1850 F for 100
days. This is thermally equivalent to 1200 F f or
1-1/2 years.

,

iv. Radiation exposure 2.2 x 104 rads.

v. Seismic test exposure.

vi. Bridgewire resistance and circuit check (comparison
with baseline).

vii. OPERATION on signal.

k) Qualification Report:

1) Conclusions:

The equipment operated as intended and did not fire inad-
vertently. Exposure was equivalent to or more severe than
that environment that would be seen in normal operation.
Leakage was not observed prior to firing. The equipment
meets IEEE 323-1971 requirements. Documentation may be
found in design record tile 150-CA-F004N*3. The test report
is Vendor Print File 3394-36-2.

.
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14. VOLTAGE PREAMPLIFTER
.

1C51-K002

a) location: Peactor Euilding

b) Manufacturer: General Electric -

c) Rodel Ho: 828E309AA

t
,

d) Abnormal Environment: The instrument is located in tne Peacter
Building. The FSAR environmental conditions are tabulated below:

' Temperature Pressure Radiation
(OF) (esig) Humidity (rais)

0-6 hours 212 7 in. Kater Steam Normal
Integrated
3.5 x 102

6-12 hours 150 7 in. Water 100% Accident
Integrated
1.7 x 105

e) goalification Environment:

1) Ooerability Requirerents:

g) Ope ra bility Demonstration:

h) Accuracy / Response Tirac Peouirements:

i) Accuraev/Resoonne Time Demons t ration:

j) Qualification Method:

.
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Type Test
.

Environmental - High frequency response (peak) , low
frequency response (pea k) , volts RMS output low frequency
and volts. RMS output high frequency parameters were
measured while under environment ranging from 320 F to 140 oF
to 2120F and relative humidity of 90%.

The same parameters mentioned above plus the high voltage
were measured during the simulated loss of coolant test.
During the LOCA test the environmental parameters were:

Du ration Tempera ture Humidity

30 min 2120F 1005 R H

6 hrs 2120F 100 % R H,

Note that the SRM/IRM is not designed to operate under harsh
environment assocated with LCCA or HELE accidents.

Analysis

The Type Test data show that the preamplifier was tested to
the GE harsher environment portion of the Specification. It
wa s not tested under 7 in. WG as it was-assumed there would
be no ef f ect on operability.

Radiation - The qualification testing did not include
radiation effects as specified in the General Electric
Company Specification 22A3008, Rev. 5. The voltage
preamplifier contains materials which are susceptible to
radiation aging: Fubber grommets, resistors, capacitors,
connectors, wire insulation transistors. In accordance with
the DOR Guidelines Appendix C, the conservative radiation
exposure threshold where these materials start to show
degradiation is 10 * Fads. The normal plus accident
integrated radiation levels for the neutron monitoring
system per the GE Specification 22A3008, Rev. 5 are 3.5x102
Rads and 1.7x105 Rads, respectively, which are higher than
the DOR Guideline values. However, the EPRI study (EPRI
Report No. NP-1558), shows that elastomer materials are
capable of withstanding radiation levles up to 2x105 Rads
with incipient mild damage.

It is anticipated that, per the DOR Guideline
recommendation, the plant will establish ongoing programs to
review surveillance and maintenance records to ensure that
the equipment and/or parts which are exhibiting radiation
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related degradation will be identified and replaced as
nece ssa ry.

Operating Experience - Functionally similar voltage
preamplifiers (Purchased Part Crawing No. 112C7218G1)
manufactured by GE have been in operation at the Dresden 2
(12/1969), Dresden 3 (1/1971), Cuad Cities 2 (3/1972), and
llatch 1 (8/1974) Nuclear Power Plants.

.

h) Qualification Foport:

1) Concliisions:

The preamplifiers are qualified per DOR guidelines.,

.
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15. DETECTCP.
.

1C51-DOO2

a) location: Containment

b) Manufacturer: General Electric -

c) Model No: 112C3144

d) Abnormal Environment: The instrument is located in core.

'

Temperature Pressure Radiation
Du rat ion (OF) (esig) _ Humidity (rads)

Continuous exposure to in-vessel environmental conditions.

e) Qualification Environment:

f) Ooerabilit" Renuircrents: 0-6 hours

g) Coe ra bility remonstration:

h) Accuracv/Resoonse Tire Fequirements:

i) Accuracy /Renconse Time Demons t ration:

j) Qualification Vethod:

Tyne Test

Prototype tests were performed in the General Electric Test
Reactor ,(3ETE) and other GE and independent test
laboratories to determine detection characteristics. CC-60
and Pu-Be were used as inputs during subsequent quali-
ficati on testing.

a
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Aanalysis
,

Operating experience - Identical intermediate range detector
(Purchased Part Drawing # 112C3144G008 - General Electric)
have been in operaticn at tr.e Brun swick 1 and 2 BWR Nuclear
Power Plants, operating since 9/76 and 12/74 respectively.

.

k) Qu ali ficat ion Renort:

1) Conclusions:

The incore detectors are qualified per DOR guidelines.

.

.
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16. FRESSUPE TRANSMITTEP

1E32-N050; 1E3 2-N 0 5 5; 1E 3 2-N 0 58 ; 1E32-N06 0 ; 1E32-N061

a) Location: Reactor Building

b) Manufacturer: Rosemcunt .

c) Model Do: 1151GP

d) Aonormal Environment:

The instrument is located on Local Panel H22 - P024 in tne
HPCS pump room in the Peactor Euilding. The FSAR'

environmental conditions are tabulated below:

Temperature Pr essur e Radiation
Duration (OF) (psig) Humidity (rads)

1-6 hours 212 7 in. K.G. Steam Normal
Integrated
5.3 x 103

6-12 hours 150 7 in. W. G. 100% Accident
Integrated
4.3 x 10*

100 days 150 0 90%

e) Qualification Environment:

f) Ooerability Feauirements:

g) Operability Dg3Onstration:

h) Accuraev/Resnonse Time Requirerents: 12.5% of full scale
per 100" F within 100 msec response time.

i) Accuracv/Pennonse Time Demonstration:
,
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j) Qualification Method:
.

Type Test

The Type Test has heen performed at the following
conditions.

7emnerature Pressure Hold Time Steam Envirorment

3500F 60 psig 10 min. Dry
3160F 70 psig 1 hr Saturated
3030F 55.4 psig 7 hr Saturated
2300F 6 psig 42 hr Saturated

Analysis

'

Environmental Pressure - The transmitter was tested in
70 psig sat 2ratea steam environment which is higner than the
7.0 in. WC ao required.

Environmental Temperature - The transmitter was tested 3030F
(min) ror 8 hrs which is higher than the 2120 F f or 42 hours
which is higher than 1500F for 12 hours.

It was not tested for 150 0F for 100 days. However,
considering the transmitter hao demonstrated its high
temperature capability under the extreme humidity
environment with its mechanical and electrical housing
construction intact, it follows that the transmitter is
ca pable of surviving 1500F, 90% R/H for 100 days.

Radiation - The DP transmitter was tested at 2x106 Rads,
which is higher than the 4.5x103 Rads. Integrated radiation
exposure specified by the GE specification with no
detrimental ef fects.

Relative Humidity - As indicated above, hecause of similar
housing between the 1151 and 1152, testing was done and is
qualified per GE Harsh Environment Specification of "all
steam" as required.

Operating Experience - This type (DP) transmitter PPD #
145C3240, Rosemount Model 1151DP has been in operation at
the Monticello (9/70) and Peach Bottom 2 ( 8/7 3) and 3 ( 7/ 74)
Nuclear Power Plants.

k) Cualificat ion Renort:
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1) Conclusions:

.

'Ihe DP transmitter is qualified per DOR guidelines.

.

%

O
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17. PADIATION DETECTOR

'

1D18-N003

a) location: Reactor Building

b) Manufacturcr: General Electric -

c) Model No: NA05

d) Abnormal Environment:

The equipment is located in the reactor building. The FSAR,

environmental conditions are listed below.

Temperature Pressur e Radiation
Du r ation (OF) j psig) Humidity (rad s)

0-1 hour 340 7 in Water Steam Normal
Integrated
1.8 x 106

Accident
Integrated
7.9 x 105

e) Qualification Environment:

f) Operability Recuirements: 0-100 Days

g) Ope rabili ty Demonstration:

h) Accuracy / Response Time Feauirements:

i) Accu racy /Re snon se Tine Demons t rat ion:

j) Qu alif icat ion Methed:
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Type Test

The insulated detector was tested under the environmental
conditions listed below:

Du r ation Temeerature Humidity

80 hr Max. operating temp. 95 1 2% R H
.

30 hr 200C 95 1 2% R H

2 hr 550C 90% R H

Thermal Aging - Insulated detector was placed in an
environmental chamber at 1500F for a period of two weeks.

An ion chamber containing the insulated detector was tested
'

in cobalt-60 gamma ray fluxes of 50, 500, 250, 10,000 and
50,000 roentgens /hr; and in antimony-24 and cesium-137 garma
ray fluxes of 50 R/hr.

Analysis

Evaluation of the Type Test data indicates that the device
was tested in an environment that meets GE specifications.

Radiation - The detector was exposed to a gamma pit Co-60
source which gave an average gamma level of 2. 79x10* Rads /hr
for the sensitive length of the chamber. This is documented
in DRF D17-14. The accident radiation dose rate integrated
in the steam tunnel is 7. 9x10 5 Facs and since the function
of the device is to initiate MSIV isolation and high

,

radiation in the steam tunnel, the system is calibrated to
initiate protective action at approximately 3X full power
background radiation level. The normal level in the steam
tunnel is 5 Rads /hr per GE Specification 22A2008. If the
trip point is 15 Rads /hr the detector would nave performed
its safety func tions. Evaluation is recommended to
determine if the detector is required for post-accident
monitoring.

Relative Humidity - Felative humidity of 90 1 2% is
essentially equivalent to the all steam, GE requirement.

Operating Experience - Identical insulated detectors (PPD *
237x731,' GE Mocel Number NA05) have been in operation at the
Hatch 1, Brunswich 1 and Bruaswick 2 Nuclear Power Plants.
They have been in operation since 8/ 19/ 7 4, 9/1976, and
12/19/72 respectively.
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k) Qualification Peport:

.

1) Con clu sion s :

The insulated detector is qualified per DOR guidelines.

.

%

o

O
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18. SENSOR CONVERTER

1D10-N009; 1 D 18-N 015 -

a) Location: Reactor Building

b) Panufacturer: General Electric .

c) Model No: 194X927

d) Abnormal Environnent:

The following equipment is located in the reactor building,
' N009A and B in the carbon bed vault N009C and D in the vent

stack. The FSAR conditions are listed below:

Temperature Pr essur e Radiation
Duration (OF) (psiq[_ Humidity (rads)_

0-6 hours 212 7 in. W.G. Steam Normal
Integrated
3.5 x 102

0-12 hours 150 7 in. W . G. 100% Accident /g
Integr at's d
3.5 x 102

e) Qualification Environment:

Sa rr.e a s in (d) above

f) Operability Requirements: Always available (steady-
State operation)

g) Operability Demonstraticn:

.

h) Accuracv/Resconse Time Requirerents: 1 7.5%

i) Accuracy /Resoonse Time Denonstration:
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j) Qualification Method:

Type Test *

The temperature of the tenny chamber was elevated and
maintained at 1000 C. The sensor converter was 1) placed in
the elevated temperature envircnment of the chamber for 6
continuous hours, and 2) subjected to a cesium 137 radio
nuclide source placed near the end of the aluminum housing
containing the sensor converter GM tube to provide
approxima tely a 50% upgrade reading.

The sensor converter output readings were recorded bef ore,
during, and af ter the elevated temperature test with a
ruskrak recorder.

' Analysis

The sensor / converter was not tested under 7 in. KG as this
is insignificant with respect to operability.

Evaluation of the Type Test data shows the Type Test was
made to conditions of 2120F, 0 in. WG for 6 hours and 100 % R
H at 1400F for unsrecified time.

Radiation - The qualification testing did include radiation
effects out the test level was undefined. The
sensor / converter contains materials which are susceptible to
radiation aging, such as elastomeric seals and integrated
circuit board. In accordance with the COR Guidelincs,
Appendix C, the conservation radiation exposure level where
these materials start to show degradation is 1x103 Rad) .
The normal plus accident integrated radiation levels for the
sensor / converter system per General Electric Specification
22A2008, Rev. 5 is 1. 7 x 10 5 Rad which are higher than the DCR
Guideline values. In addition the EPRI study, EPRI Report
No. NP ~'i8, shows that the elastomeric seals are capable of
withstanuing radiation levels up to (1x106 Rad) with
incipient to mild damage. It is anticipated that per the
DDR guideline recommendation, the plant will establish
ongoing programs to review surveillence and maintenance
programs to ensure that the equipment and/or parts wnich are
exhibiting radiation-related degradation will be identified
and replaced a s necessary.

,

Relative numidity - The General Electric Specification
22A3008, Rev. 5 lists environmental qualification testing
was to be performed in an all steam environment but was
performed in a 100% R H environment. Engineer ing evaluation
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and judgement indicates that both of these conditions are
essentially the same.

.

Operating Experience - Similar sensor / converter (PPD #
194X197, GE) has been in operation at the Millstone, cooper,
and Peach Eottom 1/2 Muclaer Power Plants.

k) Oualification Recort: -

1) Conclunions:
.

The device is qualified per DOR guidelines.

.

9
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19. PRESSURE SWITCH

1B 3 3-Il018 ; 1E 12-t!016 ; 1E 12-!1019 ; 1E22-11012 ; 1 E 31-!iO 22 ;
1E 51 -110 06

a) location: Feactor Building

.

b) Manufacturer: Static "C" Ring

c) Model No: 11 ( 6 !1 )

d) Abnormal Environment: The equipment is located in thU reactor

building. The FSAR environmental conditions are listed below.-

Temperature Pressure Radiation
Du r at ion (OF) _jnsig) Humidity (rade)

0-6 hours 212 7 in. W.G. Steam I;ormal

Integrated
5.3 x 103

- 6-12 hours 150 7 in. W.G. 100% Accident
Integrated
4.5 x 10*

1/2-100 days 150 0 in. W. G. 90.%

e) Qualificat ion Environment:

f) Cperability Recuirements: 100 days, energize a 12 5-Vde,
65 mA

g) Operability Demonstration:

h) Accuracy /9esponse Time Requirements: 12% per 1000 F

i) Accuracy?Resnonse Time Demonstration:

j) Oualification Method:
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Type Test

Tests were performed on the units at 1000 F, 1560 F, at 95%
R/H and 2120 F at 100% R/ H. The units were allowed to
stabilize at each temperature for 2 hours. .

Analysis

Static-O-Ring Model SN-AA3-STTx10 tested at 7 in. EG.

Evaluation of Type Test data indicates that similar
equipment was tested to the maximum required temnerature f or
six hours but no evidence was found for testing tor the
required extended period.

Radiation - no radiation effects was performed. However,
the integrated dose is lower than the DOR Guidelines valves.

,

Relative Humidity - Testing was performed in a 1005 R H,
rather than the all steam environmental requirement.

Operating Experience - Similar pressure switches, PPD #
145C3011 Static-O-Fing, SN21, SN-AA2IV, SNAA2-X9sST, SN, 6N
have been in operation at the Erunswick 1 (9/7 6) , Brunswick
2 (12/ / 4) , Duane Arnold (2/74), Cooper (1/74) , and
Monticello (9/70) Nuclear Power Plants.

Thermal aging - The device contains materials namely, wire
insulation, diaphrams and C-Rings (Euna N, Viton) and
gaskets, which are susceptible to thermal aging.

Same of these materials might be susceptible to thermal
aging over a ten-year period based upon the DOR Guideline,
Appendix C. It is anticipated that, per the DOR Guideline
recommendations, plant surveillance and maintenance process
cnsures that the equipment and/or parts which are exhibiting
age-related degradation will be identified and/or replaced
as nece ssary.

k) Qualification Recort:

1) conclusions:

Qualifies for duration of 6 hours as demonstrated per GE
specitiation narch environmental condition. Actual service
requirements are of a much lesser duration.
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20. PUMP MOTOR
.

1E12-C001 .

a) location: Reactor Building

b) Manufacturer: General Electric .

c) Model No:

d) Abnormal Environment:

Temperature Pressure Radiation'

Duration (oF) (esig) _ Humidity (rads)

0-6 hours 212 7 in. W.G. Steam 4.5 x 10*
0-12 hours 150 7 in. W. G. 100%
100 days 150 -0.72 in. 100%

W. G.

e) gualification Environment:

f) Ope rability Requirements:

g) Onerability Demonstraticn:

h) Accuracy / Response Time Requirements:

i) Accuracy /Resnonse Time Demonstration:

j) Qualitication Method:

Tvoe Test (Motor)

Thermal Aoing. The stator was aged for 1350 hours at 3920 F
to simulate 69,600 bcurs at 1220 F.

Ope ra tion Aoing. Stator was vibrated horizontally at 60 Hz
generating 1.5g, duration was 1 hour.
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Radiation Aging. The stator, oil for the bearings and all
nonmetallic parts were irradiated to a minimum dose of
5.5 x 10+ rads.

Seismic included resonance search, damping evaluation, dwell
test, biaxial test, CBE and SSE.

Environmental. The environmental test consisted of two
6-hour periods with the test motor operating under full load
at 212 0 F and 100% relative humidity, followed by the
simulated 100 days operation following a LOCA at 1500 F,
where the actual duraticn under near full load was 216 hours
at approximately 19 5 0 C winding temperature, and
approximately 100% relative humdity. Extrapolation between
the LOCA condition and actual test condition was based on a
temperature life characteristic curve o the winding
insulation class from IEEE-275 and IEEE-334.

,

other (Pump)

The purchase order specifies operation with process fluid
f rom 4 0 to 36 0 o F ambient temperature of 1480 F and an
integrated exposure cf 7.9 x 105 rad pumps are designed and
built to ASME Sestion III. Each pump undergoes a
performance test which measure head, flow, ef f iciency, EHP
and NPSH. For La Salle the pumps have serial numbers
127229, 127230, 127232 and 127233 and the performance test
results can be found in Vendor Print Files 2993-412-1,
2993-411-1, 2993-418-1, and 2993-419-1 res pect ively.

k) Qualification Feoort:

1) Conclusions:

After the environmental test, the test motor was again
subjected to excitation test and heat run test, wh ich
verified no etfect due to the aging and the seismic and
environme ntal tests. Megger test performed by the motor
nanu facturer was also satis f acatory; however, the initial
hi pot test at 6000 volts failed due to a short in one of
the incoming motor leads in the conduit tox to stator area.
Af ter patch-up on the incoming lead, the test motor
successfully completed four hi pot tests at 6000 volts, each
lasting J minute, veritying that the stator insulation
system was in an excellent condition capable of performing
years at normal operation. The failure of the incoming
motor lead was strictly due to the small 3-1/2-inch opening
edge, and is not a potential failure area for other motors.
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The ECCS motor qualification program is described in
22A4722. Additional analysis would be required to apply
these results to the motors bn this project.

.

%

9
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21. DIFFERENTIAL PRESSURE SWITCH

1E12-N009; 1E 12-N 0 29 ; 1 E21-Il0 06 ; 1E22-N009; 1322-11013;
1 E 31 -11007 ; 1E31-11008; 1 E31-110 0 9 ; 1 E31-N010 ; 1 E31-N011 ;
1E31-N012; 1E31-N013

a) Location: Reactor Building
.

b) Manufacturer: Barton

c) hodel No: 288

d) Abnormal Environment:
.

'Ihe instru;nent is located in the reactor building. 'Ihe FSAE
environmental conditions are listed below:

Temperature Pressure Radiation
Duration (OF) (psiqL Humidity (rads)

0-6 hours 212 7 in. W.G. Steam Normal
Integrated
5.3 x 103

0-12 hours 150 7 in. W. G. 100% Accident
Integrated
1.7 x 105

1/2-100 days 150 0 in. W . G. 90%

e) plali ficat ion Environment:

Temperature Pressure Radiation
Duration (OF)

_

(esia) Humidity (rads)

0-6 hours 212 7 in. W.G. Steam Nornal
Integrated
5. 3 x 103

,

0-12 hours 150 7 in. W. G. 100% Accident
Integrated
1.7 x 105
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1/2-100 days 150 0 in. W.G. 90%

f) Operability Reauircrents: 0-100 Days

g) Operability Demonstration:

h) Accuracv/Resnonse Time Fecuirerents: 1 2% accuracy
within 100 msec respcnse time

i) Accuracy /Resnonse Tine Demonstration:

j) Qualification Method:
,

Type Test

Operate item at ambient conditions. Set environmental
conditions at 400 F, 100% PH and 7 in. W.G. of external
pressure and hold fcr 6 hours. Cperate item. Raise
temperature to 2120 F maintaining other parameters constant
and hold for 6 hours. Cperate test item. Record dial
readings throughout experiment.

An alys is

Evaluation of the Type Test data indicates that the
equipment was Type Tested for the harsher portion
environmental condition of the GE specification ie. , 2120F,
7 in. WC and 1005 B H for 0-6 hrs.

Radiatiop - The qualification testing did not include
radiation effects, as per GE Spec. 22A3008 Rev. 5. The
differential pressure switch ccntains materials, rubber
stop, MIL-W16818 Type B insulation, gas ket s , which are
susceptible to radiation aging. In accordance with DOR
Guidelines, Appendix G, the conservative radiation cxposure
threshold where these materials start to show degradation in
105 Rad s. The accident integrated radiation exposure for
this component is 1. 7 x 10 s Fads which is slightly higner than
the DOR Guidelines values. In addition, the EPRI Study,
Report #MP-1SS8, shows that elastoner material are capable
of withstanding radiation levels up to 2x105 Rads, with
incipient and mild damage. It is anticipated that, per DDR
Guideline recommendations, the plant will establish ongoing
programs to review surveillance and maintenance records to
ensure tha t the equipment and/or parts which are exhibiting
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radiation related degradation will be identified and
replaced a s necessary.

Relative Humidity - GE Spec. 22A3008, Pev. 5, lists
environmental conditions for relative humidity (R/H) of "all
steam" at 2120F, but the environmental qualification testing
was performed a 100% R/H engineering evaluation and
judgement indicates that both of these conditions are
essentially the same.

Operating Experience - Identical differential pressure
switches (PPD # 145C3009, Barton 288) have been in operation
at Dresden 2 (12/69) and 3 (1/ 71) , Guad Cities 1 (10/71) and
2 (3/72) , Arnold (2/74 ) , Nine Mile Point 1 (8/ 69) ,
Monticello (9/7 0) , Peach Bottom 2 (8/73) and 3 (7/ 74)
Nuclear Power Plants.

.

k) Gu alification Recort:

1) Conclusions:

The dif ferential pressure switch (145C3009, Barton 288) is
similar to 159 C 4 84, Earton - 288A and is theref ore qualified
by similarity per CCB Guidelines.

.
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22. DIFFERENT PERESSUPE SWITCH

1E12-N010; 1E21-N004; 1E22-N066; 1E51-N002

a) Location: Reactor Building

~

b) Manufacturer: Barton

c) Model No: 289

d) Abnormal Environment:
,

The instrument is on the RHR Local Panels H22-P018 and,

H2 2-P021 in the RHR Pump area, elevation 637 ft, in the
Reactor Building. The FS AR environmental conditions are
tabulated below:

Temperature Pressure Radiat ion
Duration (OF) (nsig) Humidity (rads)_

0-6 hours 212 7 in. W.G. Steam 1.5 x 10-2
R/hr (D)

0-12 hours 150 7 in. W.G. 100% 4. 5 x 10 + (A)
1/2-100 days 150 0 in. WG. 90% 5.3x10 3 (o)

(O) Operating (A) Accident

e) Qu alit icat ion Environment:

Tempe rature Press ure Radiation
Duration (OF) (osic) _ Humidity (rads)

0-6 hours 212 7 in.. W.G. St eam 1.5 x 10-2
R/hr(OI

6-12 hours 150 7 in. W. G. 100% 4.5 x 10 * ( A)
1/2-100 days 150 0 in. WG. 90% 5.3x10 3 (o)

(O) Operating (A) Accident

f) Operability Requirerents: 0-100 Days
.

g) Ope rability Demonstration:

h) Accuracy / Response Tiv.e Requirerents: 1 1% accuracy
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within 250 nsec response time

i) Accuracy /Resoonse Time Demcnstration:

.

j) Qualification Method:

Type Test -.

Units were tested for accuracy and response time after being
in an environment of 2120 F, 100% RH and 7 in.. W.G. pressure
for 6 hours. The units were then returned to ambient
condition and checked again.

Analysis

'

Evaluation of the records revealed that the pressure switch
was not tested or qualified to the post accident hazardcus
environmental conditions specified in the GE Specification
22A3008, Rev. 5. The purchase part drawing does not contain
requirements for these hazardous environmental conditions.

Radiation - Testing did not include radiation eff ects as
specified in the GE Specification 22A3008, Pev. 5. Tne
pressure switch contains materials Rubber Stop, :4 il-W- 168 7 8
Type B insulation, gaskets which are susceptible to
radiation aging.

In accordance with the DOR Guideline Appendix C, the
conservative radiaticn exposure level where these raterials
start to show degradation is (10s Rad). The normal plus
accident integrated radiation levels for the RHR System per
the GE Specification 22A3008, Rev 5 are 5.3x103 Rads and
4.5x10* Rads, respectively, which are lower than the DCR
Guideline valves. In addition the EPRI Study, EPRI Report
No. NP-1558, shows that elastomer materials are capable of
withstanding radiation levels up to 2x105 Rads with
incipient to mild damage.

Temperature - Units were tested for the 2120F, 100% R/H and
7 in. KG for 6 hrs.

It is anticipated that, per DOR Guideline recommendations,
the plant surveillance and maintenance program ensures tnat
the equipment and/or parts which are exhibiting radiation-
related degradation will be identified and replaced as
nece ssa ry .
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Relative Humidity - The GE Specification 22A3008, Rev 5,
lists environmental conditions for relative humidity of "all
steam" a 2120F, but the PPD and the environmental
qualification testing was performed 3 100% R/H. Engineering
evaluation and judgetent indicates that Loth these
conditions are essentially the same.

Operating Experience - Identical pressure switches (PPD #
145C3008, Barton 289) has been in operation at the Dresden 2
(12/6 9) , Dresden 3 (1/71) , Brunswick 2 (9/76) , Quad Cities 1
(10/71 ) , Quad Cities (3/7 2) , Arnold (2/74) , Monitcello
(9/7 0) , Peach Bottcm 2 (9/73) and Peach Pottom 3 (7/74)
Nuclear Power Plants.

P.) Qualification Report:

.

1) Conclusionn:

The device is qualified per DOR guidelines.

,
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23. PRESSURE SWITCH

1E12-N002; 1E 12-tiO 3 2; 1E 12-N 033 ; 1E21-N005; 1E22-N003;
1E 51-1103 4

a) location: Eeactor Building

.

b) Manufacturer: Robert Shaw

c) f/odel No: SP-222-C

d) Abnormal Environment:
.

Temperature Pressure Radiation
Duration (OF) (nsic) Humidity (rads)

N/A li/A N/A N/A N/A

e) Qu ali f icat ion Environment:

Temperature Pressure
Duration ( F) _(osia) Humidity Radiation

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

f) Oneraoility Recuirerents:

g) Coerability Demonstration:

h) Accuracy /Resnonse Time Pequirerents: 1 1% full scale
accuracy

i) Accuracy /Resnonse Time Demcnstration:

,

j) Quali fica tion ''!ethod:
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Type Test

The systems were submerged at a time in Ethylene Glycol at
2120 F and allowed sufficient time to reach 2120 F.
Nitrogen pressure cf 1.3 x system range (dial range if
higher) was applied. Leakage, if any, was to be observed as
nitrogen bubbling through the Ethylene Glycol. This would
be considered as f ailure of the device.

.

k) pualification Report:

1) Conclusions:

Device is qualified per DOR Guidelines, since it passed the
required hydrostatic test and it is a passive device which

'

maintains pressure integrity.

.
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24. SAFETY RELIEF VALVE

1E21-N009; 1E 51-N 0 20

a) Location: Reactor Building

b) Manufacturer: Barksdale '

.

c) Model No: PIH- M3 4 CSS-V

d) Abnormal Environment:

'

Temperature Pressure Radiation
Duration (OF) (psig) Humidity (::a.l s)

0-6 hours 212 7 in. W.G. Steam 4.5 x 10*
0-12 hours 150 7 in. W. G. 1005
100 days 150 0 905

e) Qualification Envircnment:

f) Onerability Recuirements: 0-100 Days

g) Ope rability Demonstration:

h) Accuracy / Response Time Reauirements:

i) Accuracy / Response Time Demons tration :

j) Qualificat ion Method:

Type Test

Units were tested in all steam environment (no temperature
data) for a period at 6 hours. The setpoint and
dif ferential were checked at dif ferer.t intervals during this
time. The units were returned to ambient conditions and
checked again.
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k) Qualificat ion Report:

1) Conclusions:

The units functioned satis factorily both during and af ter
the tests.

.

%

.
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25. VALVE MOTOR OP EPATCP

1E22-F001; 1E22-F004; 1E22-F 010 ; 1E22-F011; 1E22-F012;
1E22-F015; 1E22-F023

a) Location: Reactor Building

.

b) Manufacturer: Limitorque

c) Fodel No: SMB-O

d) Abnormal Environment:
.

Temperature Pressure Padiation
Du ration (OF) (psic) Humidity (r ad s)

0-1 hour 212 7 in. h.G. Steam < 4.5 x 10+

e) Qualification Environment:

f) Coerability Requirements:

g) Ope rability Demonstration:

h) Accuracy /Resconse Time Fecuirements:

i) Accuracv/Resnonse Time Demons tration :

j) Qualification Method:

Thermal Acing. The motor stater was aged at 1800 C f or 100
hours.

Fechanical Aoing. The actuator was installed with an AC4E
stem thr:asting against a load cell to simulate seating
thrust: Ave ra ge thrust was 20,740 lb. It was cycled 500
times at room ambient tem pe ra t ure. One open and one close
constitute one cycle.
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Radiation. The unit was exposed at 106 R/hr f or 4 hours.

Se ismic . Subjected to seismic test (Report included in
referenced test report) .

Radiation. After seismic testing the operator was exposed
to a 106 R/hr field for an additional 200 hours.

Accident Simulation. The above unit, and a. unit with no
aging or testing were subjected to the following.

Type Test

The units were subjected to a steam environment f or 3 hours
at 3400 F/150 psig; 3 hour drop to 1620 F/ 0 ps ig. Then a 23
second rise to 340 0 F 150 psig. Nine hours after to the
temperature was reduced to 3200F/77 psig, at to plus 12

'

hours there was a 1 hour drop to 2520F/19 psig. The units
were held at 2510 F1 20/15 psig until 4 days 6 hours af ter
start of test. The units were then held at 2000 F for
26 days.

With the exception of using two temperaure transients slower
cooling rates, and limiting the test to 30 days per the
combined test profile, the actuator was exposed to the
profiles indicated on Table 2, page 12 of IEEE 382-1972.
The test chamber was inadvertently flooded during the f if th
da y o f te s t, and the operators completely submerged.

k) Qualification Recort:

1) Conclusions:

The units performed satsifactorily before during and af ter
the tests. Begirning with the third cycle Unit 2 required
two pushes of the start button to initiate the open cycle,,
however, the cycle was always executed normally. Curing the
time that the test chamber was flooded , insulation
resistances decreased significantly however they recovered
when the flooding was corrected. A copy of the test report
(Limitorque 6 00276 A) can te found in VPF363 0-4 7 0-1. The
units meet IEEE 382-1972.

.
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26. LEVEL SWITCH

1E22-N001; 1E 2 2-N 0 0 2

a) Location: Reactor Building

b) Manufacturer: Magnetrol -

c) Rodel No: 3. 5-7 51 - 1 X-M PG-M14 H Y

d) Abnormal Environment:

'

Temperature Pressure Radiation
Duration (OF) (psio) Humidity (rais) ,

0-100 days 150 0 90% Uormal
Integrated
3.5 x 10*

Accident
Integrated
3.5 x 10*

e) Qualification Environment:

1) Operability Requirerents: 0-100 Days

g) Operability Demonstration :

h) Accuracy /Resnonne Time Fequirements:

i) Accuracy /Resnonse Time Demons t rat ion:

.
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j) pualification Method:

Type Test

Temnerature/ Humidity / Cycle Aoina

Units were exposed tc 160 hours of dry heat at 3000 F and
480 hours of 95% to 1004 relative humidity between ambient
and 1000 F. The above was divided into 10 cycles of 16
hours and 48 hours respectively. In addition, while in the
humidity chamber, the controls were cycled using the A153
(under test) also as a control to open and close a feedwater
valve. All controls were on a manifold and thus were
actuated by water. In all, 1000 cycles of "off-on"
operation was performed. Fadiation aging was tested by
exposing units to 4.4 x 10* rads of integrated dose to
simulate 4 0 years of background radiation. Following expo-,

sure, the units were functionally tested.

Analysis

The level switch is mounted locally adjacent to the
cor 3cnsate storage tank which is located in the turbine
building. The level switch was qualified to 10 00 F , 0 in. WC
and 95-100% R/H for 480 hours and 3000F, 0 in. WC- and
ambient relative humidity for 160 hours. The level switch
wa s exposed to radiation o f 4. 4 x 10* Rads and susceptible
material to 1.25 x 10e Pads.

It is felt that the lack of suf ficient post local
qualification data is not a significant issue because the
unit is a simple microswitch arrangement with no electronic
parts to be e f fected by temperature, humidity or radiation.

The device PPD: 159C4294 is used in Hatch 2 BWR Nuclear
Power Plant.

k) Qualification Report:

1) Conclusions:

The device is qualified per DOR guidelines.

.
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27. _ TEMPERATURE ELEMENT

1E31-N001; 1E 31-N 0 0 2 ; 1E31-N 00 3 ; 1E31-N0 04 ; 1E31-N005;
1E31-N006; 1E31-u018; 1E31-U024; 1E31-N025; 1531-N027 ;
1E31-N029; 1E31-!;030; 1E31-NO31

a) Location- Reactor Building
.

b) Manufacturer: NECI

c) Model No: N145C3224

d) Abnormal Environment:
,

The instrument is located in the ECIC equipment area. The
FSAR environmental conditions are listed below:

Temperature Pressure Radiation
Dur ation (OF) (psig) Hunidity (rad s)

0-1 hour 340 7 in. W.G. Steam Normal
1-6 hours 212 7 in. W. G. Steam Integrated

8.7 x 10*

6-12 hours 150 7 irt. W . G. 100% Accident
Integrated
1.7 x 105

12-24 hours 150 0 in. W.G. 90%

e) Qu ali f icat ion Environment:

Sa me a s in (d) above

f) Operability Recuirements:

g) Ocerability Demonstration :

.

h) Accuracy /Resoonse Time Fequirerrents:
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Pesponse time: Max. 2.0 seconds to reach 63% of a step
change in temperature of saturated air moving at a mass
velocity of 6 lb/sec f t2,

The temperature element must have an accurancy of USAS C96.1
and a response time within 2 seconds.

i) Accure _ Je Time Demcnstraticn:

j) Qualification Method:

Tyne Test

Manufacturer's sample was subjected to 2500 F for 7 days in
a moist environment at atmospheric pressure. This was,

followed by exposure to gamma radiation from a Cobalt-60
source to an accumulated dose of 200 megarads.

Analysis

Pressure - The temperature element is an exposed hot
junction made of ccpper-ccnstant thermocouple. Therefore,
its electromotive force (EMF) is not susceptible to the
environmental pressure change of 0.7 in. W.G. ( 0. 2 5 ps i) .

Evaluation of Type Test data revealed that the temperature
element wa s not tested to the environmental envelopes of the
GE specification. An engineering / mathematical stress
analysis was performed and shows the sheath capable of
performing and maintaining its function. Also, the copper-
constant thermocouple is serviceable up to a minimum of
6000F per ANSI-MC 96.1-1975.

Radiation - The temperature element was tested at 2. 0 x10 8
Rads which is higher than the integrated radiation exposure
of 8.7 x106 Rad specified by the GE specif ciation.

Relative Humidity - Testing was performed in an unspecified
moist environment, but wa s not tested in an " All Steam"
environment as specified by GE specification.

This type of temperature element PPD # 145C3224 has been in
operation at the Hatch 1 and 2, Duane Arnold, and
Brunswict 1 and 2 EWR Nuclear Power Plants.

Thermal Aging - Some of these materials night be susceptible
to thermal aging over a ten-year period Lased upon tne DDR
Guideline, Appendix C. Such degradation due to aging would
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be detected by the normal plant surveillance programs.
Equipmer.t exhibiting age-related degradation is identified
and replaced as necessary,

h) Qualification Report:

1) Conclusions: -

The Temperature Element is qualified per DOR guidelines.

.

O
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28. HEATER - MSIV

1E32-B001

a) location: Feactor Euilding

b) Manufacturcr: GE Lompoc
,

c) Model No: 47D518673

d) Abnormal Environment:

Temperature Pressure Radiation-

Duration (OF) (psig) Humidity (rad s)

0-6 hours 212 7 in. E.G. Steam 1.7 x 105
0-12 hours 150 7 in. W . G. 100%
100 days 120 -0.72 in. 90%

W. G.

e) Qualification Envircnment:

f) Coe ra bility Fequirements:

g) Cuerability Demonstration:

h) Accuracy /Resnonse Time Recuirements:

i) Accuracy / Response Time Demonstration:

j) Qualification Method:

Type Test

The environmental testing (which also served as the
thermal / operational aging for seismic testing) consisted of
operating the heater for 124 days, vaporizing various
condensate flow rates of from zero to 11 lb/hr, with
condensate temperatures of up to 1500 F (first day) and at
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~750 F for the remainder of the test period. Since the heat
of vaporation of ccndensate in the 750 F to 1500 F range is
> 1000 Btu /lb, the capacity requirements were met. Ambient
humidity is not a significant facator as regards the
performance of the (insulated and hermetically sealed)
heater.

Analysis
.

The threshold level for significant radiation effects on the
nonmetallic parts used in this equipment is conservatively
estimatted at 20106 rads. No radiation aging was therefore
performed.

k) Qualification Reoort:
,

1) Conclusions:

The test unit operated as it was designed and intended
throughout the FSAR environmental requirements and meets the
requirements of IEEE 323-1971.

Records are contained in VPF 3830 and in design record file
205E32-B001N*3, N* 5 and 11*9. Additional records for the La
Salle project are contained in DRF 205-E32E001-liAO.

.

O
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29. FSIV-LCS B LOW ER

1E32-C001

a) location: Peactor Building

b) Manufacturer: GE - Lcmpoc -

c) Fodel No:

d) Abnormal Environnent:

'

Tempe rature Pressure Radiation
Duration (DF) (psig) __ Humidity (rad s)

0-6 hours 212 7 in. W.G. Steam 1.7 x 105
0-12 hours 150 7 in. W.G. 100%
100 days 120 -0.72 in. 905

W. G.

e) Qualification Environment:

f) Operability Requi rements:

g) Ooerability Demonstration:

h) Act , //Resconse Time Pequirements:

i) Accuracy /Resocnce Time Demonstration:

j) Qualification Method:

k) Qualification Report:
.

Type Test

Tests were conducted on two complete units, identified "A"
and "B". These tests included the following: 6 hours
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preliminary, functional, and on/off cycling tests (both
units) ; 24 hours (Unit A) and 32 hours (Unit B) operation at
2000 F, 90% RH: 144.4 days (Unit A) and 99.75 days (Unit B)
operation at 1650 F and 90% RH: 6.1 additional hours of
operation Unit B only, including low temperature testing,
seismic testing (i . e. , post-seismic test operation) , over-
and-under-voltage testing, and zero flow testing.

The 2000 F for 1 day condition exceeds the equivalent aging
of 2120 F for 6 hours. Except for periodic testing of tn e
units, (simulated Ly the first 6 hours of tests as described
above) the units dc not run during normal plant operation.

Analysis

Radiation aging was not required to be performed. Th e
threshold level for any significant radiation efrects to the,

replaceable nonmetallic parts used in this equipment is
conservatively estimated at 2 106 rada. The total
(including LOCA) dose during the 5-year period between
overhauls (4. 5 x 10 * rads) is substantially less than this
conservative threshold level.

1) Conclusions:

The test units sucessfully operated as they were designed
and intended to operate throughout the FSAR environmental
requirements, and meet all requirements of IEEE 323-1971.
Recorde are filed in VPF 3830 and in DRF 2 0 5-E3 2C0 01N *5 and
N*9. Additional data relating to the La Salle equipment is
filed in DRF 205-E32C001-HAC. Test results are in VPF
3830-12-2.

.

9
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30. FLCW METER

1E32-N006

a) location: Reactor Building

b) Panufacturer: SSK Instruments -

c) Model No: 20-9651-8550

d) Abnormal Environnent:

'

Temperature Pressure Radiation
Duration (OF) (esig) Humidity (rais)

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

e) Qu ali ficat ion Environment:

f) Cperability Recuirenents:

g) Onerability Demonstration:

h) Accuracv/Resnonse Titre Recuirements: 1 2% full scale.

i) Accuracy /Fesnonse Time Demons t rat ion :

j) Qualitication Method:

Type Test

The flow. meter was tested hydrostatically at a pressure
1800 psig for 10 months.
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An electric qualification test was also made. Connect meter
and electronics to power and monitoirng equipment. The test
environment varies as follows.

700F
400F

1500F
700F

.

At each variation the temperature was allowed to stabiline.
The device operated normally.

k) Qualificat ion Peport:

1) Conclusions:,

Qualified per DOR guidelines as it is classified " Esse nti al
Passive" pressure integrity only.

.

9
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31. PRESSURE TRANSMITTER

1E32-N051; 1 E3 2-N 0 5 6

a) Location: Reactor Building

b) Manu f actur er: Rosemcunt *

c) Model No: 1151APS

d) Abnormal Environment:

The instrument is located on Local Panel H22-P024 in the,

HPCS pump room inthe reactor building. The FSAR
environmental conditions are listed below:

Temperature Pressure Radiation
Duration (OF) _Jpsig) H_umidity (rads)

1-6 hours 212 7 in. W.G. Steam Normal
Integrated
5.3 x 103

6-12 hours 150 7 in. W. G. 100% Accident
Integrated
4.3 x 10+

1/2-100 days 150 0 in. W. G. 90%

e) Qualification Environment:

Same as above.

f) Operability Requirements:

g) Operability Demonstration:
,

h) Accuracy /Resnonse Time Pequirerents: 1 2.5% Accuracy.

i) Accu racy /Fe scon s. Time Demons t ration :
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j) Qu alification Method:

Type Tent

The Type Test has been performed at the following
conditions.

Tempera tu re Pressure Hold Time Steam Environment

3500F 60 psig 10 min. Dry
3160F 70 poig 1 hr Saturated
303oF 55.4 psig 7 hr Saturated
2300F 6 psig 42 hr Saturated

An alys is

Environmental Pressure - The transmitter was tested in
'

70 psig saturated steam environment which is higher than the
7.0 in. WC as required.

Environmental Temperature - The transmitter was tested 3030F
(min) for 8 hrs which is higher than the 2120 F for 42 hours
which is higher than 150oF for 12 hours.

It was not tested f or 150 0) for ;20 days. However,
considering the transmitter had demonstrated its high
temperature capability unc er the extreme humidity
environment with its mechtnical and electrical housing
constructi 'n intact, it fcllows that the transmitter is
ca pable or surviving 1500) , 90% R/H for 100 days.

Radiation - The DP transmitter was tested at 2x106 Rads,
which 2 higher than the 4.5x103 Rads. Integrated radiation4

exposure specified by the GE specification with no
detrimental ef fects.

Relative Humidity - As ir.dicated abc Ve, because of similar
housing between the 1151 and 1152, tasting was done and is
qualified per GE Harsh Etvironment Specification of "all
steam" as required.

Operating Experience - Tais type (DP) transmitter PPD #
145C3240, Rosemount Model 1151CP has been in operation at.

the Monticello (9/70) ar.d Peach Bottom 2 ( 8/7 3) and 3 (7/ 74)
Nuclear Power Plants.

.

k) Qualif ication Report:
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1) Conclusions:

The DP trane:.iitter is qualified per DOR guidelines.

.

%

e

9
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32. FLOW TRANSMITTER

1E32-N053

a) _ Location: Reactor Building

b) Manu f a ctur er: SSK Instruments -

c) Rodel No: 91X- 16- 4- 20

d) Abnormal Environment:

'
Temperature Pressure Radiation

Duration (OF) (psig) Humidity (rads)

1-6 hours 212 7 in. W.G. Steam ' Normal
Integrated
3.5 x 102

6-12 hours 150 7 in. W. G. 100% Accident
Integrated
1.7 x 109

e) Qualification Environment:

f) Operability Requirements:

g) Operability Demonstration:

h) Accuracy /Resconse Time Pequirements: 1 2% full scale
reading between 10-100% F.S. at 800 F.

1) Accuracy / Response Time Demons t ration:

j) Qualification Method:
.
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Type Test

The transmitter was electrically tested under the
environment specified below.

'
' 700F

400F
1500F
700F -

At each variation the temperature was allowed to stabilize.
The flow transmitter was tested hydrostatically at a
pressure of 1800 psig for 10 minutes and passed.
Manufacturer certifies the the flowmeter was qualified for
the following environmental conditions: 212DF a 6 hr,
+7 WG, 100% R/H and 1.7x105 Rad gamma Accident Int eg r ated.

'
Analysis

The flow transmitter was not tested at +7 in. WC as it is
insignificant and would be no effect on the instrument
operability.

Evaluation of the type test data revealed that the flow
meter was tested to the environmental envelope of the GE
Specification.

Radiation - No radiation testing was performed. The
Integrated Padiation exposures requirements (1.7x105 Rads)
are above the DOR conservative radiation threshold (1.7x10*
Rads) where materials contained in the flow meter show
degrada tion.

It is anticipated that, per DOB Guideline recommendations,
the plant will establish ongoing programs to review
surveillance and maintenance records to ensure that the
equipment and/or parts which are exhibiting Radiation-
related degradation will be identified and replaced as
necessary.

Relative Humidity - GE Specification 22A3008, Rev. 5 list
environmental conditions as " All Steam" but testing was
performe1 a 100% R/H engineering evaluation and judgement
indicates that both cf these conditions are essentially the
sa me.

Thermal $ging - The component contains materials which are
susceptible to thermal aging. These materails are used in
transistors, resistors, op-amps, transformers, cables,
connectors, wire insulation, and PC board. Some of these
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materials might be susceptible to thermal aging over a ten
yea r period, based upon the DCR Guideline, Appendix C. It
is anticipated that per DCR Guideline recommendations, tn e
plant will establish engoing programs as described under
radiation above.

k) Qualification Pelog :
.

1) Conclusions:

The device is qualified per DOR guidelines.

.

.

.
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33. AUXILIAPY TURBINE CCNTPCLS

1E 51-C00 2

a) location: Peactor Building

b) Manufacturer: Terry Turbine -

c) Model No: GS-2

d) Abnormal Environment:

'

Temperature Pressure Radiation
Duration (OF) (psig) __ Humidity (rais)

0-6 hours 212 7 in. W.G. Steam 4.5 x 10*
6-12 hours 150 7 in. W.G. 100%
100 days 150 -0.72 in. 90%

W. G.

e) Qu alif icat ion Env.ironment:

f) Operability Pecuirements:

g) Operability Demonstration:

h) Accuracy /Resnonse Time Recuirements:

i) Accuracy'Resoonse Time Demonstration:

j) pualification Method:

Terry turbine report 20458 will describe the environmental
testing of a similar piece of equipment. This report is not
yct issued.

k) Oualificat ion Recort:
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1) Conclusions:

Due to similarity the turbine is considered suitable f or its
intended application. Additional documer.tation may be f ound
in VPF 2757.

.

S

0
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34. PRESSURE SWITCH

1E51-N009; 1E51-N012; 1E51-N021

a) Location: Reactor Building

b) Manufacturer: Barksdale -

c) Model No: D2 h-M805S

d) Abnormal Environment:

The instrument is on the RCIC Panels HC22-PD17 and HC22-P029
' in the RCIC Turbine / Pump room of the reactor building. The

FSAR environmental conditions are listed below:

Temperature Pressure Radiation
Duration (oF) (psig) Humidity (rads)
0-6 hours 212 7 in. W.G. Steam Normal

Integrated
5.3 x 103

6-12 hours 150 7 in. W. G. 100% Accident
Integrated
4.5 x 10+

e) Qualification Environment:

f) Operability Requirements: 0-100 Days

g) Operability Demonstration:

h) Accuracy /Resnonse Time Require 7ents:

1) Accuracv) Response Time Demons t ration:
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j) Qu alification Method:

Type Test

The pressure switches were tested stepwise in a temperature
environment which was varied in 200 increments from -6 50 F
to 2000 F at an unspecified relative humidity. Tests were
also run at the follcwing combinations of temperature and
relative humidity: .

Time (min) : 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10
Temp: 70 50 30 50 70 90 110 130 150
Rel Hum: 40 40 20 30 40 40 70 90 90

Analysis

The pressure switch was not tested a + 7 in. WC as it was
'

assumed there would be no ef fect on the instrument
operability. This is a gauge pressure switch; therefore,
atmospheric press change + 7.0 in. NG (0.2 5 psi) will aff ect
the trip point as much as 0.25 psi which is still marginal.

.

Evaluation of type test data revealed that the pressure
switch was not type tested to the environmental envelope of
the GE specification. However, the device is similar to
1645359 which was type tested to the GE specifications.

R;diation - no radiation testing was performed during type
testing because the integrated radiation exposure
requirements (4. 5x10 * Rads) was below DOR conservative
radiation threshold (105 Rad) where materials contained in
the pressure switch show degradation. It is anticipated
that, per DOR Guideline recommendations, the plant will
establish ongoing programs to review surveillance and

jmaintenance records to ensure that the equipment and/or .

parts which are exhibiting radiation - telated degradation '

will be identified and replaced as necessary. !
lRelative Humidity - Testing was not performed in an "all !

steam" environment as required by GE specification, but was
performed in a 90% R/H Environment.

Operating Experience - Similar pressure switches (CPPD#
145C3046, Barksdale and 145C3028, Earks dale) DIT-A80,
DIT-H1855, D2H, D2H-A15055, and D2F MIJ have been in
ope ra tion, a t the Arnold (2/74), Dresden 2 (12/69) and 2
(1. 71 ) , Quad City 1 (10/ 7 1) and 2 (3/72) , Erunswick 1 (9/76)
and 2 ( 12/ 7 4) , Cooper ( 1/ 74) , and Monticello (9/70) Nuclear
Power Plants and, identical pressure switches, Earksdale
D2H-M8055, have been in operation at the Copper Nuclear
Power Sta tion since 1/74.
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k) Qualification Report:

1) conclusions:

Qualified by similarity to 164C5359 per DOR guidelines and
operation experience.

.

O
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35. DIFFERENTIAL PRESSURE TRANSMITTER

B21-N032; B21-N033; B21-N034; C34-N003
B34-N004; C61-N001; C61-N006; E12-N015

a) Location: Reactor Building
.

b) Manufacturer: Rosemount

c) Model No: ll51DP

d) Abnorual Environment: The equipment is located in the
reactor building. The FSAR environmental conditions are
tabulated below:

Temperature Pressure Radiation
Duration ( F) (psig) Humidity (Rads)

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
.

e) Qualification Environment:

f) Operability Requirements:

g) Operability Demonstration

h) Accuracy / Response Time Requirements:

i) Accuracy / Response Time Demonstration:

j) Qualification Method:

Type Test

The pressure transmitter sensing module was subjected to
3500 psi on the high side for 68 hours followed by 30 hours
of 3800 psi sn both sides and the cell leak checked before
and after, prior to connecting to the electronics and the
performar.ce of input versus output measurements.

Al- a lys i s

Operating Experience - This type transmitter (Pm # 163C1560,
similar to PPD # 145C3240) Rosemount ll51DP has ueen in oper-
ation at Monticello (9/70) and Peach Bottom 2 (8/73) and
3 (7/74) Nuclear Power Plants.

k) Qualification Report:

1) Conclusions:

The DP transmitter is qualified for passive application
per DOR guidelines.
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M.6 COMPARISON WITH DOR GUIDELINES CP NUREG-0588

The environmental qualification reports for all Class 1E.

electrical equipment for la Salle County Station were reviewed to
determine if either tne requirements of the COR guidelines or the
Category I or Category II requirements of NUREG-0588 were met.

All reports were reviewed to determine that the equipment
description was adequate to identify all Class 1E equip. Tent being
qualified, and that the list of equipment qualified matched that
being supplied under the procurement specification or adequately
justitied any dissimilarities. -

M.6.1 Type Testino Quali fication Reports

If type testing was the me tod of qualification (either partly or
fully) each report was reviewed to determine:

a. that the quantity of each equipment type teste ~ was
listed;

.

b. that the mounting and external connections used
during the type testing agree with the field
installation design;

c. that normal and abnormal service condition values f or
which the equipment was qualified were given and
enveloped the specified values for the following:*

1. temperature

2. pressure

3. humidity

4. time

5. radiation

6. operational cycles

7. submergence

8. chemical or demineralized water spray
9. design basis accident (Seismic, LOCA, HELE) ;

.

*For equipmcnt which met NUREG-0588, the power input requirements
(e . g . , voltage and frequency) were also reviewed as to normal and
abnormal service conditions qualification.
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d. that the equipment which met NUREG-0588 applied
acceptable margin to the service conditions during
type testing;

e. that the report outlined the equipment
characteristics wnich would be used to judge
pe rf ormance ;

f. that the report identified the limiting values of
performance measurements which would constitute
failure;

'

g, that the equipment which met the DOR guidelines,
handled the test sequence satisf actorily and met the
following:

.

1. that the radiation dose was applied prior to or
concurrent with the elevated environmental
parameters if the equipment contains any
materials known to te susceptible to significant

'

radiation damage at the service condition levels
or materials whose susceptibility to radiation
damage are not known.

2. that the same test specimen was used throughout
the test sequence for all service conditions f or
which the equipment was to be qualified for hy
type test.

h. that the equipment which met the Category II
requirements of NUREG-0598 addressed the tes:
sequence satisfactorily and met the following:

1. that the vendor gave the range, sequence and
combination of environmer.t to simulate the design
basis event conditions

2. that the vendor listed and justified the adequacy
of the test sequency selected

i. that the equipment which met the Category I
requirements of SUREG-0 588 addressed test sequence
satisfactorily and performed the type testing in the
following order:

1. inspection o f equipment for damage

2. performance measurements

*

3. cyclic operation

4. aging
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5. vibration

6. DBA exposure

7. post DBA exposure

j. that the equipment which met the DOR guidelines
addressed aging to the following extent: .

1. that a qualified life was established f or
components containing material that has heen
identified as being susceptible to significant
degradation due to thermal aging ;

2. that in establishing a qualified lif e f or
components with thermally susceptible materials
the following requirements were met:

a) that the accelerated aging parameters (time
and temperature) and their corresponding

'

equivalent real time and temperature were
identified

b) that if an activation energy was used f or
determining accelerated aging parameters, a
reference is provided to identif y the source
for the activation energy value

c) that if a regression line was used to
determine accelerated aging parameters, th e
following was provided:

1) the identification of the test points on
the line

2) a 90% confidence bounds

3) the failure mode used for determining the
regression line

4) operational status of the equip. Tent
during aging

k. that the equipment which met the Category II
requirements of SUREG-0 588 addressed aging to the
following extent:

1. that a schedule for periodically replacing the
components having materials susceptible to aging,

ef fects was established
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1. that the equipment which met the cateeory I
requirements of NUREG-0 588 addret oed J.g ing as
follows:

1. that the accelerated aging parameters (time and
temperature) and their corresponding equivalent
real time and temperature were identified

2. that if an activation energy was used f or.

determining accelerated aging parameters, a
reference is provided to identif y the source f or
the activation energy value -

3. that if a regression line was used to determine
accelerated aging parameters, the following was
provided:

1) the identification of the test points on
the line

.

2) a 90% confidence hounds

3) t he failure mode used for determining the
regression line

4) operational status of the equipment
during aging

4. that the radiation source and exposure rate were
acceptable

m. that the equipment which met the DOit guidelines and
could be directly exposed to LCCA or HELB environment
met the following:

1. that as a minimum for equipment located inside
primary containment, that equipment was type
tested for the severe temperature, pressure and
steam service conditions

2. that a chemical or demineralized water spray was
introduced during LCCA exposure

3, that the qualification of the equipment was for
the specified post CEA time period

n. that the equipment which met the Category II
requirements of NUREG-0 588 and could he directly
exposed to LCCA or HELB environment met th e
following:

1. that performance measurements were taken bef ore,
during and after DBA exposure
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2. that a chemical or demineralized water spray was
introduced during LCCA exposure

3. that the equipment was exposed to the entire time
frame of the accident as called for in the
procurement specification or at least one hour
beyond the equipment's required operability

4. that the simulated service conditions and design
basis event conditions were of suf ficient
magnitude to envelope both LOCA and HELE
conditions .

5. that the qualification of the equipment was for
the specified post CEA time period

o. that the equipment which met Category I requirements
of NUREG-0588 and could te directly exposed to LOCA
or HELB environment met the following:

'

1. that the equipment was operated througnout its
range of input power requirements (e.g . , voltag e,
current, frequency) during the DEA exposure

2. that performance measurements were taken bef ore,
during and after DEA exposure

3. that a chemical or domineralized water spray was
introduced during LCCA exposure

4. that the radiation source and exposure rate were
acceptable

5. that the equipment was exposed to the entire time
frame of the accident as called for in the
procurement specification or at least one hour
beyond the equipment's required operability

6. that the qualification of the equipment was for
the specified post CEA time period

p. that the equipment which met the Category I or
Category II requirements of NUEEG-0588 identified the
environmental variables monitored to simulate the
specified service conditions;

q. that the equipment which met the Category II
requirements of NUEEG-0588 contained the f ollowing
re,garding test equipment:

1. that the vendor listed number, type (meters,
voltme t:ers, etc. ) and location of test
monito::ing sensors for each variable
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2. that the test equipment accuracies and latest
date of calibration were documented

r. that the equipment which met the category I
requirements of NUPEG-0588 contained the f ollowing
regarding that equipment:

1. that the vendor listed the test eq uipment
(me ters , voltmeters , etc. ) used during the test

2. that the test equipment accuracies and latest
date of calibration were documented

s. that the equipment which met the Category I or
Category II requirements of NUEEG-0588, identified
the results of all type tests and included a
conclusive statement regarding qualification; and,

t. that the equipment which met the Category I or
Category II requirements of NUREG-0588 gave,

acceptable (nondestructive and realistic) maintenance
and inspection requirements.

M.6.2 Coera ting H:.storv Quali ficat ion Reoorts

If operating history was the method of qualification (either
partly or fully) each report was reviewed to determine:

a. that the equipment which met the Category II
requirements of NUREG-0 588 clearly identified the
following for the operating equipment upon which tne
qualification of new equipment was predicated:

1. the specifications for the equipment to be
qualified

2. the specifications of equipment for wnich
operating experience is available

3. the identification of the specific features to be
demonstrated by operating experience and the
comparison o f past applications and
speci fica tions (with the new equipment
specifications for each identified f eature)

4. a summary and source of operatirg experience
applicable to equipment qualification

S ., the basis on which the data has been determined
to be suitable

b. that the equipment which met the Category I
requirements of NUREG-0588 clearly identified the
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following for the operating equipment upon whicn the
qualification of new equipment was predicated:
1. the physical location of existing equipment in

their respective facilities

2. the mounting arrangement of operating equipment
3. the method o f external connects to operating

equipment

4. the performance characte,ristics of existing
equipment as called for in their specifications

5. the records of failures and trends for operating
equipment

6. the logs of periodic maintenance and inspections
for operating equipment

.

7. the record of operating equipment
8. the demonstration with margin that new equipment

will be placed in an environment with physical
boundaries less severe than operating equipment

9. a statement of qualified lif e which does not
exceed the operational times of existing
equipment

M.6.3 Analysis Ouali fication Renorts

If analysis was the method of qualification (either partly or
fully) each report was reviewed to determine:

a. that the equipment which met the category II
requirements of NUREG-0588 presented an analysis
which included the following details:

1. the equipment specifications

2. the interface or boundary conditions of the
equipment

3. the specific features, postulated failure modes,
or the failure etfects that were analyzed

4. the assumptions, imperically derived values, or
mathematical models used as well as tne,

appropriate justification for their use. (Note -
If the equipment model took the form of a
regression analysis for the materials of the
individual components or of the components
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themselves, the f ailure mode for the analysis
should have matched that defined f or the
component. All test points should have teen
clearly identified, and a ref erence provided as
to the tests performed to develop the regression.
Justification could have taken the form of test
data or operating experience.)

5. a summary o f analytically established perf ormance
cha rac teristics

6. a description of analytical methods or computer
programs used

7. the justification for extrapolations (Note - One
form of satisf actory justification would have
been provided by identifying 905 confidence
bounds on the regression line.)

8. a list of nondestructive and realistic
'

maintenance and inspection requirements

b. that the equipment which met category I requirements
of NUREG-0588 presented an analysis which included
the following details:

1. the identification of aquipment performance
requirements

2. the equipment mounting and method of external
connections

3. the identification of all applicable potential
failure modes for equipment components

4. the equipment model which was derived based on
identified failure modes as a function of time
and the specified environmental variables (Note -
If the equipment model took the form of a
regression analysis for the materials of the
individual components or of the components
themselves, the failure mode for the analysis
should have matched that defined ror the
component. All test points should have been
clearly identi fied and a ref erence provided as to
the tests performed to develop the regression.

5. the justification of the equipment model used

6 .* the justification for extrapolations (Note - One
form ot satisf actory justification would have
been provided by identitying 90% confidence
bounds on the regression line.)
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7. a description of analytical methods

8. a list of nondestructive and realistic
maintenance and inspection requirements.

.

%

%

O
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M.7 CONCLUSIONS

The safety-related electrical equipment which are subject to
environmental qualification requirements have been identified in
the tables of Section M.3. A review of the qualification
documentation f or this equipment has been performed and tne
results are presented in the tables of Section M.5. An
inspection of these qualification summary tables indicates that
the present status of the equipment qualification effort is
represented by two categories:

a. equipment which are considered qualified according to
the DOR guicelines and/or NUREG-0588, and

b. equipment for which the qualification documentation
is not complete to enable a conclusion to be made.

Equipment in these two categories are listed in the following
subsections.

'

For the equipment which are considered qualified, the complete
qualification documentation has been placed in the appropriate
filec. The qualification program is regarded as finished and no
other action is planned.

For the equipment whose qualification documentation is
ina de qua te , an effort to obtain the additional documentation is
unde rway. It is expected that adequate documentation will te
received to qualify the majority of this equipment in accordance
with the DOR guidelines. Howe ver , in the case that such a
documentation cannot be obtained or some equipment are found to
be unqualified, a requalification/ replacement program is being
institu ted a s described in Section M.8 to guarantee tnat all
saf ety-related electrical equipment are qualified.

M.7.1 Harsh Environment Qualification Fesults

M.7.1.1 Comparison to CCR Guidelines

As a result of the assessment and evaluation phases for the Class
1E equipment at La Salle, a status report can be made f or this
appraisal co int in tire. This status concerns only that
equipment important ta safety which has a po.tential for exposure
to a harsh environment as de fined in this report. There are a
total of 175 separate items in the ECP and NSSS Scope which
pertain to this status report.

.
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LSCS EQUIPMENT GUALIFICATION

DOR STATUS REPORT (NOVEMBER 1, 1980)

Degree of Qualification NSSS BOP Total
Attested To Date Equinnent Ecuinment Equinment

Qualified to DOR
Guidelines 127 21 148

Under EQ Testing 2 7 9

Awaiting Documentation 1 17 18

Total 130 45 175

Additional EQ documentation is needed in the equipment folders
for the following Class 1E electrical equipment.

TABLE M.5-1 ITEM NUMBER EQUIPMEhT NAME
.

1 Medium Voltage Switchgear
2 Motor Control Center
3 Motor Control Center
8 Instrumentation Cable
9 Instrumentation Cable

10 Instrumentation Cable
13 Flow Transmitter
14 Thermocouple
15 Fesistance Temperature Detector
18 Control Panel
19 Hydrogen-Oxygen Analyzer Power
20 Power Supply Cabinet

26 Electric Heating Coil
27 Pump Motor
28 Hydrogen Fecombiner
29 Solenoid Valve
30 Solenoid Valve
31 Solenoid Valve
32 Solenoid Valve
34 Limit Switch
35 Limit Switch
36 Limit Switch
37 Limit Switch (EA 170) *
45 Fadiation Detector

* Change out is. underway
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The conclusions evident f rom this comparison to DOR guidlines is
as follows:

a. All Class 1E equipment is environmentally qualified
with documented records, or is qualified but written
reports are still being assembled, or the devices are
undergoing EQ testing.

b. The only exception is the change out of a limit
switch to obtain a suitable qualified model.

Based on the resq1ts of the EQ comparison to Don guidelines, a
plant systems review was made for all systems employing class 1E
devices whose EQ documentation was not complete (see table
immediately aoove) . This systems review concluded that the
required plant safety functions were not invalidated by failure
of any individual item on this deficient documentat ion list. Tne
bases included the f JiloWin g: functional time analysis ,
similarity analysis, knowledge of test results not yet in report
format, and comparison analyses. Conclusions derived from tnis,

plant systems review were added to the EQ summary f or each
af fected Class 1E item.

.
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